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FEEL BETTER SOONER.
WITH BAYHEALTH VIRTUAL URGENT CARE, YOU CAN SEE
A BOARD-CERTIFIED DOCTOR IN AS FEW AS 10 MINUTES, 24/7.
Allergies, rashes, infections, sore throat, cold and flu, gout, UTIs.
Whatever the symptoms, get the care you need sooner. Download
the app and enroll today. Bayhealth.org/Virtual-Urgent-Care
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Brad, Senior Construction Manager at Governors

“Brad’s knowledge, frequent updates
and pictures made him our MVP.”
- James & Katherine, Governors Homeowners

Our company culture and mission of happiness are evident in the attitude and
energy of our team members and our customers constantly comment on how
amazing our people are – especially our Construction Managers. In the words of our
friends and customers, we’re building the best communities and lasting friendships.
But don’t take our word for it, check out what our homeowners have to say.

©2022 Schell Brothers LLC. All Rights Reserved. All information is subject to change without notice.
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A new vision of
retirement is waiting

All renderings are for illustrative purposes only. Final finishes and layouts may vary.

All renderings are for illustrative purposes only. Final finishes and layouts may vary.

Discover more at (877) 596-1920

Country House, a premier Acts Retirement-Life
Community in Wilmington, is executing a bold
new vision for updating and expanding its
community amenities, while building on its
heritage as part of the original Winterthur estate.
Re-energized spaces, including the clubhouse,
arts, wellness, and culinary areas, will reflect
the quality of today’s active lifestyles and
expectations. Our residents live worry-free in
a lovely, resort-like community where they enjoy
a life full of creativity and adventure. Best of all,
Acts Life Care® lets them pay for future care in
today’s dollars should their needs ever change.
There’s never been a better time to reimagine
your retirement. Call us today.

Visit Our Sister Community:
Cokesbury Village, Hockessin
Manor House, Seaford

AboutActs.com/DelawareToday

flix

All renderings are for illustrative purposes
only. Final finishes and layouts may vary.

All renderings are for illustrative purposes
only. Final finishes and layouts may vary.
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Developed by the DuPont Corporation in
the mid-1930s, Lucite (or Plexiglas) came to
be used for luxury furnishings some years
later. Most popular in 1960s and ’70s decor,
the transparent material has since seen a
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THE
BEST CARE

IS HERE.

FROM EMERGENCIES TO ADVANCED
CANCER TREATMENTS: For You, Near You, With You.
At Beebe Healthcare, we’re committed to providing our South Coastal neighbors with the excellent care you expect, and an
experience you’ll remember. Conveniently located close to home—just minutes from our largest residential communities and
traffic centers—the compassionate care team at Beebe Healthcare’s South Coastal Health Campus is dedicated to providing the
best emergency care and cancer treatment to area residents and visitors.

SOUTH COASTAL HEALTH CAMPUS: 32750 Roxana Road, Frankford (Near Millville)

beebehealthcare.org/south-coastal
MEDICAL GROUP

4

In the event of an emergency, call 9-1-1, or go to your nearest emergency room.
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Limen Recovery +
Wellness thanks
Paul and Linda
McConnell
For helping us to achieve our mission
of improving lives and communities
by offering comprehensive recovery
and mental wellness services.
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PO Box 1306
Wilmington, DE 19899
(302) 655-1153
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Information center now open!
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The Vero is now accepting visitors!
Be among the first to learn about Newark’s newest senior living community, The Vero, at our
information center. See the floor plans, meet the team, and enjoy refreshments.
Expect the exceptional with:
• Senior living and memory care services

• PrimeFit Wellness™ program

• Full-service dining featuring

• Travel by Leisure Care full-service agency

seasonal menus
• Calendar of fun and engaging programs,
events, and activities

• Daily transportation
• Weekly housekeeping
• Pet-friendly services

The information center has officially opened! Visit us daily from 9 am to 5 pm to reserve your
spot on our Priority Waitlist and fill out our membership application to join the Founders Club.
Contact us at (302) 248-8095 or visit TheVeroAtNewark.com for more information.

924 Barksdale Rd
Newark, DE • (302) 248-8095

Living Better Than Ever

The Vero at Newark_Leisure Care LLC_p7.indd 1
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Join Us In Taking Steps
To End Pancreatic Cancer
April 30, 2022

8

Single copies and back issues: Available at the cover price,
plus $2 postage and handling, with bulk rates available.
Call 800-285-0400.
Delaware Today: April 2022, Vol. LXI, No. 4.
Copyright © 2022 by Today Media.
All Rights Reserved. This magazine or its trademarks may not be reproduced
in whole or in part in any form or by any means electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying or recording, or by any information storage
and retrieval system now known or hereafter invented without written
permission from the publisher.

Register Now! purplestride.org/delaware
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ASK the EXPERTS

ASK THE

EXPERTS

Insights from Delaware’s Top Doctors

Q&A TOPIC:

Q&A TOPIC:

Q&A TOPIC:

Q&A TOPIC:

Breast Augmentation

Mona Lisa Touch

Obstructive Sleep Apnea

Cosmetic Dentistry

Christopher Saunders,
MD, FACS, PA
Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon

Gregory DeMeo, DO
Board-certified in
Obstetrics and Gynecology

Dr. Dan Truono, D.D.S

Lombardy Center
410 Foulk Rd., Suite 203
Wilmington, DE 19803
302.652.3331

First State Women’s Care
4745 Ogletown Stanton Rd.,
Suite 106
Newark, DE 19713
302.454.9800

Dr. Andrew Swiatowicz,
DDS, FAGD
American Academy of Dental
Sleep Medicine Qualified

Brandywine
Cosmetic Surgery
1224 Baltimore Pike,
Suite 100
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
610.459.1559

FirstStateWomensCare.com

ChrisSaundersMD.com

Delaware Dental
Sleep Medicine
1211 Milltown Rd.,
Wilmington, DE 19808
302.239.8230

Dental Associates
2300 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Suite 6 C-D
Wilmington, 19806
302.571.0878
DentalAssociatesPA.com

DelawareDentist.com

For the answers to these and other Ask the Expert questions,

Visit DelawareToday.com/Ask-the-Experts

Great Medical Programs of Delaware

A Look Into Delaware’s Top Medical Facilities; Specialty Practices Providing Preeminent Services

Nephrology Associates
Various locations in Sussex,
Kent and New Castle Counties
302.225.0451
delawarekidney.com

First State Women’s Care &
First State Aesthetics
Various locations in Newark, DE
and Woodstown, NJ
302.454.9800
firststatewomenscare.com | fsade.com

Center For Advanced Eye Care
5301 Limestone Rd., Suite 122,
Wilmington, DE
472 E. Main St., Middletown, DE
1.833.921.6200
centerforeyes.com

Visit DelawareToday.com/Great-Medical-Programs
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FROM THE EDITOR

EMBRACING CHANGE

I

I

n the wake of Hurricane Ida last August, I couldn’t reach my parents by email or phone.
Their neighborhood sits in a low-lying area beside the Brandywine River, a vulnerable
location in any tropical storm. Naturally, I jumped in the car to make the 15-minute drive to
check on them; when Road Closed signs turned me away a mile up the road, I knew it was bad.
Later that day, video text messages from my stepdad finally came through: Just a few steps
L
from their front door, a sprawl of deep water encroached on the development, submerging whole
EL
ET
FF
CIU
I
vehicles whose roofs still bobbed at the surface. Garages and first floors were flooded by 4 feet of
LUIG
muddy water, which neighbors would later report had rushed through their front doors and straight out
the back. Around 4 that morning, many had been rescued by boat, unable to escape the rapidly rising waters. In the distance now,
the Brandywine’s wild currents carried large debris swept from further upstream, some getting lodged under the Rockland Bridge
and diverting even more water.
Dozens of residents were displaced long-term, either as a result of the damage or having lost their electrical supply. Many didn’t have
flood insurance because they were not in the flood zone. On occasion, relentless rain and rising currents seep into homes just above the
embankment; it’s something homeowners in this part of New Castle County are always prepared for. No one was prepared for this.
Just a year earlier, neither those upstate nor downstate will forget the three tornadoes that touched down in their area,
spawned from Hurricane Isaias. I remember the distant roar that came soon after the text alert, before huddling with my 3-yearold in our concrete basement as the sound of who knows what from a block away came banging and crashing by. It took months to
restore some utility poles throughout the area; downed trees are still being put in the chipper and hauled away to this day.
As writer Matt Amis points out in “Always Be Prepared,” page 50, these “one in 500-year events” are becoming more frequent
with the warming of the planet. Whether you believe climate change is cyclical or expedited by human behaviors, it is happening—
and it will affect us all. Even in safe little Delaware. Find out which natural disasters put residents and their homes most at risk, and
what you can do not only to seek safety but also survive if you find yourself in a jam. (As someone once trapped in a car during a flash
flood, I assure you preparedness is key.)
In lighter news, once you’ve updated your insurance—or relocated to higher ground—you might want to upgrade your home. In
“Personalize Your Space,” page 36, experts show you how to decorate with character, from the bottom up. Have an extra room? On
page 42 (“Nurturing Hope”), Artika Rangan Casini and Angie Gray shed light on the need for more foster care families in the First
State, and what to expect. As foster-turned-adopted child Kevin Adams says, “It takes a strong heart to do that.”
Happy spring (cleaning)!

Ashley Breeding
Editor

EDITOR’S PICKS

DESIGN HACKS
HERE ARE THREE WAYS
I POLISHED MY LIVING
SPACE WITH MINIMAL
EFFORT.
10

1 Book it

Decorating a home with plants is a popular
hack that’s said to improve health as much as it
does the aesthetics of a room. I feel the same way
about books: Having a vast collection always within
reach encourages less screen and more reading
time (good for the brain), but it can also enhance
décor—display books on a coffee table, decorate a
shelf or even stack them beneath plants or lamps.
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Playwright Theresa Rebeck - the most produced female playwright on Broadway, creator
of NBC’s hit series SMASH, and author of the REP’s world premieres of O Beautiful, Fever,
and The Bells - premieres her new comedy Yeah Baby at the REP!

YEAH BABY

APR. 21 - MAY 8

By Theresa Rebeck
A delightful and thought-provoking new comedy
following a careening day in the life of professional
theatre artists. Stealing a page from Chekov and
Pirandello, the REP presents their own love letter to the
theater and the courage it takes to make something out
of nothing. Hilarity ensues in the struggle to confront the
improbable as well as the impossible.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

ROSELLE CENTER FOR THE ARTS | NEWARK, DE | 3028312204 | WWW.REP.UDEL.EDU
CW from top: MINOR FANTASTICAL KINGDOMS with Kathleen Pirkl Tague and Stephen Pelinski; THE MOUNTAINTOP with
Hassan El-Amin and Antoinette Robinson; LETTICE AND LOVAGE with Elizabeth Heﬂin and Kathleen Pirkl Tague; cast of
Agatha Christie’s MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS.

12

EDITOR'S PICKS

2 Cover it

While radiator heat is more humid and
comfortable than forced air, old, bulky
radiators themselves are unsightly. While
touring the cover home of our March issue,
I couldn’t help but notice the elegant poplar
wood covers with Union Jack brass screens
that serve both as a façade and functional
shelf for items like books and potted plants.
I enlisted retired chemical engineer Dick
Sturke to custom build and paint them for
my own home, starting with the most-used
rooms. (Flip to “Old Function, Hot New
Design,” page 38, to learn more!)

3 Run with it

Original hardwood floors and an
imperial staircase were major draws when
I found my 1920s city home. However, those
stairs can also be deadly, especially where
children reside. Turns out, a carpet runner
in a subtle modern print is the perfect way
to provide better grip and soften a blow if
you do slip—as well as enhance the overall
look of your space.
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RIGHT LAWYERS. RIGHT NOW
Baird Mandalas Brockstedt LLC is dedicated to providing superior legal service at rates that deliver
exceptional value to our clients. With our experience and sophistication, we achieve the results
our clients expect and deserve. We are the right lawyers…right now.

Kevin M. Baird
Estate, Probate
& Trusts

Barbara Snapp
Danberg
Estate, Probate
& Trusts

Glenn C. Mandalas Chase T. Brockstedt
Government Affairs

Injury Litigation

Steve A. Spence

Victoria K.
Petrone

Civil Litigation

Construction Law

Heidi J.A. Gilmore

John W. Paradee

Real Estate

Land Use

Michele D. Wenz

Roger L. Truemper

Real Estate

Real Estate & Corporate

Nicole M. Faries

Rebecca N. Doyle

Steve W. Spence

Brian V. DeMott

Landlord Tenant Law

Estate, Probate
& Trusts

Small Business
Consulting

Civil Litigation

Daniel J. DeMott
Real Estate

Catherine M. Cramer

Mackenzie M. Peet

J. Garrett Miller

Thomas P. Barnett

Injury Litigation

Land Use

Business Law

Business Law

WILMINGTON | 302.327.1100

LEWES | 302.645.2262

DOVER | 302.677.0061

GEORGETOWN | 302.856.2262

2021

RightLawyersRightNow.com
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DELAWARE TODAY
CELEBRATES
60 YEARS

ROB MARTINELLI REFLECTS ON THE
LAST FOUR DECADES SINCE HIS
FAMILY ACQUIRED THE FIRST STATE’S
LARGEST MAGAZINE PUBLICATION.
INTERVIEW BY MATT AMIS | PHOTOGRAPH BY JOE DEL TUFO

O

ne of the first issues of Delaware Today under Rob
Martinelli’s watch as owner was a near disaster.
The February 1982 issue had already gone
to print. The brilliant and freewheeling editor
John Taylor had penned a tongue-in-cheek
cover story examining the unique traits of “lower”
Delaware. But on the cover was a hillbilly caricature,
along with the headline: “Ain’t There Nothing
Downstate but Rednecks?”
It caused a firestorm, swarms of angry phone calls
and letters. “I get this thing and I’m like, what’s this all
about?” Martinelli recalls. “That caused a big stir.”
Over 40 years, Martinelli has steered the company
through countless ups and downs, including recessions
and a pandemic. This month, the magazine turns 60.
Former staff editor and longtime contributor Matt
Amis talks with Martinelli about the magazine’s evolution.

What are some issues that made a big
impression on you?
Later in my first year, Charles Parks did a statue
of the Madonna for a church in California, but they
put it in Rodney Square for a while. We made that the
cover. It was unbelievable. People just loved that. It was
the only issue that ever totally sold out. We ended up
reprinting it because it was in such demand.
We’ve had President Biden on the cover [a few times]
throughout the years and in a various number of
articles, even if he wasn’t on the cover. It’s interesting
to go back and read some of the earlier articles when
he was a county councilman. You hear him talk about
many of the same themes we hear today. We had one
cover story in the 1980s when both he and Pete du Pont
were running for president. Anytime we could put a
local person on the cover doing great things for the
state always made me proud.

A magazine doesn’t survive for 60 years without
appealing to multiple generations. How has DT
managed to do that?
I’ve been blessed through the years with having a
very talented staff. The demographics haven’t changed
that much over the years. Half of our readers are under
DELAWARETODAY.COM
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50 and half are older than 50. We’ve always
had younger readers—those 25- to 45-yearolds who are interested in the state. These
articles appeal across the ages to them.
Dining out, entertainment-type options,
local service and just writing about local
people across the ages helps as well.

How else has the magazine’s approach
evolved over the years?
Digital has become very important for
what we do, [as well as] Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter and all that. Readers want
content the way they want to consume it,
when they want to consume it. If you’re not
offering it to them, you’re going to lose them.

Changing Hands and
Changing Course:
A Timeline of
Delaware Today

We made a big investment in getting our
content out there digitally. I think that’s been
great for us to do that. It’s allowed us to reach
more people and keep our subscriptions
strong. Then the third leg, too, is we’ve really
done a lot on the event side. We extended
our brand and we reach a little different
audience or the same audience, but now
they’re in person at an event, whether it’s
Best of Delaware or Women in Business or a
bridal show or something like that.

What has it taken to navigate through
the COVID-19 pandemic?
I’ve been through a number of different
recessions. This one was the worst by far.

Things just stopped, even though we were
considered an essential business. We never
closed. We never missed an issue. We got it
out, [though issues] may have been smaller.
You can’t give our staff enough credit for
getting us through this difficult time.

Any bold predictions for the future of DT?
Of course digital continues to grow.
We want to do more events locally, when
COVID-19 allows. There’s a lot of growth
downstate, and we continue to make nice
inroads down there. We want to tap in to
that, make sure we’re visible to people
there that are moving to Sussex [County].
We’ve always strived to have diversity

April 1962: The first issue of

1967: Mary Lou

1970: Millionaire businessman

Delaware Today hits newsstands after
limping along for several years under
the name Dateline Delaware. Ownership
group included Al Pione, Richard
Hardesty and Miles Frederick.

Ponsell joins the
membership group.
Under her direction,
readership jumped,
but sales lagged.

John Rollins Sr. purchases the
magazine. Though some feared the
political aspirant would use the
publication to sway political power,
he instead kept a low profile.

MUSCLE
HEART
of a big system

of a small one

Come here for the human touch. For people who
don’t just care, they care harder. For robotic surgery,
advanced imaging, superior heart care, a shorter ER
wait time—and love. That’s us.

A small but mighty part of Trinity Health Mid-Atlantic.
THMA-930411168-SFH

701 North Clayton Street
Wilmington, Delaware 19805
stfrancishealthcare.org
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in the magazine. We want to make sure
we’re doing more, maybe get more diverse
writers than we have. I think we could do
a better job there. Back in the ’90s, James
Gilliam from Beneficial Bank called us out,
and he was right. He said, “Your magazine
is lily white.” I said, “You’re right. Can
you help me?” I think that started us on
the path, and I think we could do an even
better job there.

How do you strike the balance
between the feel-good coverage (food,
nightlife, beautiful homes and gardens)
with issues that matter or that aren’t
always nice or easy to swallow?

1973: Delaware native
and News Journal alumnus
Chris Perry purchases the
magazine. Three years
later, he sells it to staffer
Leonard Quinn.

It’s like rooting for the home team. We’re
about celebrating and applauding what’s
going on in the state. That’s largely what we
do, but once in a while, you’ve got to boo.
We do that sometimes when we feel there’s
something that needs to be looked at, but
we try to do it in a constructive way.
This is a special place, too. I think when
you think about the concentration of
the legal community here, and about the
DuPont company and all the engineers and
scientists and things like that, we have a
very high concentration of those types of
people doing, a lot of times, cutting-edge
national, international work. There are a lot
of interesting things to write about.

1979: Advertiser and Philadelphia
Nutrisystem franchisee Arsen Kashkashian
Jr. hears Delaware Today is struggling and
purchases it. Under his guidance and that of
editor John Taylor, circulation grows from
2,000 to 8,000.

What do readers consistently say that
they love about the magazine?
You know what I hear a lot—and I always
love it when I hear it—is when you tell
them you work for Delaware Today, [and]
they say, “Oh, I really look forward to that
magazine.” The same thing with some of
our events, like Best of Delaware. They say,
“Oh, I really look forward to that event.”
That always makes me feel good. Where
else are you going to get this local coverage
presented in a visually engaging way where
you could read about your neighbor or
people you know? We’ve touched a lot of
people in this state. DT

1981: Publisher Angelo Martinelli and,
later, his son Rob Martinelli take over
as owners. The family owned (and still
does) the historic Westchester County,
New York–based printing company
Gazette Press.

FOR THE VERY BEST IN
TOTAL EYE CARE
• Comprehensive Family Eye Care
• Custom Cataract Surgery
• Care of Diabetes, Glaucoma,
Retina & Macular Degeneration
• Corneal Disease and Surgery
• LASIK/Laser Vision Correction

Robert Abel, Jr., M.D.

DOC Optical & Contact Lens Center | Most Insurance Plans Accepted
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Top Doctor 2020

Robert Abel, Jr., M.D.
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*Andrew M. Barrett, M.D.
Jason A. Kaplan, M.D.
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Harry A. Lebowitz, M.D.
LOCATIONS IN DELAWARE
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Limestone Medical Center
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EDUCATION

BUILDING E
THE FUTURE
TOGETHER
A NEW PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
THE DELAWARE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION AND GOV. JOHN
CARNEY AIMS TO IMPROVE
OUTCOMES FOR THE STATE’S
MOST VULNERABLE STUDENTS.
BY LAURA KURZ

18

arlier this year, three Delaware school
districts voted to formally explore a
partnership called the Wilmington
Learning Collaborative, which utilizes
a model that’s proven successful in other
areas, including Springfield, Massachusetts,
Fort Worth and Waco in Texas, and Denver.
The collaborative will partner the Christina,
Red Clay and Brandywine school districts to
build a structure that “creates consistency
for students and empowers educators,
school leaders and communities, and [will]
improve outcomes for students in City of
Wilmington schools,” according to Gov.
John Carney’s official website.
The collaborative is a joint project
between Carney and the Delaware
Department of Education. In a letter to
school district leaders urging them to vote
in favor of entering into negotiations to
create a memorandum of understanding
about the project, Carney wrote, “I believe
city educators are doing everything within
their power to help our children succeed.
They need our support. I know you feel the
same way. That’s what this plan is about:
empowering educators on the ground

and giving them the support they need to
improve outcomes for our children who
need our help the most.”
James Simmons III, chief equity officer
at the Delaware Department of Education
and a key player in the future of the Learning
Collaborative, sees it as aligning with the
redistricting efforts currently taking place in
Wilmington, aimed at addressing educational
reform in the city post-desegregation.
“My hope is that the collaborative will
ultimately offer a better educational
experience for the students of Wilmington,
will lead to better outcomes and create an
environment that’s conducive to learning
so our students can be prepared to provide
a better life for themselves and their
families,” he says.
The collaborative will kick off planning
in the 2022–23 school year, with Carney
also proposing an additional $7 million
in resources to help low-income students
enrolled in schools that join.
Delaware Today will provide more
information about the collaborative and its
progress as it becomes available. DT

M N I R AT / A D O B E S TO C K

The Wilmington Learning
Collaborative—comprising
the Christina, Red Clay
and Brandywine school
districts—is based on
a model that’s proved
successful in major cities. It
aims to improve outcomes
for students in local schools.
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BEAUTY AT
ANY AGE
Your results are too important to demand anything less than the best.
Facelifts ~ Breast Augmentation ~ Eyelid Surgery ~ Rhinoplasty ~ Tummy Tucks
Liposuction ~ Botox ~ Chemical Peels ~ Kybella ~ Mommy Makeovers
Hair Restoration ~ Dermal Fillers ~ PRP ~ Coolsculpting ~ Arm Lifts ~ Scar Revison

Paul Sabini, MD, FACS

John Roussalis, MD. FACS

J. Benjamin McIntire, MD, FACS

Facial Plastic Surgeon

Plastic Surgeon

Facial Plastic Surgeon
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THE GOOD LIFE
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WELLNESS

FINDING
BALANCE
AN AGES-OLD MARTIAL ARTS
PRACTICE PROMISES TO HELP
SENIORS IMPROVE THEIR POSTURE
AND COORDINATION, PLUS BOOST
ENERGY AND PEACE OF MIND.
WORDS BY MINDY TORAN
PHOTOGRAPH BY JOE DEL TUFO

A

fter 20-plus years as a military wife
and a career as an X-ray/ultrasound
tech, Janet DeFeo retired and settled
in southern Delaware looking forward
to relaxing, exercising and spending
time with friends. She joined a group of
neighbors who enjoyed going to the local
senior center for traditional exercise
classes like cardio and weightlifting. When
one of her friends suggested checking out a
tai chi class, she thought, why not?
“I laughed and said we would kill
ourselves, but I was game,” DeFeo recalls.
“By the third class, I was hooked.” While
considered a martial art form, tai chi—
short for t’ai chi ch’uan—is a fusion of
martial arts and meditation. The idea
is to slow down your mind and body by
repeating rhythmic choreography and
breath work for 30 to 60 minutes. Tai
chi movements are slow, circular and
continuous, and it’s often referred to as a
moving meditation.
“I noticed as I was aging that my balance
wasn’t as good, and in a community of
seniors I was worried,” DeFeo says. “As we
age, we tend to lean forward when we walk,

20

Sculpt Your Life founder Jessica Lewis, CPT, CNC, says tai chi, an ancient martial art, can help seniors
regain types of movement they’ve lost in the aging process.

and our center of gravity is off. This is one
of the first things tai chi helps you correct.
Fast-forward four years, and I’m now in my
60s, practicing tai chi on a regular basis.”
The martial art is extremely helpful
for maintaining strength, flexibility and
balance, especially for older individuals,
DeFeo explains, and she says the benefits of
her practice have become obvious.
“One day I was walking into the senior
center with my bag loaded with books, a
bottle of water, my tai chi rulers and sword,
[and] my foot hit a rock. All of the weight I was
carrying propelled me forward and, in that
brief second, I thought I was going to land
face down. But somehow my tai chi training

kicked in and I was able to keep my balance.”
DeFeo also credits her improved energy
level and mental health to her consistent
tai chi practice. She has even gone on
to earn teaching certificates in tai chi
for arthritis and fall prevention, and qi
gong (another movement practice) for
health. She also earned her Level 1 qi
gong and beginning tai chi forms from the
Silver Lotus Training Institute, based in
Rehoboth Beach. She currently teaches tai
chi for arthritis and the 24 form of tai chi at
the Lewes Activity Center.
“All tai chi, no matter what style, works
on balance,” says Susan Hamadock, MA,
MSW, founder and director of the Silver
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Perfect Furnishings
HOME FURNISHINGS & DESIGN

Lotus Training Institute, which provides
classes at senior centers throughout
southern Delaware.
“Tai chi movements are slow,
continuous and circular, resembling a
choreographed dance, and bring the body
and mind into a meditative, calm state. In
addition, tai chi builds amazing strength
because of how slowly it is done. You’re
moving continuously, which stretches
your muscles and strengthens your bones.”
In addition, says Hamadock, “One of
the most important aspects of tai chi is
an underlying principle that being part
of a community of friends is essential
to good health. This is particularly
important for seniors.”
As we age, losing the ability to do things
becomes cause for concern. Keeping
both our bodies and minds in shape can
significantly affect our well-being.
“The older we get, the more aware we
become of the things we’re no longer able
to do,” adds Jessica Lewis, CPT, CNC,
founder of Sculpt Your Life in Claymont,
which offers personal training, nutrition
instruction and moving meditation. “We
want to continue being able to pick up our
grandkids, pick up our groceries without
straining our back, put things away on a
high shelf, stand up without falling, along
with all the other activities of daily life that
we’ve taken for granted. Tai chi enables
seniors to experience a type of movement
that they may have lost and improve
their balance and well-being simply by
practicing moving mindfully.”
Lewis teaches a form called t’ai chi chih,
which focuses on 20 simple movements
designed to activate, circulate and balance
the body’s chi, or essential energy. “In
addition to improving balance and overall
wellness, t’ai chi chih has been qualified
by a number of leading medical authorities
as an evidence-based moving mindfulness
practice. This is significant because the
research on mindfulness repeatedly shows
that, over time, the practitioner can easily
begin to train their well-being, essentially
learning to be well,” she stresses.

302.537.2800 | Open All Year
39597 Jefferson Bridge Road | Bethany Beach, DE
www.Perfectfurnishingsinc.com

Visit sculpturlife.com. DT
DELAWARETODAY.COM
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PAWTRAITS
OF LOVE
FOR THIS
WILMINGTON
MOM OF 7, A
COVID-19 HOBBY
HAS BECOME A
FUN BUSINESS
OPPAWTUNITY.
WORDS BY JOAN PAGE MCKENNA
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOE DEL TUFO

Laura Corridori started painting at the dining room table during the
pandemic while her children were engaged in remote learning.

W

ith seven children, life can sometimes be
“crazy chaotic,” says Wilmington artist Laura
Corridori, “but we love it.” She and husband
Chris Grenier, whose three boys and four
girls range in age from 8 to 21, also share their home
with two beagles—puppy Lucy and Lucky, 11.
It’s no surprise, then, that dog lover Corridori is
making a splash online with her custom 9-by-12inch watercolor pet portraits on paper. Here, the
artist shares how it all began.

Were Lucky and Lucy the inspiration behind
your pet watercolors?
Actually no, to be honest! I know that sounds
crazy, but I started doing this over COVID when all
my kids were home on Zoom. I was just sitting here
in between feeding them 5,000 snacks, and I just
started painting at the dining room table.

22
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Are you an artist by trade?
No, I just do this as a hobby. I’ve
always liked to draw, but I don’t have
any background in that schoolwise. The
painting I’d never done before. In 2020,
when COVID first started, a friend of
mine—her relative had passed away—
brought over this giant box of paints and
paper, and I was like, ‘Oh, well, that’ll be a
fun thing to try,’ so I opened it up one day.
I sketched some pictures and then I just
started putting watercolor to it, and I love it.

How did you start focusing on pets?
I put my things on social media and
people would ask me to. I actually don’t
just do pets—I do people and houses and
anything, really—but it seems like people
just really like to have their pets painted.
[I do] probably about two a week.

Is painting your relaxation time?
Yes, it’s like therapy. It’s like meditating.
It’s just so relaxing. When [my kids]
were all on Zoom during COVID doing
classwork, I just kind of sat here, and if
they needed help, I would go help. But in
between then, I would paint, and they do it
with me too. All of my kids are really crafty.

What happens after someone
contacts you to commission a
portrait?
They’ll send me a picture [on my
phone] and I’ll make a rough sketch. With
watercolor, it’s really great because you
don’t have to be really precise. It’s kind
of an art where, from what I’ve been told,
it’s admired from afar. So when you’re
close up, it kind of looks blurry, but when
you’re far away, it looks really good. So I
do a rough sketch and use the reference
photo looking at my phone, and go from
there with the shading and the colors.

Year-Round Adventures for All Ages, All Abilities!
A traditional, residential summer camp
on Maryland’s Eastern Shore.
For children and adults with all types of
disabilities and other special needs.
Kayaking, rock wall, zip line, pool,
arts & crafts, and more!
Health center with nurses 24/7
Year-round respite weekends.
Modern and accessible cabins,
activity center, and dining hall.

410-778-0566

www.CampFairlee.com

A DIVISION OF ALFIERI CARDIOLOGY, P.A.

Spring into action!
Get your legs looking and feeling their best.
Heaviness • Aching • Swelling • Cramping
Varicose/Spider Veins • Pain/Throbbing

Have you painted your own pets?
I haven’t. And it’s funny, I had this
on my to-do list. I just haven’t had time
because everyone’s been asking me to do
theirs! I started one of Lucy the puppy,
but I haven’t gotten around to finishing it.
Visit @sevenowlsstitching on Instagram
or www.facebook.com/sevenowlsstitching
to contact Laura Corridori and view her
work. DT

BEFORE

AFTER

Offering FREE Virtual Vein Consultations.

Schedule online at DelawareAdvancedVeinCenter.com or scan here:
Non-Invasive Procedures Covered by Most Insurances

302-731-0001

40 Omega Drive, Building G, Newark, DE 19713

*Individual results may vary.
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SPOTLIGHT

LIGHT
IN THE
FOREST
A MODERN REHOBOTH
BEACH HOME CHARMS
WITH WOODSY
WARMTH.
WORDS BY DREW LIMSKY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY TODD MASON

SEA Studio principal Scott Edmonston
was delighted when he connected with
architecturally astute clients who were
eager to live in an organic-feeling modern
house—a reinvention of the home that had
stood on the same lot. “I’d say it’s a warm
contemporary,” the architect says. The
residence became not just a temporary
refuge from the pandemic but a year-round
home. The sunroom, furnished with Dedon
pieces, is paneled in ipe wood.

24
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SPOTLIGHT

W

hen Virginia-trained architect
Scott Edmonston moved to
Delaware with his wife over a
decade ago, he launched SEA
Studio Architects because “there weren’t
any other firms in the area doing the kind
of work I wanted to do,” he says. One look at
the Cardinal Residence in Rehoboth Beach
easily proves his point.
Edmonston found the right clients for
his sensibility. “One went to Yale for her
undergrad and actually sat in on some
lectures by some pretty famous architects
at the time,” Edmonston says. “I think good
architecture is driven by good clients, and
this design really came from them. The
architect’s job is to listen and to really make
[a] client’s dream maybe even better than
they thought it could be.”
Edmonston credits the neighborhood
for being open to varying architectural
styles. “Thankfully, the head of the
architectural review committee is a
retired architect,” he says.

26
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Anchored by a Montauk sectional sofa, the great room also features a Verellen
console table, a Kalaty rug and Joshua Jenson-Nagle artwork. It is adjacent
to the Scandinavian-style kitchen, which features Caesarstone countertops,
Rejuvenations lighting and Calligaris barstools.
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The home, which is eminently inviting
yet has a kind of glamorous mystique, is
tucked away among the pine trees, a block
and a half from the ocean, near Gordon’s
Pond. There was actually a previous house
on the lot—a modest place the clients
liked the feel of but decided could never
function as a year-round house. Rather

28

than tear it down, Edmonston says it was
“reconstructed.” The owners wanted yearround living, a desire only reinforced by
the pandemic.
He describes the style as “contemporary
but also familiar, and the proportions
are good. So even if you like a Cape Cod
and are drawn to a traditional Rehoboth

house, you’re not going to be turned
off by this house,” he explains. “It’s not
intended to be a spaceship—it’s intended
to fit within the site. I’d say it’s a warm
contemporary.” The exterior is dominated
by rich ipe wood (an exotic hardwood
resistant to rot), but it also makes use of
purplish fiber cement and Boral.
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Opposite: The reverse angle of the double-height great
room reveals a fireplace created with local stone and
reclaimed wood, flanked by clerestory windows. This
page, from top: The master bedroom offers an ample
view of the property’s pine trees; the home’s façade
was achieved by a deft mix of ipe wood, fiber cement
and Boral; the flexible dining room functions as a kind
of breezeway.
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For the natural light-flooded dining space, interior
designer Jodi Macklin selected an RH dining table,
Design Within Reach dining chairs and a pair of
pendants from Illuminations Lights.

The home’s standout space is
surely the double-height great room.
“[Designing] it around the fireplace is the
poetic architectural move, and it anchors
the room,” Edmonston says. Stretching
up to the ceiling, the fireplace is flanked
by vertical windows and was created
with local reclaimed wood from Lewes.
The stacked stone is also local.
Right off the great room, the kitchen
is similarly bright with natural light. It’s
clean and somewhat Scandinavian in
style. The surfaces represent a serene
mix of pale woods and dark walls and
flooring; the blond countertops are
Caesarstone, while the slate-looking
floors are actually porcelain tile. The
interiors were designed by Jodi Macklin.
Beyond the kitchen lies considerable
spatial originality. The dining room,

Find Your Zen
At Delaware’s Premiere Destination Spa

BEST MASSAGE
DOWNSTATE

Massage • Skin Care • Hair • Nails • Lashes • Aesthetic Medicine
Rt 54 Fenwick Island • ZenSpaFenwick.com • 302.988.1750
30
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An indoor shower leads to the type
of roomy outdoor shower that is a
staple of Rehoboth beach houses.

which has floor-to-ceiling windows
on opposite sides—one overlooking
the woods and the other adjacent the
sunroom—can be closed off or opened
up to become a breezeway. It’s a flexible
space with clerestory windows that
invite in both light and air.
And this wouldn’t be Rehoboth
without an outdoor shower, but the
version in this home is particularly
luxurious, evoking the finest rusticelegant resorts in Napa Valley,
California, with direct access to the
indoor shower room.
“We’re trying to give you the sense
that, wherever you are in the house,
it’s relaxing,” Edmonston explains.
Once the pandemic hit, his clients sent
him a note: They wouldn’t want to be
anywhere else on the planet. DT

THE TOWNES AT BARLEY MILL

LUXURY TOWNHOMES IN GREENVILLE DELAWARE
Starting from the upper $700’s
302-472-7212 | MontchaninBuilders.net
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ESCAPE TO CHATEAU COUNTRY
WITH UPSCALE HOMES, OPEN SPACES AND
A SENSE OF SERENITY, THE GRASS TRULY IS
GREENER IN GREENVILLE. THESE TWO HOMES
OFFER HIGH-END FINISHES, EXPANSIVE GROUNDS
AND HIGHLY DESIRABLE LOCATIONS.
BY EILEEN SMITH DALLABRIDA

GRAND AND GLAM

$1.79 million
ADDRESS: 14 Summit
Lane, Greenville
BEDROOMS, BATHS:
6 bedrooms, 7 baths
SQUARE FEET: 7,275
LOT SIZE: 3.01 acres

M

assive windows and banks of French doors enhance the
home’s connection with the outdoors. Glamour abounds
inside, from the soaring, stately foyer to the chef’s kitchen
with gleaming granite countertops and professional-style
appliances. Enjoy views of the parklike setting from the rear deck.
Listed by MaryBeth Tribbit, Patterson-Schwartz

PANORAMIC VIEWS

$2.5 million

Listed by Victoria Dickinson,
Patterson-Schwartz

32

ADDRESS: 2801 Montchanin Road, Greenville
BEDROOMS, BATHS: 3 bedrooms, 3 baths
SQUARE FEET: 5,231
LOT SIZE: 10.3 acres

TO P : G R EG G P OWA L S K I O F P R O P E R T Y S N A P P E R S ;
B OT TO M : C O L I N B U R K H A R T

L

ocated at the end of a treelined drive, this elegant
home offers spectacular
views of the Granogue estate
and Brandywine Valley. In the
beautifully appointed interior,
craftmanship shows in randomwidth wood floors and opulent
millwork. The grounds include
tennis courts, a saltwater pool
and a barn large enough for six
cars with a floored space above.
Pickleball, anyone?
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STRONG CONNECTIONS.
STRONG SERVICE.
Planning a move this year?
Consider the power of one-stop
shopping when it comes to all things
real estate and contact our responsive
team of professionals today.

EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR REAL ESTATE EXPERIENCE.
Melissa Ellis' Cell 302-743-8172 • Nancy Fleming's Cell 302-740-5991
flemingellisteam.foxroach.com

J.R. Burns Sr. Mortgage Consultant
Licensed in DE, MD and PA
Direct 302-753-1079 | NMLS: 1249593
jr.burns@phmloans.com

Everything You Need.

Melanie Burns Insurance Agent
Direct 302-244-9462
Office 800-333-3690
melanie.burns@foxroach.com

2200 Concord Pike
Wilmington, DE 19803
Office 302-477-5500

©BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates,
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All first mortgage products are provided by Prosperity Home Mortgage, LLC. (877) 275-1762. Prosperity Home Mortgage, LLC products may not be available in all areas.
Not all borrowers will qualify. Licensed by the Department of Financial Protection and Innovation under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act. Licensed by the
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Cerno Lenis Linear
Pendant (64.5 x 10 x
8.75 inches), starting at
$3,870, at Bright Light
Design Center, Newark.
Vanguard New Field Side
Table, price upon request,
at Kurtz Collection,
Wilmington.

G O I N G CLEAR
DEVELOPED BY THE DUPONT CORPORATION IN THE
MID-1930s, LUCITE (OR PLEXIGLAS) CAME TO BE USED FOR
LUXURY FURNISHINGS SOME YEARS LATER. MOST POPULAR IN
1960s AND ’70s DECOR, THE TRANSPARENT MATERIAL HAS
SINCE SEEN A RESURGENCE AND EXUDES A TIMELESS,
VERSATILE STYLE THAT WORKS WELL IN ANY SETTING.

Metal and Lucite Niagara King Bed,
$7,958, at Studio 882, Glen Mills.

BY ASHLEY BREEDING

Novo Acrylic
Folding Table,
$169, at CB2,
Philadelphia.

Kartell
Victoria Ghost
Chair, $790
for two, and
Charles Ghost
Stool, $470 for
two, at Saks
Fifth Avenue.

Wood and acrylic Berkley Desk (62.25 x 30 x 30
inches), $4,868, at Studio 882, Glen Mills.
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Duke Klismos Chair with shaped acrylic base and velvet upholstered
seat (21.5 x 19.5 x 31 inches), $1,800, at Studio 882, Glen Mills.
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At e Peninsula every day feels like the weekend with a Jack Nicklaus Signature golf
course, extraordinary amenities that include indoor and outdoor pools, a relaxing spa,
private beach with fishing pier and kayak launch, an award-winning restaurant, the
Terrace Grille, and so much more.
With a first-class experience right outside your door and golf course and panoramic
water views, e Peninsula oﬀers some of the best scenery in Coastal Delaware.
Discover the Peninsula today.

Peninsula-Delaware.com | (866) 736-3352

SchellBrothers.com | (302) 226 -1994
©2022 Schell Brothers LLC. All Rights Reserved. All information
and pricing is subject to change without notice.

The Peninsula with Schell Brothers Homes_p35.indd 1
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MARIA DEFORREST

Hunt & Lane, Rehoboth Beach
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BY ASHLEY BREEDING, EILEEN SMITH DALLABRIDA AND DREW LIMSKY

PERSONALIZE YOUR SPACE

From wallpaper and area rugs to furnishings
that reflect your style, local experts weigh in
on creative ways to make your home feel like
a retreat every day.
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Furnish with Style
HUNT & LANE HANDCRAFTS WITH INDONESIAN INFLUENCE.

W

OLD FUNCTION,
HOT NEW DESIGN
WANT TO ELEGANTLY
MODERNIZE A
HOME? START WITH
THOSE CLUNKY
RADIATORS.

“I’ve always liked to work with my
hands,” says Hockessin carpenter
Dick Sturke. “When I was [little],
I’d make model airplanes with
my brother.” The former chemical
engineer has come full circle, once
again working with his hands in the
tool shop. His projects began with
charity and then a barter: He crafted
a cedar chest for a church raffle. Then
he built an entertainment center for a
neighbor and traded it for an original
painting. Two of his specialties are
ideal for older homes.
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At Hunt & Lane in Rehoboth Beach, owner Taber Bartoshesky's handcrafted teakwood furnishings reflect his time living in Indonesia.

old buildings, and I’d oversee the whole process.” COVID-19 has
caused him to manage the collaborations remotely, but it works.
Always on the lookout for successful and popular styles,
Bartoshesky has a passion for improvising variations of the Java
themes. For example, the evocative Tear Drop and Dew Drop
pendant lamps, solid copper, are his own designs, inspired by the
long history of metalsmithing in Java, where he has the lamps
fabricated.
To hear him tell of his experiences with the country’s
craftspeople—with unbridled enthusiasm and awe—is to be
instantly transported: “You can hear all the workshops, echoing
through the jungle, like ‘tink, tink, tink,’ hammering away,” he says.
“You give them a picture and a description, and they can make
anything you want. I can send a picture of your face, and they can
hand-carve it out of teak.”
—Drew Limsky

What gave you the idea to build
radiator covers?
My daughter has an older home, and
I made [several] for her and they came
out kind of nice. And then her neighbor
from across the street saw them. She’s
restoring a house and asked if could
make a couple radiator covers for her.

What type of material do you use?
I use poplar wood. It has a nice,
even grain, it cuts well, and it can be
painted or stained. But if you wanted
cherry or oak, that’s easy enough to

do. And there’s always a metal screen
in the front and a screen on the side,
which allow the heat to filter through.

You also do bookshelves and
cabinets. What sort of style do
you work in?
That depends on where it’s going to
be placed and what the house looks
like. Typically, the cabinets have raised
panel doors and some kind of crown
molding across the top edge. I don’t
have a particular style—I just make
things that people want.
—Drew Limsky

A B OV E : M A R I A D E F O R R E S T ; R I G H T : C O U RT E S Y O F K U RT Z C O L L EC T I O N

hen you hear the story of Hunt & Lane, the Rehoboth
showroom owned by Taber Bartoshesky, and then meet
his family—wife Nadia and their two adorable tykes—
you’d be forgiven for thinking that their lives would make a great
reality show if Bartoshesky weren’t so chill. This grown-up surfer
dude with impeccable taste took off to Indonesia after college to
ride some waves, ended up staying six months, and became so
entranced with the country’s people and their craftsmanship that
the experience led him to import, design and sell the aesthetic on
the other side of the world.
“It was an exploration,” Bartoshesky says of that first surf trip,
“diving into a culture, learning a new place.” Soon, he became
immersed in the island of Java, a “proving ground” where
woodworking “is passed down through the families.”
Though he’s been importing Indonesian lighting and coveted teak
furniture for a decade, it was in 2014 that Bartoshesky formed the
Hunt & Lane brand; in 2016, he and his then-partner founded the
retail store. (The former partner, named Lane, has since moved on:
“It wasn’t his jam,” Bartoshesky explains.) “I always wanted to have a
space of my own, just create,” he says, “creating spaces and styling and
designing. And I fell in love with woodworking.”
As Bartoshesky tells it, if you think that Indonesian design would
be a tough sell in a mid-Atlantic beach town with an Americana vibe,
think again: “It went over great, because it is a little different and
it does stand out,” he says. “Rehoboth was the perfect spot for us.
It’s a little more progressive and people are into the arts.” Though
pandemic-related shipping delays continue to be a challenge, he says
demand is stronger than ever. He did have to adapt: When it comes
to his relationships with his long-term suppliers, Bartoshesky has
had to pivot away from the hands-on approach he practiced when
travel was easier.
“I work with little carpenter shops, guys who are like family now,”
he says. “We would sit down and pick out the recycled wood from
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Starting at the Bottom
WHEN IT COMES TO CHOOSING THE RIGHT AREA
RUG, KURTZ LAYS IT DOWN FOR US, USING
EXAMPLES FROM KURTZ COLLECTIONS’ SISTER
COMPANY, NEW MOON RUGS.

Traditional: Rugs from Afghanistan are very popular
because they have traditional design elements but
have also current color palettes. They can work in
a variety of spaces, but most typically are used in a
living room or dining room.

C O U RT E S Y O F K U RT Z C O L L EC T I O N

Transitional: Menagerie design brings a
spectacular jungle theme to life. One of the most
detailed and intricate rugs we produce, it features 45
different color combinations. It’s truly a work of art.
Goes great in a living room, or even a sophisticated
kid’s room or playroom.

Contemporary: The Agate design features
marbleized and banded striations in a cloudlike myriad
of colors. We love this in a dining room or bedroom.

—Ashley Breeding

A Room with Personality
DESIGNER MEGAN GORELICK TALKS WALLPAPER TRENDS.

Wilmington-based designer Megan Gorelick
is often called upon to create the interiors of
sprawling coastal homes. That’s why she is
uniquely positioned to understand the ways
in which homeowners seek to differentiate
rooms of varied sizes and functions. That
typically starts with the wall coverings.

What is the biggest trend you’re seeing?
The trend in wallpaper is that we’re
seeing it much more frequently than we
did in the past. I used to get excited when,
for a house project, we would get to do two
powder rooms in wallpaper. Now, we’re
doing somewhere between 15 and 20 rooms
in a house in wall coverings.

specialize in second homes, and many of
them have lots of visitors, and that means
the bedrooms and bathrooms are heavily
used. It’s not unusual for me to do a house
with eight to 10 bathrooms.

So, there’s a durability aspect?
Vinyl is the most durable—that’s why it’s
in contract jobs and hotels. And it becomes
a sanitary issue when you have so many
people using the bathrooms—people use
their beach houses like hotels. It’s so easy to
wipe down the vinyl walls between guests.
And vinyl is inexpensive—a better value
than if we did millwork. I’m obsessed with it.

And here I thought grass cloth was the big trend.
What accounts for this newfound popularity?

Kurtz Collection home project

The companies that produce wall
coverings—particularly Phillip Jeffries—
have grown leaps and bounds. The textures
are amazing, especially with vinyl. I

Grass cloth had its heyday in the ’60s and
’70s—and then everyone did bare walls—
and it’s having its heyday again, and I really
don’t see it going out.
—Drew Limsky
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FORWARD-THINKING DESIGN
SUSTAINABILITY IS THE WAY OF THE FUTURE—
AND ARCHITECTURE IS NO EXCEPTION.

L

EED-accredited registered architect Scott
Sampson, principal of Spring Studio
Architecture (Swarthmore, Pennsylvania),

knows a thing or two about sustainable residential
design: It’s where his personal passions lie, and
he even teaches it at the university level. Even
as sustainable choices risk busting budgets,
especially with the rise of inflation, Sampson,
who has designed homes in Delaware, manages
to retain a clientele that is as committed to ecofriendliness as he is.

What are the first things that come to mind about
sustainable design?
I focus a lot on natural light and super-insulated
building envelopes, passive solar, and incorporating
a lot of plants inside to manage air-quality levels,
provide oxygen and minimize indoor air pollution.

What are the challenges and opportunities with
regard to sustainable home renovations?
For a renovation, when the home is already
situated on a site, it’s more difficult. Typically,
that comes down to insulation and air ceiling, or
managing the amount of air that comes into the
building. A lot of my job is maximizing insulation
and allowing the winter sun to come in and heat
the spaces, then cut it out in the summer when you
don’t want it. That’s called passive solar.

INTERIOR DESIGNER JOSEPHINE KURTZ, OF KURTZ COLLECTION IN
WILMINGTON, SAYS THESE WALL COLORS ARE MAKING A SPLASH—AND
A STATEMENT.

One of the biggest elements is orientation. If you
can have the home oriented to the south, you can
really maximize the amount of solar gain. During
some months of the year, the house can actually
heat itself by maximizing the amount of southern
glass. Overhangs and sunscreens can block the sun
out in hotter months when the sun is higher in the
sky. You can design around angles of the sun—you
are using the architecture itself to manage sunlight.

Can you lend your perspective on sustainable
materials?
Generally speaking, a sustainable material is

Peacock blue: Lacquer

Citrus green: Brighten

Pale sky blue: Use it

walls and built-ins in a
family room or study.

up a dining room or
living area with this
unexpected hue.

to create a bedroom
space that’s calm
and serene.
—Ashley Breeding
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something that is not going to let out formaldehyde
or volatile organic compounds (VOCs). They’re
locally sourced, so if it’s wood, it’s taken from a
forest that is managed well. It’s also durable, so you
don’t have to replace it five years down the road.

—Drew Limsky

C O U RT E S Y O F K U RT Z C O L L EC T I O N

Painting Class

What about a new build?
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Fruits of Your Labor
LAST YEAR, WE EXPLORED HOW TO
CULTIVATE A BEAUTIFUL NATIVE (READ:
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY) GARDEN.
NOW, WE TAKE IT A STEP FURTHER AND
SHOW YOU HOW TO GROW YOUR OWN FOOD.

C O U RT E S Y O F K AT I E D U B OW

F

rom late June to early November,
Marcia Stephenson plucks figs from
her plot in Prices Corner. Last year,
her yield of Asian pears was so abundant
she donated more than 40 pounds to a
community center.
She doesn’t own an orchard. Stephenson
grows her own fruit, as well as bushels of
veggies, in her suburban backyard.
“Growing-your-own” became a popular
pastime during the pandemic when many
folks were at home. Stephenson, director
of advancement for the Delaware Center
for Horticulture (DCH), has been growing
edible plants for years and is pleased to see
a blossoming interest in kitchen gardens.
“It’s great for kids to plant seeds and
learn where food come from. Kids get really
excited when they plant something and
watch it grow,” she says.
The fig tree was given to her by a friend
13 years ago and resides happily on the
southern side of her home—“where it’s
sunniest and warmest”—and benefits from
radiant heat from the house and driveway.
The Asian pear is thriving, with cross
pollination from other pear trees in the
neighborhood.
Stephenson plants lots of veggies,
among them lettuce, tomatoes, carrots,
beets, cucumbers, Asian turnips—“fast
and super easy to grow”—radishes, herbs
and bok choy. Raised beds are easier to
weed because there’s less bending. The
elevation of the beds also keeps the crops
safe from critters.
“If your raised beds are high enough, the
bunnies can’t get in,” she explains.
Tight on space? The DownHome
Harvest Little Miss Figgy tree, available at
Homestead Gardens in Dover, is suitable
for porches and containers. A dwarf fig, the
tree grows 4 to 8 feet tall and is cold-hardy.
Midnight Cascade, by Bushel and Berry,

is a cascading blueberry you can grow in
hanging baskets. Sold at Gateway Garden
Center in Hockessin, it displays white, bellshaped flowers in spring, a precursor to
summer blueberries. Even after the berries
are gone, it’s pleasant to look at, with redflecked green foliage.
Nora Melley, who manages education
programs at DCH, is partial to Pink
Lemonade blueberries, which produce
sweet hot-pink berries. The rub is the birds
like them, too.
“You can cover them with nets, but birds
can get caught in them,” she explains.
“My preferred method is to plant more
blueberries and share with the birds.”
Home gardeners likely will have to
amend their soil with sulfur to keep
blueberry shrubs happy. The average pH,
or alkalinity, of Delaware soil is 6.5, Melley
notes, and the magic number for berries
is 4.5. (If you aren’t certain of your soil’s
pH, buy a test kit or contact the Delaware
Cooperative Extension online.)
Patience is important in establishing
fruit-bearing trees and shrubs. Count on
six months to fully amend soil. Realizing a

return on investment in trees takes longer.
In 2017, Melley planted a home orchard
of eight semidwarf trees: apples, peaches
and cherries.
“The second year, I got two cherries,” she
recalls. “The third year, I got a handful.”
After four years, the trees began yielding
a significant harvest. Except for one fungal
issue with the peach trees, they’ve pretty
much taken care of themselves, offering up
a bounty of homegrown fruit.
Melley notes you don’t have to go all in
on a personal orchard to enjoy the fruits of
your labors.
“Start slowly. Plant one thing, then expand
so you don’t get overwhelmed,” she says.
You don’t even have to buy seeds. Begin
with the tips of the scallions you chopped
for this morning’s omelet. Take the root
ends—with their wispy white fibers—and
plant them in a little soil so they can sprout
more scallions.
“It’s worth a shot,” says Melley, who has
been generating scallions in a window box
for years. “If it works, you’re growing your
own food.”
—Eileen Smith Dallabrida
DELAWARETODAY.COM
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Nurturing

HOPE
Delaware foster care
families speak about
housing children in
need—and how the
benefits far outweigh
any challenges.
WORDS BY ARTIKA RANGAN CASINI AND ANGIE GRAY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANGIE GRAY
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The Smith family prepares lunch
with help from lots of little hands.
Left to right: Andrew, Arianna,
Cayden, Brody, “Baby Girl” and
Stacie. Andrew and Stacie are one
of 400 foster families in Delaware.
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This page: The Farrow family
enjoys a sweet treat and a
lot of laughter. Left to right:
Granddaughter Aniyah, Ira,
Sha’kira, Linda and “Chloe” (*name
has been changed to protect the
foster child’s identity).
Opposite: Play-Doh and dress-up
at the Rainey Family dinner table
is a favorite activity with six kids
in the house.
Oppos
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n Delaware, there are nearly 800
children in custody at the Division
of Family Services, a number that is
“trending up,” according to Trenee
Parker, director of Delaware’s DFS
division. “We’re seeing more kids coming
into care,” she says. “We’re getting more
calls. We have more need.”
The foster care system is a
“necessary entity in the continuum of
permanency for children,” says Mary
Lou Edgar, LCSW, the retired executive
director of A Better Chance for Our
Children, who worked in the field of
foster care and child services for 30
years. Many children entering foster care
have endured a life most people could not
fathom. They therefore need “security
and emotional support as they continue
to grow past the trauma in their lives,”
Edgar explains. Foster care is not easy
for anyone involved, and sometimes the
outcomes aren’t perfect. But it gives these
kids a fighting chance.

Chris and Kaci Rainey are one such
couple providing that chance. While
parenting their three biological children in
2016, they decided to become foster parents
too. Since then, they’ve housed six foster
children and are currently caring for three
young siblings. As chair of the Mid-Atlantic
Orphan Care Coalition, Chris is a tireless
advocate for vulnerable youth.
“It is difficult,” he concedes. “It might
be the hardest thing you ever do, but it’s
not impossible. If you want to really make
a difference in the world, you can help
reverse generations of brokenness.”
The challenge, he explains, is that too few
people realize problems exist in the foster
care system, including lack of resources.
Families who do realize it often don’t have
the support systems they need to tackle
the issues. To help, the Raineys established
Andrew’s Closet, a subset of the Orphan
Care Coalition. Named in honor of their
first foster child, the nonprofit provides
a range of essentials—from formula and
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clothing to car seats—to aid foster families
in their earliest days.
The ultimate goal of foster care is to
reunite a child with their birth parents,
Edgar explains. A recent shift in services
even keeps children with their biological
families while they work on their challenges.
Still, there’s a great need for foster families,
especially for children age 6 and older, who,
according to Parker, comprise more than
half of all youth in foster care.
Linda Farrow understands that goal
and need. Having fostered 15 children
between the ages of 7 and 17 since 2008, she
recognizes that her role is to help families
reunite. When possible, she has made
it a priority to “encourage the biological
parents to build a healthy relationship with
their child and do everything they can to
get back on their feet,” she says.
When that isn’t possible, helping a child
find another permanent home becomes
the goal. For teenage sisters Sha’kira and
Markyra Payne, that forever home ended

up being with Linda and her husband,
Ira. Adoption was never the couple’s plan,
“But sometimes your path leads you on a
different journey,” Linda points out.
Linda says her home and heart are open
to children of all colors and experiences.
Too often, she explains, “People make
decisions based on fear of the unknown
or a bias against someone different from
themselves. …It doesn’t matter one bit [to
us]. All children deserve to feel and be safe,
secure, respected and protected.”
Over the past six years, the number of
children in the state’s foster care system has
grown from about 500 to 800. Meanwhile,
there are some 400 foster families (all of whom
have completed dozens of hours of training).
In Delaware, these families often work
with private and contracted agencies that
coordinate directly with DFS to help place
children in safe homes. A Better Chance for
Our Children is one such agency, designed
to create success in these situations.
“Our trainings prepare families for the

realities—good and bad,” says Meg Garey,
Edgar’s successor.
One of the biggest takeaways for foster
families, she says, is understanding that grief
and loss are inherent to foster care. Birth
parents have lost custody of their children.
Foster families might grieve the loss of a
child who has returned to their birth home.
All foster children have lost their family,
neighborhood and entire way of life.
But Garey and Parker say this grief doesn’t
have to prohibit a connection. “The most
rewarding aspect of this work,” Parker says,
her voice trembling with emotion, “is when
you recognize a shift in the child and you
see the difference from where things were
to where things end up. …When you think
about the number of people involved and
know that you’re one of those who helped.
“It takes a special person to do this,” she
continues. “We have a number of them. The
challenge is that we don’t have enough.”
Becoming foster parents isn’t a typical
choice for newlyweds in their 20s. However,
DELAWARETODAY.COM
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Arianna Smith dances to “Let It Go” while her mom and dad (Andrew and
Stacie) read a book to her brothers and foster sister.
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Stacie and Andrew Smith felt called to sign
up for training sessions—eight hours on
Saturdays for two months—to do just that.
It would become a poetic nine-month
process. Just weeks after being approved
by the state, the couple had their first
placement: a 2 1/2-week-old baby girl. At
the suggestion of the care team and in an
effort to help foster bonding, Stacie sat in
a wheelchair, car seat on her lap, as they
left the hospital and began their new,
impermanent life.
The Smiths were fully aware that
reunification was always the goal, but there
can be a painful dissonance between the mind
and heart. Only one week later, at the child’s
initial court hearing, the newborn’s biological
grandmother was awarded custody.
Just a few days later, the Smiths’ case
worker called with another placement
request, and baby Arianna arrived soon
after. For Arianna, there was no possibility of
a reunion with her biological family, and the
Smiths adopted her one year later. Biological
twin boys made them a family of five. The
couple wanted to wait until their sons turned
2 before fostering again, but then the foster
agency called with news of another newborn
baby girl. They couldn’t say no.
Stacie initially thought, I’ll be so much
better this time around and I won’t let myself
bond, she says. But then she realized, “I don’t
want to be like that. It’s always worth it to
love them as if they’ll stay with you forever.”
This emotional learning curve is part and
parcel of fostering a child.
Tiffany and Joseph Adams could be
considered experts at the emotional balance
of fostering kids. They’ve taken in more than
35 children over the past 13 years—some for
a few days, others for a few years. Most stay
between six months and a year.
“It’s always difficult when kids move
on, but you’ve got to hope they’ve taken
in the things they’ve learned from you,”
Tiffany says. “These kids need a lot of love,
support, consistency, understanding and
acceptance.”
In return, they often give back the love
they have received—and then some. Today,
the Adamses are the proud parents of four
adopted children.
Their son Kevin is 21 now, but he
remembers the first night he came into the
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Adams’ lives in 2010, how he entered their
home with no clothes, no toothbrush—“not
anything, really.” That night, Tiffany did
something he had never experienced. She
took him shopping.
His then-foster parents provided structure
and love. Kevin remembers how they would
say, “Good night, sleep tight, I’ll see you in
the morning,” and then greet him the next
day with a smile. They gathered as a family
for dinner each night. They made him go to
school, which used to be optional for Kevin.
It was a vast departure from Kevin’s first
10 years, where his biological home was
filled with drugs and violence. He would
play with BB guns in the neighborhood,
shooting through windows at random and
skipping class to hang out on the corner.
Kevin would soon learn, as would all the

It’s always
difficult
when kids
move on, but
you’ve got to
hope they’ve
taken in the
things they’ve
learned from
you.

—Tiffany Adams

foster children who entered the Adams’
home, that his circumstances were not his
fault. “You’re just a child,” Kevin says. “You
can’t control what adults do. But you don’t
know that then.” This realization can be
deeply healing.
A few years after he was adopted by his
foster parents, Kevin’s birth mother passed
away from a drug overdose. His biological
father was starting another family. This
could be a source of great pain, but Kevin
instead focused on the good in his life.
“It takes strong people to foster other
people’s children,” he says. “It takes a strong
heart to do that.”
A heart like that of foster child-turnedfoster parent Japhia Devone. In 2005, 8-yearold Japhia entered foster care with two
older sisters and a baby sister, Genny. The

The Adams family
enjoys a walk
together. For
Kevin Adams,
the lifestyle that
foster parents
TIffany and Joseph
provided was a
vast departure
from his first 10
years, where
his biological
home was filled
with drugs and
violence.
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Sisters Japhia (below, left) and Genny have an unbreakable bond; determined
to stay connected to her little sister through their tumultous foster care
experiences, Japhia even transferred to University of Delaware from Howard
University so the two could see each other regularly.

siblings would move four times in five years,
ultimately being separated from one another.
Still a child herself, Japhia was
determined to keep a bond with her
younger sister. She made sure to see her
whenever possible at the local Boys & Girls
Club. Although they lived in separate foster
homes, they both felt safe and happy and
cherished any time spent together. It wasn’t
perfect, but it was working.
When their biological mother’s parental
rights were terminated, their case worker
informed them that adoption would
now be the goal in order to provide them
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with a permanent home together. Japhia
remembers her “talking it up and telling us
this would be our happily ever after.”
At ages 13 and 7, the sisters met their
adoptive parents. They were happy—until a
year later, when tension arose between the
adoptive parents, who ultimately divorced.
It became so bad that Japhia had moved
in with a friend. Once again, she made an
effort to see Genny whenever she could,
even returning home on weekends while
studying at Howard University and then the
University of Delaware, where she ultimately
transferred to be closer to her sister.

Genny’s relationship with their adoptive
parents also deteriorated over time, and
Japhia couldn’t bear to see her sister in
such a volatile situation. She learned of the
Kinship Program, allowing the full-time
care, protection and nurturing of a child to
be done by a sibling or other adult relative.
As the older sister, Japhia understood
firsthand the hurdles that stemmed from
their failed adoption. She decided to step up
to the challenge of raising her teenage sister
so that the pattern of trauma could end.
Today, the Devone sisters are reunited
and working together to heal their past.

Japhia hopes to attend graduate school
and become a physician’s assistant. Genny
excels in academics in high school, as well
as in competitive cheerleading. Together,
they enjoy typical sister activities—
watching movies, DIY projects and chatting
late into the night about what their “happily
ever after” might look like.
Their story exemplifies the contradictions
of the foster care system; many foster
children experience a life that most people
could never even imagine. Great loss and
trauma are commonplace—but so are
resilience, healing and even love. DT
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ALWAYS BE

PREPARED
With CLIMATE change come UNPRECEDENTED storms, FLOODING
and even TORNADOES in the First State. Here’s what to DO—and what to
AVOID—when DISASTER strikes. Take note—it could SAVE your life.
BY MATT AMIS
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In the aftermath of
Hurricane Ida in August
2021, communities on
Rockland Road in New
Castle County were
inundated by rising currents
from the Brandywine River.
Experts say these “one
in 500-year-events” will
become more common with
climate change.
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“D

elaware is going to go under water.”
The words are chilling to hear. Watching
it unfold through coastal inundation map
through a University of Delaware digital tool is
equally bleak.
“[The state] already floods at the drop of a hat, and then
you throw climate change in the mix, then it’s just going to
keep flooding,” says Jennifer Trivedi, an assistant professor
in the Department of Anthropology and core faculty member

52

of the Disaster Research Center at UD. “Flooding is, I think,
one of the biggest problems in the United States today.”
On a national scale, Delaware charts near the bottom in
terms of natural disasters. (Florida, Texas, California and
Washington are among the most at-risk.) But that doesn’t
mean impervious. The Delaware coastline is especially
vulnerable to extreme weather events.
Sites devoted to Delaware storms of yore remember
the great Ash Wednesday storm in March of 1962, and the
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Mother’s Day storm on May 12, 2008, which
left at least one person dead and many
people homeless after ocean floodwaters
destroyed homes, mainly along the
Delaware Bay Coast of Kent County.
Over the coming years, our state is
projected to face higher temperatures,
more high-heat days, increased heavy
precipitation and sea level rise. The impacts
from each of these threatens industries,
infrastructure, natural resources and
health of residents, according to Delaware
Natural Resources and Environmental
Control (DNREC).

That means greater risks of floods and
other disasters as time progresses. Some
local families are still grappling with the
aftermath of Hurricane Ida, which caused
massive flooding in August 2021. As Trivedi
reminds, “The impacts of disasters and the
recovery process are really shaped by local
history and local culture.”
We rounded up four of the best-known
natural disasters and filtered them through
a Delaware lens. For more comprehensive
disaster planning, visit PrepareDe.org,
maintained by the Delaware Emergency
Management Agency (DEMA).

FLASH FLOODS
Threat Level: 4/5

“I

On a national scale, Delaware charts
near the bottom for natural disasters.
But that could change, and the coastline
is especially vulnerable.
Above: Rockland Bridge and part of
Brandywine Creek State Park were
submerged after Hurricane Ida.

n Delaware, we often say it’s all about
water,” Leathers says.
In one of the lowest-lying states in
the nation surrounded on several sides by
water, flooding is bound to be a challenge.
Coastal flooding can be a major problem
downstate. Waterways (and unique
topography and population density) make
New Castle County susceptible to river and
stream flooding.
Some floods develop slowly during
long periods of rain, or when heavy snow
melts quickly. Flash floods hit quickly
within a few minutes or hours of excessive
rainfall. The scary news? Those events are
happening more often.
“When it comes to inland flooding…
we have seen an increase in the number
of intense precipitation events, a lot of
rain falling very quickly,” Leathers points
out. “That has certainly made the flooding
conditions worse.”
Infrastructure matters, too. Upstate
especially, due to its impervious surfaces
like blacktop and cement, dense
population and unique environments,

What to do: As Trivedi points out, a
confluence of equitable housing, infrastructure
and social factors play a role in protecting citizens
from floods. “Even if you have homeowners or
renters insurance, flooding isn’t always covered,”
she explains. “Flood insurance is a separate thing
in the U.S.” (And it’s expensive.)

rainwater collects and runs off quickly
instead of soaking into the soil.
Leathers points to the Delaware
Environmental Observing System,
the highest resolution statewide
meteorological network in the country,
which shows a higher clip of floodproducing storms in recent years that
otherwise would’ve been one in 500-year
events. “[This] really tells you that the
climate system is changing a little bit when
it comes to precipitation,” he says.
“Sometimes people over-ascribe things
to the warming atmosphere, but in this
case that’s almost certainly what it is
related to; as the atmosphere warms, it
can hold more water vapor,” Leathers says.
“And we’re just seeing the fruits of that
with these higher precipitation-rate storms
that we’ve had.”
And it will get worse. In less than
50 years, 7,000 Delawareans could lose
their homes to climate-change induced
flooding and sea level rise, according to
a 2018 report by the Union of Concerned
Scientists.

What not to do: Per PrepareDE.org, never try
to drive over a flooded road. If your car stalls,
abandon it immediately. In your neighborhood,
keep people and pets away from high water,
storm drains or any flooded areas, and stay
clear of water that is in contact with downed
power lines.
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HURRICANES/CYCLONES
Threat Level: 3/5

A

t 60 feet above sea level, Delaware
is somewhat cradled along the
East Coast—to the south by
Virginia and the Carolinas and to the
north by New Jersey. So by the time a
tropical system like a hurricane reaches
us, it’s typically already crossed over
some land and lost steam.
“Except for Sandy, it’s been forever
since we’ve had any storm that’s really
come up and made a turn close to
Delaware,” says Dan Leathers, Delaware’s
state climatologist and a professor at UD.
Storms like Sandy (2012) and Irene
(2011) brought severe winds and flooding
to areas of Delaware. Tropical Storm
Isaias in 2020 caused tornadoes, power
outages and the state’s first hurricanerelated fatality since 2011. High levels
of rain and wind from the remnants
of Hurricane Ida last October created
catastrophic damage and massive
flooding throughout the state.
Hurricanes are “powerhouse weather
events that suck heat from tropical waters
to fuel their fury,” as described by the
National Ocean Service, part of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). The ocean-born storms need a
handful of ingredients to catalyze, like
a pre-existing weather disturbance (a
tropical wave, for example) and a combo of
wind, warm water and thunderstorms.
The resulting cocktail can be
devastating. This rotating, organized

In the summer of 2020,
three tornadoes touched
down in Delaware,
uprooting power lines and
trees—some of which have
yet to be cleared.

What to do: To fortify your home
from an approaching hurricane or tropical
storm, DEMA recommends hurricane
shutters, cleaning gutters, bringing in
outside furniture, and keeping shrubs
and other landscaping clean. Keep phones
charged and a charged power bank handy.

system of clouds and thunderstorms is
called a tropical cyclone; when it creates
wind speeds of 74 miles per hour, it’s
classified as a hurricane.
The midlatitude cyclones—lowpressure storm systems easily identified
on satellite pictures by their likeness to
a comma—are our bigger thorn in the
side, Leathers says. Typically popping
up during winter months, they can
dump mass precipitation (e.g., blizzard
conditions) over large swaths of land.
“Two historical instances in Lewes
brought the top two highest tidal
heights, both from mid-latitude
cyclones—one that occurred back in
January of 2016 and the other one the
1962 storm, which were coming up on
the 60th anniversary,” he says.
“Due to rising sea levels, the storms of
today will bring higher tidal levels from
storms than the storms of yesterday,”
Leathers adds. “The same storm today is
liable to cause bigger problems than in
years past.”
Adds Trivedi: Not every disaster is the
same. “It can be easy to approach these as
a hurricane is a hurricane is a hurricane,
but just look at Ida. Everyone was so
hyper-focused on it hitting New Orleans,
and for very good reasons. And then
instead, it swung up and really devastated
neighborhoods in Philly and in Wilmington
[with] massive flooding. People remain
displaced out of their homes to this day.”

The state Department of Transportation
maintains evacuation routes, if necessary.

What not to do: Do not go outside. Seek
shelter in an interior room, away from
windows, skylights and glass doors until
the storm has passed.
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After a 5.8-magnitude earthquake in
central Virginia shocked some residents
along the East Coast, memes of turnedover patio chairs circulated on socia
media— poking fun at the dramatic
reactions the ‘quake garnered.
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TORNADOES

EARTHQUAKES

Threat Level: 2/5

T

ornadoes are infrequent but steady in Delaware—
we average around one a year. “We’ve had a couple
tropical systems that have spawned tornadoes; the
main one was Isaias from two hurricane seasons ago,”
Leathers says.
The storm spawned the state’s most wickedly long
tornado. As the Washington Post reported, the recordbreaking tornado spanned nearly 30 miles, from Dover to
Middletown. The twister threw debris 10,000 feet into the
air, tore up the roof at William Henry Middle School and
clocked in at 96 miles per hour from a nearby Delaware
Department of Transportation weather station.
Thankfully, no injuries were reported, though the
National Weather Service said two tornadoes hit the
area. Delaware has only two tornado fatalities on record
dating back to 1950. A record six tornadoes touched
down in 1996.
In our part of the country, tornadoes typically result
from tropical storms and hurricanes. When the force
of the storm whips around, extreme wind shear creates
a sudden change in wind speed and/or direction.
Tornadoes spawned by landfalling hurricanes can
cause enormous destruction, according to NOAA. As a
hurricane moves shoreward, tornadoes often develop on
the fringes of the storm.
“We get tornadoes [here] regularly, but a very small
number if you look back in time,” Leathers adds. “Not
all tropical cyclones give you tornadoes. And it’s a
fairly small percentage, about 1 out of 3 that gives you a
tornado somewhere in the mid-Atlantic.”
And although a handful have struck the First State in
recent years, there’s no long-term trend tornadoes are
increasing, Leathers says.

JOE DEL TUFO

What to do: Keep a lookout for the key signifiers
of a tornado, including the telltale rotating, funnelshaped cloud, a loud roar or an approaching cloud
of debris. Seek shelter immediately in the nearest
well-constructed building on the lowest level possible,
away from doors and windows, says the University
of Delaware Campus and Public Safety. Take cover,
shielding your head and neck in any manner you can.
What not do to: Never try to outrun a tornado in a
vehicle. Contrary to popular belief, you shouldn’t park
beneath an overpass either. Park, and then remain in
the car with your seat belt on. Keep your head down
below windows and cover it with a blanket, coat or
other cushion if possible. If you’re near a low-lying area
you can get to safely, leave your car and lie in that area,
covering your head with your hands.

Threat Level: 1/5

A

sk around, and most Delawareans can probably tell you
where they were at 1:51 p.m. on August 23, 2011, when a
magnitude 5.8 earthquake (according to the United States
Geological Survey, or USGS) struck a couple hundred miles away in
central Virginia.
While that area is known for seismic activity, our state is rarely
impacted.
Then, in the early evening of Thanksgiving 2017, a rumbling
emanated from around 6 miles northeast of Dover in Bombay Hook
National Wildlife Refuge, according to data reported by the USGS.
Dishes rattled in cabinets. Patio chairs wobbled slightly. People
remembered the sensation all too well.
But at a magnitude of 4.1, the earthquake—Delaware’s largest ever—
wasn’t much of a disaster. Unless you were near the Dover epicenter,
the quake might’ve been confused with a passing truck. The memes
that followed are perhaps the enduring legacy of the 2017 event.
“There are not very many that you can feel around Delaware,”
says David Wunsch, our state geologist and director of the
Delaware Geological Survey (DGS), “and the last big one from 2017
was an oddity.”
The shifting tectonic plates that helped form the Atlantic coast
around 190 million years ago have been fairly quiet ever since. But
over time, even quiet areas can accumulate some tectonic stress
that gets released in the form of an earthquake. Unlike California
and its famous San Andreas Fault system, Delaware lies on no such
geological phenomenon.
“The bedrock underneath us on the East Coast and mid-Atlantic
is old and just not as active,” Wunsch explains. “We do get these
small quakes because the crust does adjust over time, but this is a
quiet part of the country.”
The 2017 earthquake was just the 58th such documented event
in Delaware since 1871, according to the DGS. It represented a
once-in-a-decade event in Delaware: a quake that people could
feel. Around 98 percent of the nearly 3 million earthquakes that
occur worldwide each year fall under a magnitude of 3. The
largest previously recorded event hit Delaware in 1973 and had an
estimated magnitude of 3.8.
But we don’t actually know a lot about what lies deep beneath
Delaware’s earth. Unlike some of our southern and Appalachian
neighbors, we don’t sit on rich natural gas or oil wells, so
companies haven’t drilled as deeply into our ground, Wunsch adds,
other than for research purposes.

What to do: Wilmington’s Office of Emergency Management
says “drop, cover and hold on.” During earthquakes, drop to the
floor, take cover under a sturdy desk or table and hold on to it
firmly. Be prepared to move with it until the shaking stops.
What not to do: Go outside. Many earthquake-related injuries and
deaths occur from falling debris and power lines.
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In 1961, First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy appointed H. F. du Pont to lead her project to restore the
White House interiors. The redesign became a history lesson for the country and awakened an interest
in preservation and interior design that is still felt today. For the first time, the story of this historic
partnership will be told at Winterthur, the inspiration for Mrs. Kennedy’s project. Opens May 7, 2022.
First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy on the Montmorenci stairs, Winterthur Museum, 1961. Winterthur Archives
Sponsored in part by

800.448.3883
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BACK TO
THE START
MEGAN KEE HAS RETURNED TO HER ROOTS
WITH BRAMBLE & BRINE AT THE BUTTERY,
WHICH ALSO REVIVES A BELOVED LEGACY.
WORDS BY PAM GEORGE | PHOTOGRAPHS BY MOONLOOP PHOTOGRAPHY

Chef Paul Gallo’s take
on traditional beef
Wellington pulls
in meatloaf with
mushrooms and wraps
it in a crispy puff pastry,
finished with cherry
demi-glace.
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T

hings have a way of coming full circle for
Megan Kee. In 2014, the restaurateur
lost Bramble & Brine in Rehoboth Beach
after a divorce. She’d put her soul into
the establishment, which she’d decorated
with eclectic vintage items. On her last day
in the restaurant, she recalls listening to
“My Heart Will Go On” from Titanic.
Although broken, Kee’s heart did just
that. Since losing the first Bramble &
Brine, she’s launched the Megan Collective
restaurant group and opened three eateries
in downtown Rehoboth. In December 2021,
she opened the much-anticipated Bramble &
Brine at The Buttery, her first restaurant in
Lewes, her hometown.
The new restaurant’s lengthy name
resurrects her dream along with one of
the city’s most beloved landmarks. The
Buttery, founded by John Donato and
Twain Gonzales in 1994, occupied the
Victorian mansion for decades. The new
establishment, however, has a distinct
identity. “It’s definitely the same whimsical
concept [as the original Bramble & Brine],”
Kee says, “but it’s much more elegant
because I’ve grown quite a bit.”

Megan Kee, owner of Megan Collective, has several restaurants in her group. Manning the kitchen at
Bramble & Brine is Chef Paul Gallo, at right, and seated is Greg Andrews, behind-the-scenes maestro and
assistant director.

AN APT REFLECTION
Kee’s restaurants are indeed influenced
by her personality and upbringing.
The Beebe baby—born in the Lewes
hospital—grew up spending time in her
grandparents’ Henlopen Acres home. With
its scrubby trees and shady streets, this
area of Rehoboth was once billed as the
place where “Pine Meets the Brine.”
Kee’s grandfather Jacob Reese White
Jr. was president of Houston-White
Co. in Millsboro, a family business that
purchased lumber land and made building
materials. Kee resurrected the corporate
name for her Rehoboth restaurant
Houston White Co., which she opened in
2018 in the same building that the first
Bramble & Brine had occupied.
Her grandmother, a consummate
hostess, set an impressive table with china
and silver. At Bramble & Brine at The
Buttery, Kee uses her extensive collection
of vintage china for dishes. There are
delicate plates with floral edges and white
cups with sailboats. Salt-and-pepper
shakers shaped like animals came from a

60

closeout sale. “My grandparents’ house is
still very much the muse,” she says.
The antiques lover filled the first
Bramble with a hodgepodge of items,
including a red velvet crown worthy
of the queen. At the time, Kee owned a
resale shop, Poor Little Rich Girl, and
everything in the restaurant, including the
chandeliers, was for sale.
That’s not the case now, and the
assortment of mirrors, prints and vintage
paintings—including one of Princess
Diana’s ancestors—are refined and
thoughtfully displayed. “It’s very happy
and not cluttered,” Kee agrees. “It still has
that antique feel, but everything has been
curated, and it will stay there.”

AN AMBITIOUS REDO
With her long blond hair, dimple and
voluminous skirts, Kee has the wide-eyed
wonder of a Disney princess. That’s not
surprising. She has a lifelong pass to Walt
Disney World, and like that attraction, she
loves creating themes.

Each room in the circa-1894 mansion now
possesses a unique ambiance. Indeed, Kee
has lovingly restored the building as if she
owned it. (Big Fish Restaurant Group, which
also bought Striper Bites, is the landlord.)
She even renovated the upstairs bathrooms
and two bedrooms for private use.
Longtime Buttery buffs will notice the
light paint that significantly lifts the mood
of the foyer and the gleaming parquet
floors with inlaid trim. They will be happy
to see that the hostess stand is still beside
the turned staircase. But it now has a
new neighbor: a carousel horse that Kee’s
mother found in Pennsylvania.
The foyer opens to the formal
Wallpaper Room, which boasts custom
paper resembling something you’d see
in Savannah or Charleston. Green vines
and white flowers climb diagonally
over the white background. With white
linen tablecloths and pink velvet chairs,
this space suits The Buttery as Donato
and Gonzales viewed it; it’s formal but
approachable.
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The tea-brined scallops finished
with an Earl Grey beurre blanc
are especially popular. The dish
accompaniments will change
seasonally.

STEPS TO
THE SAND.

Ways from
the worry.
T

The adjoining Glass Room is the
enclosed section of the wraparound
porch, and sliders will open in warm
weather. This area has the relaxed but
refined vibe of a Florida room in an
upscale home. Take, for instance, the
taupe-and-cream-striped curtains and
matching seat upholstery.
Kee calls the bar and lounge area the
Pink Pony for the old Rehoboth boardwalk
club that welcomed gay clientele. (It was
destroyed in the March 1962 storm.) In
the new restaurant, the Pink Pony area is
punctuated by a trompe l’oeil of a blush
pink carnival tent on the ceiling. From the
center hangs a regal chandelier.
The previous owners moved the bar to
the back of the restaurant, and Kee has
adorned it with hundreds of equestrienne
ribbons that hang like fringe. (Although
she owns a horse, Kee purchased the
awards from one accomplished rider.)

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
The Pink Pony will have a separate menu
with artisan pizza, a dish that Kee came to
love when she opened Dalmata in Rehoboth
in 2020. (Dalmata is Italian for Dalmatian,
her grandmother’s preferred pet.) Takeout
is picked up at the bar. A separate area
along Savannah Road will sell coffee and ice
cream. She’s calling this concept Mooncoin.
Bramble & Brine has plans for weekend
brunches this spring. Once summer
arrives, brunch will be offered daily.
Even without advertising or, initially, a
website, it was hard to get a reservation in
January or February. From the start, the
tea-brined scallops were a hit. Served with

Earl Grey beurre blanc, they were plump
and tender on one visit. Gallo plans to
change the accompaniments to reflect the
season. “We will always do it; it’s special,”
Kee says.
A seasoned veteran of the Southern
Delaware dining scene, Gallo honed his
skills at Nage, Abbott’s Grill and Brick
Works Brewing and Eats alongside
visionary restaurateur Kevin Reading.
In winter, Gallo offered a chicken-anddumplings dish that fans of the other
restaurants might recognize. Instead of
shredded chicken, it features a Europeancut roasted chicken breast.
The Wellington also bucks the norm.
It’s made with meatloaf and served with a
pile of fluffy mashed potatoes. This is no
ordinary meatloaf: It contains the same
high-quality meat that Houston White
uses. A cherry demiglace is the bright
finishing touch.
Trout amandine is an homage to Kee’s
fourth restaurant, La Fable in Rehoboth.
The classic French bistro fare is dressed
with beurre blanc and chopped marcona
almonds and served with haricot verts.
Undoubtedly, the menu will evolve as
Kee and Gallo prepare for the summer
season. “He’s killing it,” Kee says of her
chef. “He has so much knowledge under
his belt.” With neighboring Heirloom
and Raas—also located in old Victorian
homes—Bramble & Brine creates a
triumvirate of fine dining.
And Kee isn’t done yet. She has at least
one more concept she’d like to bring to life.
Perhaps sushi? Given her track record,
there’s little doubt that she can succeed. DT

he Boardwalk Plaza
Hotel offers the perfect
location to make the most
of your vacation time,
any time of the year. Just
park your car. Go out
for a walk on the beach
or the boardwalk, or
take a stroll downtown.
Or stay in and enjoy our
comfortable rooms and
breathtaking views. You’ll
love the convenience of
our restaurant, pub and
room service—so much so
that you may never want to
leave. You can relax and
leave your worries behind.
Book your stay now!

2 Olive Avenue & the Boardwalk
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
(800) 33 BEACH | (302) 227-7169
www.boardwalkplaza.com
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Sarah and Nick Culver are growing
their business on land that has been in
Nick’s family for five generations.

CULVER
FAMILY FARMS
CSAs ACROSS THE STATE
Many growers offer Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs
across the First State so customers can
order either a box or items à la carte
to prepare their own farm-to-table
creations.
In addition to Culver Family Farms, here
are other local growers who offer CSAs.
While the number of programs rises
during the season, the growers listed
below offer online ordering and yearround products.

NEW CASTLE COUNTY
Filasky’s Produce and Farm Market
1343 Bunker Hill Road, Middletown
• 378-2754
filaskysfarmmarket.com
Highland Orchard Farm Market
1431 Foulk Road, Wilmington
• 478-4042
highlandorchardsfarmmarket.com
Powers Farm
324 Vandyke Maryland Line Road,
Townsend • 378-0826
facebook.com/thepowersfarm
instagram.com/thepowersfarm

KENT COUNTY

GROWING NEW
TRADITIONS
WHAT’S IN THE BOX: CULVER
FAMILY FARMS DELIVERS
FRESH VEGETABLES, HERBS
AND LOCALLY CREATED GOODS.
WORDS BY RACHEL SWICK MAVITY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARIA DEFORREST
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W

alking through the doors of the
greenhouse with husband-andwife team Nick and Sarah Culver,
the warm air engulfs you and the
sweet smell of earth and growing plants
intoxicates your senses.
Row upon row of tiny sprouts and
leafy greens span the central part of the
greenhouse, while swaths of basil occupy
about half the space. In a long row against
the wall are Nick’s test projects, where he is
experimenting with the best ways to grow
tomatoes, cucumbers and squash vertically.
Culver Family Farms grows a variety of
produce both in the hydroponic greenhouse and, during the season, on their large
property in Mannington, New Jersey.
The land has been in Nick’s family since
the 1890s and is listed on the National
Register of Historical Places.

Fifer Orchards
1919 Allabands Mill Road, Camden-Wyoming • 697-2141
200 Cullen St., Dewey Beach
• 227-8680
fiferorchards.com
T.A. Farms
4664 Mud Mill Road, Camden-Wyoming
• 492-3030
tafarms.com

SUSSEX COUNTY
East View Farms
36144 Bayard Road, Frankford
• 436-4605
eastviewfarmsde.com
Little Wagon Produce
2667 Seashore Highway, Greenwood
• 349-5100
littlewagonproduce.com
Totem Farms
16300 King Cole Drive, Milton
• 752-7870
totemfarmsde.org
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91st

Radnor
Hunt Races
May 21, 2022

PHOTOGRAPH BY JIM GRAHAM

Celebrate 91 years of horseracing on the Main Line. With everything

ADVANCE SALE ONLY: PURCHASE PASSES BY MAY 11
RADNORHUNTRACES.ORG | 610.388.8383
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The farm was passed down through
generations of Hancocks (Nick’s mom’s
family). It has been farmed for four of those
five generations, and now, Nick and Sarah
carry on the agricultural tradition.
The couple’s Delaware roots run deep:
They met as students at Wilmington
Friends School, but they didn’t begin dating
until after college, when they reconnected
at Catherine Rooney’s in Trolley Square.

Seedlings rise up in the hydroponic greenhouse,
where the Culvers raise lettuces, wheatgrass and
even tomatoes in a controlled environment.

After marrying at Greenville Country
Club, they decided to move back to Nick’s
family’s farm to build a business. During
the pandemic, they switched from a wholesale operation to a retail business model.
“We have had experience with wholesale
and with other Community Supported
Agriculture—or CSA—programs, but we
wanted to do something different,” Nick
says. “We wanted our customers to be able
to select which products they wanted instead of just being handed a box which may
include items they would not use.”
And, they deliver right to your door or to
a location convenient to you.
“We wanted to be customer-focused, so
we deliver to southern New Jersey, Pennsylvania and northern Delaware to allow our
customers to know when to expect their
weekly farm box,” Sarah says.
They also partner with local purveyors
and growers, offering coffee from M&N
Roasters, barbecue sauce from Billy B’s,
bratwurst and meats from Sickler’s Circle
View Farm and cut flowers during the
season courtesy of Nick’s mom, Suzanne

Culver, who lives nearby.
“It has been a lot of fun to meet and work
with other local growers and it takes some of
the pressure off us to provide all of the
products,” Sarah says.
Thanks to Sarah’s passion for cooking,
they also offer recipe boxes with everything
you need to make a gourmet dish at home.
Sarah is handy outside the kitchen too,
and during the pandemic, she taught herself how to make candles that she now sells.
“It was really a self-serving project,”
Sarah says. “I love candles and they can be
very expensive, so I decided to learn how to
make them.”
She has several scents available made
with coconut and soy wax, and she plans to
use beeswax from her father-in-law’s hives
in the future.
“Farming has been a tradition in my
family for five generations. Sarah and I
are proud to continue in that tradition
on some of the same land farmed by my
family,” Nick says.
Visit culverfamilyfarms.com. DT

Powerful Philanthropy
A donor advised fund at the DCF helps
you make a difference in Delaware.
From breathtaking views to diverse cultural
opportunities, there’s so much to love about Delaware.
Whatever you love about this community — whether it’s
a favorite beach, library, theater or something else — you
can make it stronger through a donor advised fund (DAF)
at the Delaware Community Foundation.
A DAF is a charitable fund that brings you tax advantages
while growing tax-free and helping you support the
charities you care about — forever. It’s a smart way to
be generous.
Talk with us about how your DAF can make what you
love about Delaware even better.
Roth Bridge, Middletown

To learn more, visit delcf.org/daf
or contact Rebecca Elzey,
Senior Philanthropy Officer,
at 302.504.5234 or
relzey@delcf.org.
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Real People.
Real Volvos.

WHO

❯ Mark and Cathy Parsells

VOLVO

❯ S90

WORKPLACE ❯ Mark works at Montpelier Ventures and Cathy works at the Kalmar
Nyckel Foundation
TITLE

❯ Mark is Founder and Managing General Partner and Cathy is Executive Director

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU

❯ Mark: I love helping people and solving problems.

Cathy: I am motivated by new challenges and finding ways to give back to the community.
My greatest motivators are my family and friends.
UNION PARK VOLVO CUSTOMER

❯ Since 2017

Union Park

Driving Expectations.
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Begin with
the end in mind.

Julie Griswold ’21

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FINALIST
SCHOLASTIC ART AND WRITING AWARDS
NATIONAL GOLD MEDAL
DELAWARE REGIONAL SCHOLASTIC ART
& WRITING AWARD, BOTH GOLD & SILVER KEYS
BROWN UNIVERSITY ’25

It is time for Tatnall

Schedule your tour or register for a Tour and Learn!

Tatnall School_p02.indd 1

For more information visit
www.tatnall.org/visit
(302) 892-4296
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Villanova Kitchen Renovation

Beautiful Designs Inspired by You!
Malvern, Pa. • Sugarbridge.com • 484.318.8367
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED EYE CARE

JIM GRAHAM

Cataract • LASIK • Cosmetic
Glaucoma • General Ophthalmology

Dr. Sagun Pendse, MD • Dr. Neil Vadhar, MD • Dr. Blair Armstrong, MD
Dr. Beeran Meghpara, MD • Dr. Mitchell Stein, MD

Visit Our Office in Pike Creek
5301 Limestone Rd • Suite 122
www.centerforeyes.com • 1-833-921-6200
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Picture-perfect fashion for
a day at the races.
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84 A Steeplechase Glossary
Know the lingo.

90 At the Races

Scenes from past events.
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(From left) Katie LaDow (in Paula Hian’s
Jacqui Gown), Jeff and Brittany Parris, and
Richard O’Donnell, with racing terriers
Stella and Dylan. Photo by Jim Graham.
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Congratulations Patti! Forbes ranks Patti #1 Top Women Wealth Advisor
in the State and #13 Top Women Wealth Advisor in the Nation!
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2022 Race Schedules
SUNDAY, MAY 8, 2022
10:30 A.M.
Gates open.

NOON

2:30 P.M.

Alison Hershbell Pony Races

Second race: Winterthur Bowl Open
Timber Stakes ($25,000 purse)

12:30 P.M.
Parade of River Hills Foxhounds

1 P.M.

Race Raffle: Place a $5 wager on a winning
horse for a chance to win $500. Sponsored
by Draper & Kramer Mortgage, Inc.

George A. “Frolic” Weymouth Antique
Carriage Parade

Marketplace: Shop for hats, clothing,
jewelry, accessories and more!

Tailgate Picnic Competition Presentation

Winterthur Hunt: Enjoy special activities,
crafts and contests provided by community
organizations.
Keystone Region Rolls-Royce Owners’
Club Antique Auto Display

11:45 A.M.
Delaware State Police Pipes and Drums

1:30 P.M.
Stick Horse Races (ages 4 and under)

1:50 P.M.
National Anthem
(sung by Rebecca Gasperetti)

2 P.M.
First race: Isabella du Pont Sharp
Memorial Maiden Timber Race
($20,000 purse).

2:15 P.M.
Stick Horse Races (ages 5-7)

8

2:45 P.M.
Stickhorse races (ages 8-10)

3 P.M.
Third race: Vicmead Plate Amateur
Apprentice Timber Race in honor of
Louis “Paddy” Neilson III ($15,000 purse).

3:30 P.M.
Fourth race: Middletown Cup Amateur
Training Flat Race.

3:45 P.M.
Presentation of the Greta Brown
Layton Trophy.

4 P.M.

Gates close.
Schedule subject to change.
5101 Kennett Pike, Wilmington, Del.
Visit winterthur.org.
continued on page 10

JIM GRAHAM

44TH ANNUAL POINT-TO-POINT
AT WINTERTHUR
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Schedules continued from page 8
29TH RUNNING OF THE
WILLOWDALE STEEPLECHASE
PRESENTED BY THE 24TH FUND
SATURDAY, MAY 14, 2022
10 A.M.
Gates open. Welcome
and announcements.

10:30 A.M.
Jack Russell Terrier Races

11:30 A.M.
Pony Races

NOON
Judging begins for Tailgate, Hat
and Best-Dressed Contest.

12:45 P.M.
National Anthem

1 P.M.
First race: Apprentice Rider Hurdle:
Liam Magee SOTA Apprentice Rider Race
(12:30 p.m. paddock time).

1:30 P.M.
Second race: Maiden Claiming Hurdle:
The Folly (1 p.m. paddock time)

2 P.M.
Third race: Ratings Handicap Hurdle: The
Rose Tree Cup (1:30 p.m. paddock time)

2:30 P.M.
Fourth race: Timber Stakes: The
Buttonwood/Sycamore Farms Willowdale
Steeplechase Stakes (2 p.m. paddock time)

3 P.M.
Fifth race: Maiden Timber: The Landhope
Cup (2:30 p.m. paddock time)

5:30 P.M.
Gates close.
101 E. Street Road, Kennett Square, Pa.
Visit willowdale.org.
continued on page 12

10

BOTH PHOTOS: JIM GRAHAM

3:30 P.M.
Sixth race: Apprentice Rider Timber:
The Marshall W. Jenney Memorial
Foxhunter’s Chase (3 p.m. paddock time)
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Schedules continued from page 10

SATURDAY, MAY 21, 2022
9 A.M.
Gates open.

NOON
Mounted Color Guard of the First
Troop Philadelphia City Calvary and
the National Anthem (sung by the
Orpheus Club of Philadelphia)

12:30 P.M.

Third race: The Radnor Hunt Cup

1:30 P.M.

Parade of the Radnor Hunt Foxhounds

First race: The Milfern Cup

2:05 P.M.

Second race: The Thompson
Memorial Steeplechase

2:20 P.M.
Carriage Parade

12

2:45 P.M.

The Katherine W. Illoway Invitational
Sidesaddle Race

3 P.M.
3:15 P.M.

Fourth race: The National Hunt Cup

3:50 P.M.

Fifth race: The Henry Collins
826 Providence Road, Malvern, Pa.
Visit radnorhuntraces.org.

BOB PLANT

91ST RADNOR HUNT RACES
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Concierge Medicine:
Primary Care that Puts You First
You deserve primary care that works for you.

W

hen it comes to primary care, the traditional

absent in traditional primary care? The importance of being

approach tends to feel impersonal and

proactive cannot be understated. If you refuse to settle, and

exceptionally inconvenient. An appointment

demand more from your primary care experience, concierge

can take weeks to schedule and hours out of your already

medicine may be right for you.

busy day, sitting in a crowded waiting room for a doctor
who is perpetually running behind. The unfortunate truth

Reimagining what primary care can be, concierge medicine

is that doctors are struggling to keep up with the needs of

fits around your schedule and enables you to partner with

thousands of other patients due to the demands placed on

your doctor directly — free from all the burdens associated

them by our current healthcare system — leaving you to feel

with traditional primary care and its arbitrary insurance

like just another number.

limitations. Concierge medicine offers direct access to
your doctor, flexible scheduling, extended hours, and

Getting the care you deserve can often feel difficult and

longer appointment times. The goal is to alleviate all of the

discouraging. Even for those who are young and otherwise

frustrations you have with traditional primary care, leaving

healthy, preventative care is a necessity for supporting long-

only the freedom and flexibility to receive truly exceptional

term health and wellbeing. Why then, is it almost entirely

service — anytime, anywhere.

Devine Concierge Medicine
The Main Line’s Premier Luxury Primary Care Practice.
Without question, Concierge Medicine offers care that

most clinics — ensuring a degree of comfort and convenience

is both personalized and highly accessible. But, not all

that is simply extraordinary. Clients enjoy total peace of mind

Concierge Medicine practices are equal. Setting a new

knowing their health, vitality, and future are secure.

standard, Devine Concierge Medicine offers a level of service
that was previously unheard of on the Main Line.
A boutique and bespoke practice, Devine Concierge Medicine
has been carefully curated to provide a truly exceptional
primary care experience that includes around-the-clock
access and guaranteed same-day appointments — all of
which are provided via house calls. Having trained at the
iconic Johns Hopkins & Harvard’s Massachusetts General
Hospitals, the Devine brothers are both double-board
certified in Internal & Geriatric Medicine, bringing a
welcomed set of skills and expertise home to this community.
Their clients are granted total access to the doctors via
their personal cell phones and enjoy highly-attentive,
custom-tailored primary care in the comfort and privacy
of their very own homes. Sparing absolutely no expense,
Devine Concierge Medicine uses advanced, highly portable
diagnostic equipment that often exceeds the capability of

Devine Concierge Medicine_p14.indd 1
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Finally, Primary Care
Made for Your World
Devine Concierge Medicine’s world-class physicians
are dedicated to your health, on your schedule.
Become a patient today and discover the difference
of convenient, comprehensive, and highly
individualized primary care.

W

Michael S. Devine, MD

Daniel J. Devine, MD

“I believe strongly in preventative care and being proactive.

“My philosophy centers on a partnership between patient

The concierge model we use affords us the time needed

and physician. I feel medical care should be highly

to manage our patients’ health by providing continuous

personalized and tailored to a patient’s goals and desires.

oversight and guidance. This directly translates to

Compassion, empathy, and social awareness are equally as

better health and increased longevity — allowing us to

important as medical knowledge.”

recognize and address small problems before they have the
opportunity to manifest as major issues.”

Residency

Residency

Penn State College of Medicine

Thomas Jefferson University Hospital

- Milton S Hershey Medical Center

Fellowship

Fellowship

Johns Hopkins School of Medicine

Harvard Medical School

- Johns Hopkins Hospital

- Massachusetts General Hospital

Board Certifications

Board Certifications

Internal Medicine

Internal Medicine

Geriatric Medicine

Geriatric Medicine

Inquire today, and discover truly incomparable primary care.

DevineConciergeMedicine.com
(610) 486-5980

Devine Concierge Medicine_p14.indd 2

hello@DevineMD.com
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About
the Races
POINT-TO-POINT AT WINTERTHUR

JIM GRAHAM

For more than 40 years, Delaware has
celebrated its own version of the Kentucky
Derby each May. In 1978, Greta “Greets”
Layton, a Winterthur trustee, wanted to
make the community more aware of the
museum and garden. When fellow trustee
Julian Boyd suggested a steeplechase race,
Layton saw it as a perfect fit.
The first race was held on May 6, 1979.
It was a small, casual affair with no cash
prizes, only silver trophies modeled after
early American silver in the Winterthur
collection. Today, Point-to-Point at
Winterthur is known for its grand tailgate
picnics, high-stepping carriage horses and
stylish Rolls-Royces.
continued on page 18

THE COOLEST PROFESSIONAL BUILDING IN CHESTER SPRINGS IS FOR SALE.

Kimberly Swanson
484-614 -1231
kimberly.swanson@foxroach.com

Ed Curran
610-972-1493

edwardgcurran@gmail.com

201 Second Avenue • Collegeville PA 19426 • 610-831-5300
A MEMBER OF THE FRANCHISE SYSTEM OF BHH AFFILIATES, LLC
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About the Races
continued from page 16

JEANNETTE LINDVIG

When the Delaware Legislature passed
a law in 2006 that allowed Winterthur to
offer cash purses, Point-to-Point became
sanctioned by the National Steeplechase
Association. Today, the course is a
challenging 1.5-mile figure-eight run twice
over 17 timber fences. Races include the
Isabella du Pont Sharp Memorial ($20,000
purse), the Winterthur Bowl ($25,000
purse), the Vicmead Plate in Honor
of Louis “Paddy” Neilson III ($15,000
purse) and the Middletown Cup.
Located on beautiful Kennett Pike
outside Wilmington, Del., Winterthur
Museum, Garden & Library encompasses
more than 900 acres of quintessential
Brandywine Valley landscape, 70 acres
of world-class gardens and a stunning
mansion featuring the most significant
collection of American decorative arts
in the world. From the mid-18th century
to the mid-19th century, Winterthur
was home to three generations of
the du Pont family.
continued on page 20

The gardens at Winterthur.

Great advice.
Great people.

Success requires a trusted partner!
My passion for horseback riding is
second only to my passion for helping
clients save time and money so they
can enjoy their passions.
Contact me so I can help you
address your needs.

Luci Roseman, CPA
LRoseman@CoverRossiter.com
www.CoverRossiter.com
(302) 656-6632
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Living life
fully.
FOR OVER 40 YEARS, Affinity Wealth Management has been advising and
guiding clients to lead a fulfilled life. We know you are as unique as your financial
needs. That is why we go beyond the numbers to give you customized financial
advice and investment strategies that work to solve the real issues that are
important to you. Whether you are a business owner, corporate executive, retired,
or preparing to retire—come experience the Affinity Wealth difference first hand.
2961 Centerville Road, Suite 310 • Wilmington, DE 19808 • 302.652.6767 •AffinityWealth.com

Affinity Wealth Management LLC (“AWM”) is a registered investment advisor. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where AWM and its representatives are properly licensed.
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About the Races
continued from page 18

The museum was founded by collector
and horticulturalist Henry Francis du Pont
on the estate that had been his home since
childhood. His 175-room house features
furniture, home accessories and works of
art made or used in America from 1640
to 1860.
With harmonious color and successive
blooms year-round, the 70-acre
Winterthur Garden was designed by
Henry Francis du Pont and is one of the
oldest continually operating naturalistic
gardens in North America. It’s also a
resource for scholars, landscape architects
and horticulturists.
Winterthur Library provides staff,
students and the general public with
research materials about American
decorative arts. It’s open to the public
free of charge. In partnership with the
University of Delaware, Winterthur also
offers two graduate programs focused on
the study of art conservation and American
material culture.

20

Winterthur also hosts films, musical
performances, lectures for scholars and
the general public, and study programs on
decorative arts. Among its popular family
programs are annual events like June’s
Enchanted Summer Day and October’s
Truck and Tractor Day. Winterthur also
hosts the Delaware Antiques Show, a topranked weekend-long fall event. A beloved
Brandywine Valley tradition, Yuletide at
Winterthur tours depict American holiday
celebrations of the past, along with the
holiday rituals of the du Ponts.
Visitors are always free to explore the
estate. All outdoor areas are available to
members year-round. The retail store offers
books, clothing accessories, decorative
items for home and garden, children’s gifts,
and more.
Winterthur’s largest single-day
fundraiser, Point-to-Point supports
maintenance and preservation of the
gardens and estate. The annual event was
spearheaded in 1978 by Greta “Greets”
Layton, who grew up around horses and
steeplechasing. Drawing on the knowledge
of Russell B. Jones Jr., Louis “Paddy”

Neilson III and other local horsemen,
Layton launched the organizational effort.
The first weekend in May seemed an ideal
time for the race, as it didn’t conflict with
the Radnor Hunt Races and other area
equestrian events that already featured
prominently in sporting and social
calendars. It also rounded out a series of
race meets hosted by the Delaware Valley
Point to Point Association.
For the first Point-to-Point in
1979, spectators were mainly hardcore
enthusiasts of the sport. They dressed
in country clothes and sat on blankets,
or they stood on hillsides to watch the
action. More than 1,000 people attended
the event—a far cry from the 16,000 the
event draws today.
In the early years, winners of the five
races were awarded trophies modeled
after notable pieces of silver in the
Winterthur collection. Races were named
after people and organizations familiar to
Winterthur supporters and area residents:
the Isabella du Pont Sharp Memorial, the
Vicmead Plate, the Middletown Cup,
the Winterthur Bowl,
continued on page 22
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Choosing our door
opens others.
7th Grade
Practice Test
Saturday, April 23rd
9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

7th Grade
Open House
Thursday, April 28th
Program begins
promptly at 6:00 p.m.

An academic program that strengthens critical thinking
skills, small class sizes, and a close-knit community—that is
the Archmere difference. Register for our spring events and
discover why families choose Archmere Academy.

w w w. a r c h m e r e a c a d e m y. c o m / a p p ly
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Celebrating 91 years in May, the Radnor
Hunt Races are a time-honored tradition
in Chester County, Pa. With roots that
go back over 250 years to Ireland and
England, steeplechase has a rich history and
tradition in the Mid-Atlantic. The beautiful
pastoral landscapes that make up this
region mimic the ideal conditions of the
sport’s origins abroad, while also reflecting
land-conservation efforts.
As one of the oldest regional
steeplechases, the event is an annual rite
of spring that dates back to 1930. That
tradition continues in 2022 on the third
Saturday in May, with professional jockeys
and thoroughbred horses competing in

i3i3i3i3i3i3i

RADNOR HUNT RACES

five jump races for their chance at
valuable purses.
The Radnor Hunt Races will follow
all CDC and Pennsylvania Department
of Health guidance on COVID-19. The
event is held rain or shine, so there are no
refunds offered.
The Radnor Hunt Races and many
of the annual steeplechase events that
take place in southeastern Pennsylvania
and northern Delaware are held on
land permanently protected by the
Brandywine Conservancy and its
partners. The legacy of protecting open
space has allowed the sport of steeplechase
racing to flourish in this region. More
than 30 percent of Chester County alone
is protected open space—totaling over
140,000 acres.
While the connection between open
space preservation and steeplechase racing
has always been part of Radnor Hunt’s
heritage, it wasn’t until the fundraising
partnership with the Brandywine
Conservancy began that the event
became associated with “Racing for Open
Space.” The two joined continued on page 25
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the Crowninshield Plate, and the Greta
Brown Layton. The latter, a trophy in
honor of Greets Layton, was awarded
to the owner, trainer or rider who
accumulated the most points.
A historic change in the event occurred
in 2006, when the Delaware Legislature
passed a law allowing Winterthur to pay
purse monies to winning owners. Now
sanctioned by the National Steeplechase
Association, Point-to-Point is the second
professional sporting event in Delaware—
and it’s now a highly anticipated event.
For many, it signals the start of spring
and summer outdoor activities. Several
generations of families have helped organize
Point-to-Point, and they also compete in
the races. Preparations take place yearround and involve all departments at
Winterthur. The course is fertilized and
mowed; jumps are maintained; hedges and
border plants are trimmed.
The event is a celebration of Winterthur’s
long history as a farm and country

destination. For generations, much of the
racecourse served as pastureland—first for
sheep, then for dairy cows. Today, motorists
enjoy sweeping views of the meadows and
the racecourse throughout the year. In May,
it all undergoes a transformation for one of
the Delaware Valley’s premier sporting events,
drawing families from around the region.
Visit winterthur.org.
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• ROOFING
• SIDING
• WINDOWS
• GUTTERS
• AND MORE!

ROOFING • SIDING • WINDOWS • GUTTER

Contact Us Now
for Clean, Correct
Service You Can Trust.

GFedale.com
302.225.ROOF
G. Fedale Roofing & Siding_p23.indd 1
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What’s your Life Lived Forward?

Paul and Cheryl Reid never miss their weekly date night at Willow Valley
Communities’ gourmet restaurant, Local Table. Eclectic cuisine, locally
sourced and expertly prepared by professional chefs, provides an epicurean
delight in an atmosphere that lends itself to a special experience. At Willow
Valley Communities, residents have boundless opportunities to define their
exceptional lifestyle, all with the peace of mind of Lifecare.

Find your Life Lived Forward.
Explore Willow Valley Communities today.

800.770.5445 | WillowValleyCommunities.org | Lancaster, PA

Willow Valley Communities_p24.indd 1
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C. BOWERS

forces over 40 years ago in a partnership
spearheaded by the late Mrs. J. Maxwell
“Betty” Moran and the Conservancy’s late
cofounder, George A. “Frolic” Weymouth,
that has since raised over $5 million.
The Brandywine Conservancy is a leader
in protecting water and preserving the
breathtaking landscapes, rich history and
active farmland in southeastern Pennsylvania
and northern Delaware. Since 1967, the
organization has protected over 69,000 acres
of open space, including the Radnor Hunt
racecourse itself and surrounding lands. It
continues to improve and safeguard water
quality, land protection, outdoor recreation
and historic preservation throughout
the region. It works closely with private
landowners who wish to see their lands
protected forever, and it also provides
innovative land use and environmental
planning services to municipalities and other
governmental agencies.
Visit brandywine.org/conservancy.
Brandywine Conservancy’s Laurels Preserve.
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YOUR
MEDICATION
OUR
PRIORITY
Personalized medications,
education and compassionate care
to help you live your best life.

Custom Medications • Nutritional Supplements • Professional Consultations

Schedule a Consultation • Expedited Shipping Available
610-363-7474 LionRx.com

EXCLUSIVELY AT KURTZ COLLECTION
GLEN MILLS, PA | 484.800.4557 | KURTZCOLLECTION.COM
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WILLOWDALE STEEPLECHASE

The excitement continues with the 29th
running of the Willowdale Steeplechase
on Saturday, May 14. This much-loved
Chester County tradition resumes at full
spectator capacity this year with six exciting
steeplechase races.
What began as a vision by community
leader W.B. Dixon Stroud Jr. is now a
premier racing event and a perfect day
of fun activities for the entire family.
The first Willowdale Steeplechase came
about when Dixon—who’d competed
at the highest levels in steeplechase and
polo competition—decided it was time
to have a top-notch steeplechase event in
the heart of Chester County’s Cheshire
Hunt Country. Combining his love for
the sport and his commitment to the
community, Stroud enlisted the help of
many others for the inaugural running
of the Willowdale Steeplechase in 1993.
Since then, the event has raised over
$1 million for local charities.
Willowdale features a world-class
steeplechase course in a community known
for its top jockeys, trainers and owners.
For the 29th running, Willowdale
welcomes back the Pony Races, Jack Russell
Terrier Races, boutique shopping, food
vendors and the fun and educational Kids’
Alley. Family and friends can pack their
picnics, put on their best hats and race
outfits and enjoy the fun of the tailgate, hat
and best-dressed competitions.
In response to the pandemic,
Willowdale will follow all state and local
COVID-19 guidelines while returning to
its traditional spectator model—with the
addition of a limited number of last year’s
Private Party Paddocks. Available on a
first-come, first-served basis, this exclusive
tailgating opportunity includes parking
for one car, a 10-by-10-foot tent, a table
and admission for up to 10. Each area will
be designated at 12 feet from neighboring
paddocks. This year, Willowdale is also
introducing something new: the elegant
Jockey Club at Willowdale, where tables
are available for purchase.
From general admission to tailgate
parking to Private Party Paddocks, your
options are many.
As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
Willowdale Steeplechase raises funds for
clean water and veterinary excellence
through donations to the Stroud Water
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On the job with Stroud Water Research.
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after winter storms. Near-seawater
conductivity spikes have been measured in
some tributaries to the Brandywine, Chester,
Tacony and Wissahickon creeks, and halfseawater spikes have been measured in other
tributaries to the Brandywine, Tacony, and
Cobbs creeks.
In reviewing the data collected by
these volunteers and others, Stroud
Center senior scientist John Jackson
observed an alarming trend: salt
concentrations in some streams remain
elevated year-round. Worse yet, published
research from Jackson and entomologist
David Funk indicates that salt is even
more toxic to aquatic life during summer
months, when the stream water is warmer.
“Without these volunteers and the large
network we’re building, it would’ve been
much harder to find these problem sites,”
says Jackson. “The next step is to do
something about it.”
Through its multimillion-dollar
Delaware River Watershed Initiative, the
William Penn Foundation is funding the
effort that is supporting the Stroud Center
and more than 50 other leading nonprofits
working together to reduce threats to water
quality for the 15 million people—more
than 5 percent of the U.S. population—
who get their drinking water from the
Delaware River basin.

Penn Vet New Bolton Center
Some advice is best ignored—like
the warning Penn Vet New Bolton
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Penn Vet New Bolton Center’s Dr. Kyla Ortved.

Center’s Dr. Kyla Ortved received while
volunteering in a small animal clinic as
a teenager. One of the clinicians told her
vet school was too hard to get into. The
woman recommended that Ortved do
something else.
Fortunately for horse owners, students
and veterinary science in general, Ortved
paid little attention. Twice boardcertified (by the American College of
Veterinary Surgeons and the American
College of Veterinary Sports Medicine &
Rehabilitation), Ortved is now a rising star
in equine sports medicine and large-animal
surgery. She runs the Ortved Laboratory
at New Bolton Center, which studies
post-traumatic osteoarthritis and explores
regenerative medicine therapies to benefit
horses and humans. “I have a very specific
memory of when I decided to specialize in
surgery,” says the Jacques Jenny Endowed
Term Chair in Orthopedic Surgery.
“During one of my externships, a resident
invited me to participate in a procedure.
The horse was under anesthesia for a
surgery to cut the check ligament for club
feet. I helped with the surgery and realized,
‘This is it.’ And it still is. When I’m doing
surgery, I lose track of time. I’m where I’m
meant to be.”
Recently, Ortved treated Osada, a
two-month-old Friesian with a left tibial
fracture. “She was kicked by another
horse,” says Daniel Lapp, owner of Red
Crest Stables in Gordonville, Pa. “Our vet

Friendships that go the
distance, begin here.
Enjoy active senior living featuring first-class
dining experiences, exceptional wellness
programs, and abundant amenities. Our
welcoming hospitality is unmatched. Come
see for yourself!
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came to the farm to check her and asked if
we’d want to pursue surgery, although she
said it was a long shot.”
But a long shot is better than no shot.
The referring vet sent Osada’s X-rays to
Ortved for an opinion. “It was a really
severe fracture that was complicated by a
second fracture at the growth plate at the
top of the bone,” Ortved says. “In foals we
usually see one or the other but rarely both.
I knew it would be a bit more challenging
to repair.”
The doctor put Osada’s prognosis at
50 percent. “I said go for it,” recalls Lapp.
The New Bolton Center surgical team
prepped the horse. Dr. Dean Richardson,
Charles W. Raker Professor of Equine
Surgery, also scrubbed in. Osada was placed
under general anesthesia, and two long,
locking compression plates were carefully
screwed into the bone in two places,
a fracture repair approach for humans
Richardson adopted for equines early in his
career. After a lengthy, complex procedure,
they closed the incision in several layers,
covering it with a light bandage. “The thing
we’re most worried about in these cases
is the implant becoming infected and the
repair staying together,” Ortved says.
A few days after the operation, Ortved’s
fears came true. The wound opened and
fluid leaked from horse’s leg. “We cleaned
the incision and placed a wound VAC over
it to help with drainage,” she says.
A bacterial culture found infection, so
Ortved changed the horse’s antibiotics.
When Osada’s comfort didn’t improve,
Ortved took her back to the operating
room to lavage the wound. “She had an
infection in the joint,” Ortved says.
“We flushed the joint and placed
antibiotic-impregnated bone cement in
the wound to help with healing.”
The treatment worked. The wound
started to close, and Osada slowly
improved. She was discharged a few
weeks after her last procedure. “In the
horse world, many people still think that
fractures mean euthanasia,” Ortved says.
“Over the past several decades, there
have been so many advances in nursing
care materials, anesthesia and surgical
approaches that fractures don’t have
to mean death. There are more
options today.” —Sacha Adorno
Visit willowdalesteeplechase.org,
stroudcenter.org and vet.upenn.edu.

PA013217
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Fox Hill Farm | East Marlborough Township

Bittersweet Drive | Pocopson Township

Fox Hill Farm is set on 80.2 bucolic acres complete with a fabulous house, pool, pond, tennis
court, barn, indoor and outdoor arenas plus a dressage ring, and cross-country course. The
Archer & Buchanan designed home of 10,000 square feet represents the epitome of gracious
country living. The 7 bedroom, 5.4 bath stone home features rare details like Italian marble
floors and 200 year old wood floors from a French chateau. The workmanship in this home
is spectacular! The large Kitchen features high-end appliances and marble counters. The Master Suite is really special! The Lower Level has a large Wine Cellar, Exercise Room, Theater,
and Game Room. The Barn and Indoor Arena offer 27 stalls. Great equestrian community
and located in the nationally ranked Unionville-Chadds Ford School District!

Set on 7.3 exceedingly private acres in Pocopson Township, sits this spectacular 18,000 square
foot, tutor style home featuring a spectacular main level Master Suite with “His” and “Her”
bathrooms, Walk-in Closets, a private Office, and a large Bedroom. The home boasts 5
Bedrooms, 8.3 Bathrooms plus a four room guest/in-law suite easily accessed by way of the
home’s three level elevator.The main level Living Room, Dining Room, incredible Kitchen,
and stellar Family Room must be seen to be appreciated! All of the Bedrooms enjoy En-Suite
Bathrooms. The Lower Level features an amazing Wine Cellar, Theater, Game Room and
second Family Room. This fabulous property is located with easy access to Wilmington plus
set in the nationally ranked Unionville-Chadds Ford School District!

$4,750,000

$6,875,000
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Chadds Ford

The Happy Hill estate is set on a long, private road and its location guarantees privacy.
The stately home is a well constructed Manor House featuring spectacular walnut moldings, stained glass, and museum quality mantels. Gardeners will love the Pennsylvania
champion trees like Yellow Buckeye and Cucumber Magnolia. The property is a “diamond in the rough” as work is required to return the property to its former grandeur
but the home’s stellar location and great bones make it an an excellent investment!
$1,350,000
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Thornbury Township

Set on a near two acre lot in the sought-after Dilworthtown Woods community, sits
this fabulous 4 Bedroom, 2.1 Bath brick home inspired by a Philadelphia Society
Hill 18th century Georgian home. Blessed with an excellent floorpan, the Primary
Suite’s bathroom was featured at the Philadelphia Home Show prior to installation.
Located in Ruston High School zone- considered the best in a great school district!
$760,000

Holly Gross Group_p31.indd 1

East Bradford Township

You must see these 23.1 beautiful acres that are perfect for an investor or someone
seeking to build their dream home or farm! The land is high, level, open ground
close to the Borough of West Chester. The property could be divided into a
possibility of seven attractive lots. West Chester School District and convenient to
shopping and major commuting routes. Please call us for a additional details.
$1,085,000

East Bradford Township
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South Coventry Township

4 BR, 2.2 BA| 1 Acre|Two Offices!
4 BR, 3.1 BA | 6200 SF | 8.6 Acres
Fabulous $200K Finished Lower Level! Great Floor Plan | Pond | 6 Stall Barn
Great Master Suite|Chef’s Kitchen
Geothermal Heat/Cooling | 1st Fl. Master
$849,000
$1,725,000
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Three Voices
Meet the personalities who call the races.
By Eileen Smith Dallabrida

ERIK GUDMUNDSON

TONY BENTLEY

Born in St. Louis in 1951, Tony Bentley
moved to New Orleans in 1974 to take a
job as the announcer at its newly opened
fairgrounds. He stayed for more than a
quarter century, retiring in 2001. Much
of his life and career has centered around
New Orleans, his primary home. He’s
also worked behind the microphone at
Delaware Park, Canterbury Downs and a
number of other racetracks. Today, he’s the
voice of National Steeplechase Association
events and spends much of his year
traveling the jump circuit.
For steeplechase fans in the
Brandywine Valley, Bentley is a resonant
and familiar voice. This year, he’ll call
the action at Winterthur and Radnor
Hunt, where he’s been part of the action
for three decades. He’s also announced
numerous times at Willowdale.
Off the racecourse, Bentley remains
in the limelight. He debuted as a local
theater actor in New Orleans in the 1970s,
soon branching out into voice-overs and
commercials. He hired an agent who
booked auditions for him when film
companies came to Louisiana to take
advantage of tax breaks. Bentley landed
his first gig in front of a camera in 2004,
playing a doctor in a Lifetime movie.
From there, he landed small parts in
major Hollywood productions, including
Oscar-winning films The Big Short and
Dallas Buyers Club.
Bentley’s energy is legendary. In 1980,
he ran the Boston Marathon. He’s waited
tables at the iconic Galatoire’s on Bourbon
Street, and his cooking prowess has also
been noted. Now 70, he shows no signs
of slowing down. “It’s all an amazing
experience,” he says. “I feel incredibly
lucky to do what I’m doing.”

32

MICHAEL FINNEY

Michael Finney holds the singular
distinction of riding in and announcing
the same steeplechase race. In 2007, he
rode Hot It Up at My Lady’s Manor in
Maryland, but lost his mount early on. “I
was probably the worst amateur rider who
ever lived, and I was even worse that day,”
recalls Finney. “I dropped Hottie into the
fence, and he clobbered it. The emergency
people brought me over to the stands, and
I called the whole second half of the race.”
Finney no longer rides competitively,
but he does enjoy fox hunting. He’s also
garnered considerable success announcing.
He’s the regular race caller at several events,
including My Lady’s Manor. This May, he
returns to the stands at Willowdale, where
he’ll keep fans apprised of the racing action.
Finney grew up in the horse business
and has fond memories of sales at FasigTipton Company, North America’s
oldest thoroughbred auction operation.
He discovered polo in college, living in
Argentina for several years as he soaked up
the vibrant horse culture. His first wife, an
accomplished horsewoman, encouraged
him to ride in races.
Finney met Willowdale founder Dixon
Stroud while playing polo in Gilbertsville,
N.Y. He got his start announcing polo,
ultimately branching out into other
equestrian sports. “I’m truly an aficionado
of timber racing,” Finney says.
Finney bases his style on Cawood Ledford,
the legendary play-by-play announcer
for the University of Kentucky basketball
team. Ledford called several Kentucky
Derbys and won three Eclipse Awards for
outstanding coverage of thoroughbred
racing. “Cawood made the game sound
like it was happening in front of you, even
though he was on the radio,” says Finney.

Ten years ago, Erik Gudmundson took
a drive through the bucolic countryside
of Chester County, a place he’d long
appreciated for its history and natural
beauty. To get a better feel for the land,
he planned a more personal visit, parking
his car and paying for a trail ride. He
quickly learned there’s no better view
of the Brandywine Valley than from the
back of a horse. “I found riding horses
is much more than simply sitting on a
moving couch,” he says. “I was hooked.”
This year, Gudmundson is helping to
bring the pageantry and passion of equestrian
sports to fans at Willowdale, providing postrace interviews and color commentary. It’s
his first year as part of the announcing team.
“I try to bridge the gap between seasoned
professionals and first-timers, so everyone
can enjoy their day at the races,” he says.
Gudmundson is at home behind a
microphone. His resume includes stints
as an FM radio announcer and a DJ. He’s
also done voiceover work for television.
His current leadership post for a managed
IT services provider requires immense
attention to precision and detail—
characteristics that help when prepping
for Willowdale. At the height of the
pandemic, he combined his dedication
for work and his love of horses, taking
evening and early-morning video calls
while riding Patrick, his 14-year-old
Canadian sport horse.
That zeal extends to his commitment
to the community. Gudmundson has
served as the chair of the Southern
Chester County Chamber of Commerce
and is active on the boards of the Chester
County Community Foundation and the
Chester County Workforce Development
Board. “In an area that’s under so much
pressure from development, positive
community relations are important as
land becomes scarcer and more people
with no exposure to equestrian sports
come to the area,” says Gudmundson.
“The passion people feel toward the horses
and the respect riders, trainers and owners
hold for the landowners and traditions of
the sport are exciting and essential to the
sport and the community.” SL
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They’re
Off!
THE JACK RUSSELL TERRIER RACES REMAIN
A CHERISHED WILLOWDALE TRADITION.
BY EILLEN SMITH DALLABRIDA
PHOTOS BY JIM GRAHAM
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orses aren’t the only creatures
that run, jump and compete at
Willowdale. Jack Russell terriers
also vie to cross the finish line
first in a popular prelude to
steeplechase racing. “Most people think
of dog racing as greyhounds, not little
Jack Russells jumping over fences,” says
Chris Halpin, who organizes the event
with his wife, Ava.

EXPERIENCED RACERS BOUND
FROM THE BOX, MUCH LIKE
THOROUGHBREDS OUT OF A STARTING
GATE. BUT DOGS THAT AREN’T
ACCUSTOMED TO COMPETITION
OFTEN “LOOK KIND OF CONFUSED,”
NOTES HALPIN.
Running as fast as they can comes
naturally to the members of this rugged,
energetic breed, developed in England
in the mid-1800s and introduced to
the United States
continued on page 38
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TERRIER RACES
continued from page 36

in the 1930s. Parson John Russell,
the clergyman and hunting enthusiast
from whom the breed takes its name,
was intent on creating compact and
determined working terriers that could
flush foxes from their dens so the hounds
could chase them.
Jack Russells are small, weighing
around 15 pounds and standing about
15 inches tall at the withers. Although
they seldom flush foxes from their dens
these days, they have a strong drive
to “go to ground” or dig for prey, an
instinct that’s often translated into holes
dug in yards and gardens.
At Willowdale, the Halpins hold
practice sessions for dogs that haven’t
raced before so they can get the hang
of it. The terriers start from a box that
measures eight dogs wide. Experienced
racers bound from the box, much like
thoroughbreds out of a starting gate.
But dogs that aren’t
continued on page 40
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TERRIER RACES
continued from page 38

accustomed to competition often “look
kind of confused,” notes Halpin.
The terriers chase a faux fox tail
attached to several hundred yards of
sturdy string drawn by a self-winder
powered by a car battery. They leap over
foot-tall fences made from PVC pipe.
That’s where two centuries of breeding
come into play. “It’s natural for a Jack
Russell to chase a foxtail,” Halpin says.
“It’s what they were born to do.”
Halpin attended his first terrier
trial at age 3 and grew up going to
events every other weekend in spring
and summer. Dogs competed in
speed, agility, conformation and other
disciplines. In go-to-ground contests,
Jack Russells scurry through tunnels
and mazes, vying to be the first to reach
caged rats.
For years, terrier trials were a popular
pastime, with organized groups that
presented trophies
continued on page 42
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TERRIER RACES
continued from page 40

at awards banquets. Then teens
discovered cars, football and dating.
Although the trials are still held, there
are far fewer events.
Willowdale is maintaining the tradition
with its races. Dogs typically compete by
category: male, female, short, tall, puppies
and seniors (over age 12). Many owners
enter more than one dog. As loyal to
the breed as their dogs are to them, Jack
Russell owners frequently have multiple
pooches. “I don’t know why anyone ever
gets just one dog,” says Halpin. “They
need a friend,”
Halpin’s mother, Jacquelyn
Robinson, has raced terriers at
Willowdale for more than 20 years. She
was first smitten by Jack Russells when
her mother took her and her sister to
the Devon Horse Show. “They’d be the
dogs who’d be following the owners,
unleashed, around the stables,” she
recalls. “I thought,
continued on page 44
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TERRIER RACES
continued from page 42

‘I have to have one of these dogs.’”
By virtue of their boundless energy
and relentless playfulness, Jack Russells
have earned a devoted following. They’re
exceptionally bright and easy to train.
Robinson also notes that terriers don’t
drool or shed much.
That said, Jack Russells are attention
hounds and get into mischief if they’re
left alone. They bark a lot and like to
chase cats, squirrels, skunks and other
moving objects. They require lots of
exercise and usually don’t fare well in
apartments. “They don’t take an inch—
they take a mile,” Robinson says. “They
definitely have high energy. They want
to fetch a ball, run around. Don’t get a
Jack Russell if you’re a couch potato.”
She was 22 when she brought home
Jessica, her first Jack Russell, a faithful
companion who lived to be 18. Her
relationship with Jessica was so rewarding,
she’s never been
continued on page 46
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TERRIER RACES
continued from page 44

without a terrier since. Today, she owns
two, 5-year-old Stella and 4-year-old
Dylan. Both compete at Willowdale.
Over the years, Robinson has had
two winners at the event—Penny and
Sammy, talented terriers who were
mother and son. “They got their pictures
in the paper,” she recalls.
Unlike their equine counterparts,
the dogs don’t get purses for win, place
or show. Their reward is the glory they
receive from cheering spectators—and
perhaps a treat when they join their
owners at tailgate celebrations. Some
years, terriers who finish first are
bestowed with small chalices just big
enough to hold a dog biscuit.
Robinson has high hopes for Stella in
this year’s races. Dylan will take part for
the fun of it. “Stella is a bossy-boss and
determined to be first,” she says. “Dylan
is a chunky little guy and out there to
have fun.” SL
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Robin F. Bond, Esq., has earned “Top Employment
Attorney” of the Main Line honors for over 10 years.
Robin routinely takes on David-versus-Goliath battles
against the largest corporations in the country. She
is a client-focused, tireless and successful advocate
for the employees she represents.
The success Robin has had in helping over 3,000
employees maximize the value they achieve in all
types of employment-related matters has earned
her recognition as among the nation’s top 1% of all
employment attorneys by the National Association
of Distinguished Counsel. Additionally Robin has

Robin F. Bond, Esq.

earned national employment law recognition in Best
Attorneys of America and as one of Pennsylvania’s
Super Lawyers, the top 5% of attorneys in
employment law.

Robin is the author of the book,
“How to Negotiate a Killer Job Offer” (foreword
by Mark Cuban of Shark Tank). She is a trusted
resource for the legal needs of her clients.

As the founder of Transition Strategies, LLC, an
employment law firm in Chesterbrook, Robin works
with you to develop winning strategies and tactics to
successfully close employment deals. The settlements
her firm achieves often exceed those attained by

Providing legal services at all stages of
the employment relationship, including:

others through litigation.
Robin and her team will serve either as a behind-
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the-scenes resource (so that opponents do not know
you are working with them), or they can work out
front and at the table, advocating on your behalf.

PRE-HIRE & INTERVIEWING COACHING
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STOCK OPTION & EQUITY
AGREEMENT NEGOTIATION
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NON-COMPETITION AGREEMENTS
WAGE PAYMENT & COLLECTION ACT CLAIMS
WRONGFUL TERMINATION CLAIMS
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DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS

88 Militia Hill Drive
Chesterbrook, PA 19087
610.640.5373
robin@transition-strategies.com
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TO POINT-TO-POINT AT WINTERTHUR
AND THE RADNOR HUNT RACES.
BY EILLEN SMITH DALLABRIDA
PHOTOS BY JIM GRAHAM
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I

t starts with the rhythmic sound of
hoofbeats and the jingle of bits and
brasses—the prelude to a spectacular
procession on its way to Point-to-Point
at Winterthur for a day at the races.
Afterward, spectators can have a look at the
immaculately groomed horses, gleaming

50

carts, carriages and coaches, and nattily
attired drivers, passengers and grooms.
“Grooms love to show kids how to open up
their hands to the horse,” says John Frazier
Hunt, the lead whip. “For us, it’s the day to
put on your bonnet, pack a picnic and strut
your stuff. You want to come to the dance

with some sparkle.”
Whipping is the carriaging term for
driving—and Hunt has been doing it for
a quarter century. The master of Bellwood
Hunt Club, the oldest continuously active
club in Chester County, he’d been foxhunting for years and
continued on page 52
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Plan. Design. Install.
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and hardscape. With over 20 years of experience, Roots Landscape
is your premiere landscape and design firm. From city to suburbia,
we create diverse environments and interests for all seasons.

RootsLandscape.com
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Carriages continued from page 50
owned two riding horses when he first
bought a cart from his farrier. “I loved it—
and so did my wife,” he says. “I was driving
one and then two horses. I got to know the
great George Weymouth, known as Frolic.”

52

Hornsman Richard O’Donnell.

A noted conservationist who founded
the parade at Winterthur, the late Frolic
Weymouth frequently hosted other
carriagers at Big Bend, his farm in Chadds
Ford. He was also the co-founder of the
Brandywine Conservancy & Museum of
Art. Along with the late Mrs. J. Maxwell

“Betty” Moran, he was the reason the
Radnor Hunt Races became a fundraising
event for the Brandywine Conservancy.
Frolic was a friend and mentor to Hunt
as he learned to drive larger conveyances
and more horses,
continued on page 54
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“IT TAKES SEVEN YEARS TO GET THE CONFIDENCE
AND LIGHTNESS IN YOUR HANDS NEEDED TO
TRANSLATE TO FOUR HORSES. YOU MUST DO
EXERCISES TO STRENGTHEN YOUR LEFT HAND AND
FOREARM—AND YOU NEED GROOMS WHO MAKE YOU
LOOK LIKE YOU KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING.”
—JOHN FRAZIER HUNT

Carriages continued from page 52
moving up to a coach and four-in-hand.
“Whenever I was discouraged, Frolic
would provide me with encouragement
and an adult beverage,” he says. “Someone
who drives four horses once said to

54

me that it takes seven years to get the
confidence and lightness in your hands
that it takes to translate to four horses.
You must do exercises to strengthen your
left hand and forearm. And you need
grooms who make you look like you know
what you’re doing.”

Hunt and his wife, Penny, immersed
themselves in the sport, participating
in events in the United Kingdom and
continental Europe while amassing a
collection of coaches and carriages at their
farm in Chester County. Before his death
in 2016, Weymouth
continued on page 56
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Carriages continued from page 54
asked Hunt to take the reins in leading
the carriage parade. Among his
responsibilities is clearing the path for the
carriages to make the drive to Winterthur.
It’s a complex undertaking that requires
bringing together law enforcement
officials from various jurisdictions, owners
of private properties the parade will
pass through, and insurance companies.
“With development and land changing
hands, trying to stitch together places
to enjoy various equestrian sports—and
what goes with it—is getting more
difficult,” Hunt says.
Weeks before the event, carriagers
will begin polishing brasses and leather
harnesses. Carriages and coaches will be
spiffed up until they shine. “You have
to polish the horses, too. We’d get up at
4 o’clock in the morning to give them a
bath,” says Richard O’Donnell, who will
be driving a pair of horses in the parade.
O’Donnell is a hornsman, or tootler.
The horn acts as a signal to other
coaches, alerting
continued on page 58
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Carriages continued from page 56
them of such commands as “clear the road”
or “turn to the right.” “The tootler also
entertains the passengers with traditional
tunes while the carriage is en route,” says
O’Donnell.
In the 17th century, the hornsman’s

The 2013 drive at Big Bend.

duties included collecting tickets from
passengers on road coaches, large carriages
pulled by four to six horses. “It was like a
Greyhound bus in the days of conveying
people,” O’Donnell says.
Historically, coaches often carried mail,
and guards were armed with blunderbusses.
At Winterthur, carriages are equipped with

picnic hampers and stocked with bubbly, to
be served at tailgate parties.
O’Donnell has been tootling for 50
years and is the author of The Coach Horn,
sold with an accompanying CD through
the Carriage Association of America. He
first got the bug at
continued on page 96
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Lilly Pulitzer Clarise sleeveless
shift-sleeveless in pink with tiefront waist detail ($228).
Clair saucer hat with straw roses
($329) by Tiffany Arey Millinery.

Lilly Pulitzer Clarise sleeveless
shift dress ($228); Claire saucer hat
with straw roses by Tiffany Arey
Millinery ($329).
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Photo
Finish
PICTURE-PERFECT FASHION
FOR A DAY AT THE RACES.
PHOTOS BY JIM GRAHAM
SHOOT MANAGED BY KIM DOUGLAS
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Paula Hian Galatee fitted jacket
with puffed shoulders ($1,690) and
Vignette circle skirt ($1,195);
CeCe micro-sequin pillbox hat
($199) by Tiffany Arey Millinery.
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Paula Hian Aubrey geometric
maxi dress ($2,415); Athena gold
filigree and pearl headpiece ($225)
by Tiffany Arey Millinery.
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Flirty short dress ($268).
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UbU raincoat; Miguel Ases
earrings ($370).
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Paula Hian Floretta
halter dress ($1,690).
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Paula Hian Jacqui
strapless gown ($2,200).
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Cleobella Magdalena mini dress
($180) and headband ($28);
Matisse Caty ankle boot ($175);
Asha Tamarin drop earrings ($495).
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Paula Hian Mallory off-shoulder
polka-dot knit dress ($1,725);
Chinoiserie saucer hat with tassel
trim ($399) by Tiffany Arey Millinery.
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Vanessa Fox ruffle jacket ($625);
Veronica Beard Carly kick-flare
jean ($248); Sloane halo headband
($175) by Tiffany Arey Millinery;
Miguel Ases earrings ($370).
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C.D. Rigden & Son
Mackintosh raincoat ($795);
Cass Dickson earrings ($98).
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Greta bow pillbox ($450) by Tiffany
Arey Millinery; Miguel Ases
earrings ($370).
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Karenna sequin
flower comb and veil
($225) by Tiffany Arey
Millinery; Lorena Young
Omega choker with
horse-head slide ($195).
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Vanessa Fox Nikki dress ($325);
Stuart Weitzman Riviera slingback
platform wedge sandal ($395);
Asha Tamarin drop earrings ($495).
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Vanessa Fox Lowell dress ($400);
Cordani platform sandal ($275);
Chelsea Dickson earrings ($98).
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Paula Hian Louvre stretch knit
two-piece suit ($1,995);
Phaedra floral headpiece in
lambskin leather with quills ($349)
by Tiffany Arey Millinery.
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Paula Hian Carine jacquard
knit halter dress ($2,150); Straw
bandeau with climbing leather rose
by Tiffany Arey Millinery ($275);
Lorena Equestrian Classic
clip earrings ($450).
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Coloured Bananas mini-dress
($165); Asha Sweetheart
pendant ($225); Lemon Drop
Citron bag ($78).
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Veronica Beard Esten tweed
jacket ($648); Miguel Ases
earrings ($370).
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Veronica Beard
Avenel dress ($698);
Jane Winchester full heart
pendant ($298).
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Hale Bob sleeveless
ruffle-front short dress
with cinch waist ($238); Asha
Tamarin drop earrings ($495).
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C.D. Rigden & Son Mackintosh
raincoat ($795); Lisbon sun hat
($129) and Windjammer silk devoré
reversible headscarf ($129) by
Tiffany Arey Millinery.

Photographer: Jim Graham,
jimgrahamphotography.com.
Assistant: Erica Barnes.
Fashion: Vanessa Fox, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
(917) 273-4296, shopvanessafox.com;
Paula Hian, King of Prussia, Pa.,
(215) 487-2762, paulahian.com;
Peter Kate, Wilmington, Del.,
(302) 656-7463, peterkate.com; No. 109,
Kennett Square, Pa., (610) 925-0109,
one09shop.com; C.D. Rigden & Son
Country Classics, Middleburg, Va.,
(540) 687-3686, cdrigden.com;
Wilmington Country Store,
Greenville, Del., (302) 656-4400,
wilmingtoncountrystore.com.
Accessories: Tiffany Arey Millinery,
(484) 614-5342, tiffanyareymillinery.com;
Cass Dickson, cassdickson.com;
Peter Kate, Wilmington, Del.,
(302) 656-7463, peterkate.com;
Lorena Jewelry, Wilmington, Del.,
(302) 290-4647.
Hair: Julie Macconi and Cindy
Rappa, Perry Anthony Salon & Spa
Network, Wilmington, (302) 239-6161,
perryanthony.com.
Makeup: Tonia Marisa, Ooh La La
The Makeup Studio, Wilmington, Del.,
(302) 622-9425; Christa DiOssi Rich,
Posh Salon, Montchanin, Del.,
(302) 655-7000, poshsalonde.com.
Models: Amanda Bertholf
and Liv Walsh, Click Models,
clickmodelsphilly.com; Elizabeth
Caulfield, Reinhard Model + Talent
Agency, reinhardagency.com.
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CD Ridgen & Son Blue Slate long
jacket ($899) and Liberty Plum
Dog shirt ($219); Lorena Equestrian
Classic clip earrings ($450).
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A STEEPLECHASE

Glossary

Steeplechase was born in 1752,
when Cornelius O’Callaghan wagered
Edmund Blake that his horse could
gallop faster over the four miles of
hills, hedges and streams between
the steeples of Buttevant Church
and St. Leger Church in Doneraile,
Ireland. Since then, learning the lingo
has always been part of the fun.

BLINKERS. A cloth hood with eye
shades that limits a horse’s field of vision
so he can’t be distracted during a race.
PADDOCK. The area where horses
are saddled before a race. It’s also a
great place for spectators to size up
the horseflesh. Paddock time is the
appointed time for horses to be in the
paddock.
GELDING. A male horse that’s been

castrated, usually to make him easier
to train.

HANDICAP. The weight horses

are assigned to carry, based on their
abilities and past performances. The
better the horse, the higher the weight.

APPRENTICE. A jockey without

a lot of experience. The National
Steeplechase Association gives riders
who haven’t won a race a 10-pound
weight break. If the jockey has won
fewer than 10 races, it’s five pounds.

IRONS. Stirrups.

standard measure in U.S. racing.

JIM GRAHAM

FURLONG. One eighth of a mile, the

MAIDEN. A horse that’s never won a
race. In steeplechasing, a horse that’s
won on the flat—a racetrack—is still
a steeplechase maiden.
continued on page 86

Suddenly Single? You're not alone.
The important financial decisions which you will
make relative to becoming 'suddenly single' (divorce,
widower), will have meaningful impact for years to
come. A great place to start is understanding where
you are and where you want to go. Christine Palmer
Hennigan is a trusted advisor and Certified Divorce
Financial Analyst with 32 years of experience
working with clients and their attorneys navigating
this critical time.

Divorce Checklist

https://bit.ly/CPHdivorce

Widow Checklist

https://bit.ly/CPHwidow

Knowledge
is Power
Proudly supporting couples,
'suddenly single' women,
attorneys and their clientele.

- Christine

"Good preparation allows the client to be in complete
control once the assets are divided. It gives them a
fresh start in managing those assets themselves."
As quoted in...

Understand Needs. Strategize Options. Implement Solutions.

Call for a Consultation or to Refer a Client

610-429-4020 | WWW.CHRISTINEPHENNIGAN.COM | WEST CHESTER, PA
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Glossary continued from page 84
MEETING. A slate of races.
NATIONAL FENCE. This portable

manmade fence got its name from the
National Steeplechase Association,
which developed the structure. Standing
52 inches high, it consists of a steel
frame stuffed with plastic brush.

NATIONAL STEEPLECHASE
ASSOCIATION. The official governing

body for steeplechase competitions
in the United States, headquartered
in Fair Hill, Md.

NOVICE. A horse in the early stages

SPRING
INSPIRED

of its steeplechase career. Novice races
give horses experience over obstacles
before they compete with more seasoned
jumpers.

302-652-2233 | info@enchantedowl.com
4021F Kennett Pike, Greenville, DE
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Ba Bros.
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Catering ·· Meats
Meats ·· Market
Catering
Market
Quality · Price · Service · Since 1932

Quality · Price · Service
· Since 1932
♦

♦

302.994.4467
BACHETTIS.COM

POINT-TO-POINT: A race from one
designated point to another, often
organized by local groups as a fundraiser.
PURSE. Total money distributed in a

GRADUATION
season is just around the corner!
Let Bachetti’s award-winning
Catering Team do the cooking while
You and your Grad enjoy the party
and make the memories!

Pickup / Delivery / Full Service
Catering for all your Family’s Milestones

IMAGINATION - CREATIVITY - EXPLORATION - COMMUNITY - EDUCATION - ENTERTAINMENT

race. The winner typically collects 60
percent, with smaller shares paid to the
owners of horses who finished from
second to fifth place. Trainers and jockeys
get a cut, too.

SILKS. The colorful patterned jacket
and cap worn by riders, letting spectators
know who owns the horse.
SLOPPY. Used to describe a course that’s
wet on the top and firmer underneath.

STEEPLECHASE. A race for
thoroughbred horses over jumps and
other obstacles.
STEEPLECHASE HORSE. All

406 Federal St, Dover, DE 19901
(302) 674-2111
Wednesday - Saturday:
10 AM - 4 PM

86

steeplechasers are thoroughbreds and
are almost always older than horses
on the flats. Most started in flat racing
before being trained to jump. Because
steeplechase races are more than twice
as long as flat races, stamina is essential.
Because they can’t be retired to stud,
many geldings go on to have successful
steeplechase careers after flat racing.
continued on page 88
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Glossary continued from page 86
STEEPLECHASE JOCKEY.

Professional jockeys have weight limits,
just as they do in flat racing. Weight
limits for jump jockeys are traditionally
higher than for flat jockeys— about
140 pounds, compared to 110 pounds.
Steeplechase riders also tend to be
taller than jockeys on the flats. Some
well-known jockeys—including Jacinto
Vasquez and Jean Cruguet—have ridden
in steeplechases, but it’s rare.

STEEPLECHASE START. Horses
don’t spring from a gate, as in flat races.
Instead, they’re lined up and start from a
standstill or a walk.

LEGENDS ARE MADE HERE.
Aug. 16 - 21, 2022
Wilmington Country Club
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17 .9
9
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STEWARDS. The three presiding judges

Tickets On Sale Now
BMWChampionship.com

at a race meeting. These officials have the
final decision on all matters pertaining
to a race and can disqualify horses who
interfere with other mounts. They have
the power to fine owners, trainers or
jockeys who violate the rules.

jacklingo.com

LIST WITH LINGO
Coastal Delaware Sales & Rentals

EASTER DINNER
Honey-Orange Glazed Ham with
Au Gratin Potatoes, Deviled Eggs,
Coleslaw, Steamed Veggie Trio,
and Banana Bread

TIMBER FENCE. A wooden fence

19 .9
9

$

constructed of boards, logs or posts
and rails.

WITHERS. The highest point of a horse’s

REHOBOTH BEACH

302.994.4467 | BACHETTIS.COM
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246 Rehoboth Avenue
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
office: 302-227-3883

LEWES

1240 Kings Highway
Lewes, DE 19958
office: 302-645-2207

MILLSBORO

28442 Dupont Boulevard
Millsboro, DE 19966
office: 302-934-3970

shoulder. SL

JIM GRAHAM

WINGS. The panels on either side of a
steeplechase fence. They’re designed to
guide a horse to a fence, versus skipping
the jump by galloping around it.

MOTHER’S DAY
Filet Medallions au Bearnaise
-or- Citrus Roasted Salmon with
Butter & Chive Mashed Potatoes,
Roasted Spring Vegetables,
and Triple Chocolate Cake
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Your barn is the setting of your horse’s story.
We ensure every ride, every bath, every
moment is a chapter to remember.
Built Right or Not at All

B&D Builders_p89.indd 1

717.687.0292 | BandDBuilders.com
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AT THE RACES

POINT-TO-POINT AT
WINTERTHUR

ALL PHOTOS BY JIM GRAHAM

Scenes from previous events.

LOUIS COMFORT

TIFFANY
Treasures from the Driehaus Collection

March 12 – June 5, 2022
BRUNCH AT TIFFANY’S
Saturday, May 14
Louis Comfort Tiﬀany: Treasures from the Driehaus Collection was organized by the Richard H. Driehaus Museum and is toured by International Arts & Artists,
Washington, DC. This exhibition is made possible through the generosity of Sewell C. Biggs and foundations including the Choptank Foundation. This exhibition
is sponsored by M&T Bank and made possible in Delaware by the Hallie Tybout Exhibition Fund for American Art and the Johannes R. and Betty P. Krahmer
American Art Exhibition Fund. This exhibition is supported, in part, by a grant from the Delaware Division of the Arts, a state agency, in partnership with the National
Endowment for the Arts. The Division promotes Delaware arts events on www.DelawareScene.com. | Image: Tiﬀany Studios, Jack-in-the-Pulpit Vase, 1907–1910.
Blown glass. Photograph by John Faier. © 2013 The Richard H. Driehaus Museum.

2301 Kentmere Parkway | Wilmington, DE 19806 | 302.571.9590 | delart.org
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RADNOR
HUNT RACES

PA HIC #PA9550

Builders of fine architecture

851 Kimberton Road | Chester Springs PA 19425 | www.griffithsconstruction.net
GCIHlfHorzHunt.indd
1 2022 | todaymediainc.com
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P OR T E R
C O N S T R U C T I O N

Porter Construction-OPTION2_p93.indd 1

Building Exceptional Homes Since 1997
Porterconstructionllc.com
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WILLOWDALE
STEEPLECHASE

SETTING THE STANDARD SINCE 1978
Complete design services and fine craftsmanship
Custom barns, arenas, garages and living quarters

1-888-354-4740 | www.kingbarns.com
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B U I LDI NG W I T H P A S S ION.

Downingtown, Pennsylvania

E.C. Trethewey_p95.indd 1
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Carriages continued from page 58
“DRIVING IS A VERY DIFFERENT CONNECTION THAN WHEN YOU’RE UNDER
SADDLE. IT’S WITH YOUR HANDS AND YOUR VOICE, BUILDING
AN INCREDIBLE LEVEL OF TRUST... IT’S SO MAGICAL BEING UP ON THE BOX
AND DRIVING WHEN EVERYTHING IS CLICKING.”

the Devon Horse Show when he asked
friends to suggest a way he could “get a
ride on a coach.”
Although he already played trumpet,
O’Donnell learned that sounding the
horn requires an extra layer of finesse, as
there are no keys on the instrument. And
while musicians in an orchestra play from
a stationary position, tootlers must adjust
their playing to the terrain. “When you’re
on a moving coach, it’s very bumpy,” he
says. “You have to use your knees as a
shock absorber.”
For 27 years, O’Donnell tootled for
Jack Seabrook, a champion of the sport
and a founder of the carriage association.
In 1998, he traveled to England with
Seabrook, sounding the horn for the
Duke of Edinburgh, an avid carriager.
O’Donnell currently has four coaching
horses, 13 restored carriages and 25 coach
horns at his farm. He enjoys carriaging
with his wife, Enid, who typically dresses
to match his tie.
For their first drive to Winterthur, Jeff

—JEFF PARRIS
and Brittany Parris will be garbed in black,
navy and maroon, color-coordinated to
match their carriage. “The hardest part will
be choosing a hat and scarf,” Brittany says.
“It’s easy for me,” adds her husband. “A
top hat.”
In their 30s, the Parrises represent a
new generation of carriage enthusiasts.
Both grew up in the saddle, hunting and
jumping. They decided to give driving a
whirl because it’s an equestrian pursuit that
allows them to both enjoy Winston, their
6-year-old Friesian, a powerful yet graceful
breed developed in the Netherlands to
carry knights in armor.
They learned to drive at Big Bend and
were immediately smitten by the sport.

“Driving is a very different connection than
when you’re under saddle,” says Jeff. “It’s
with your hands and your voice, building
an incredible level of trust.”
The couple takes turns driving—and
they’ve found a warm embrace in the
carriaging community. “It’s such a
welcoming group,” Brittany says.
The Parrises are buidling a barn on
their four-acre property in West Chester,
Pa., for their burgeoning collection of
carriages, which includes a Brewster
T-cart built in the 1870s. “It’s so magical
being up on the box and driving when
everything is clicking,” Jeff says. “For us,
driving to Winterthur will be a very big
day indeed.” SL

INDEPENDENCE
DIGS DIRT.
Taking learning outdoors on our
90-acre campus. Boot up and visit
the new Outdoor Classroom!

1300 Paper Mill Road
Newark, DE 19711
302.239.0332
theindependenceschool.org
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GIVE ME INDEPENDENCE

WATCH ME SOAR
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e Heather Kitchen

IF OUR WALLS
COULD TALK...
If our walls could talk they’d share the not so
many secrets every Schell Brothers home has.
Like how we have the latest selections and
finishes to maximize style and comfort, creating
the perfect home for you and your families needs.
However you use your Schell Brothers home, you
always have peace of mind that they are built for
all meanings of the word “life”.
Explore our selections at
Style.SchellBrothers.com

© 2022 Schell Brothers LLC. All Rights Reserved.

All information and pricing is subject to change without notice.
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LET US CATER TO YOU
This year, let Janssen’s Market help make your race day event special.
We offer customized, full-service catering, event planning, party
rentals, floral arrangements and more.
Contact our catering director today at 302.654-9941 x3

2021

3801 Kennett Pike, Greenville DE 19807 • www.janssensmarket.com • 302.654.9941

Janssens_pC4.indd 1
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In Our Glass
Each month, Delaware Today
sips local libations. Our favorites
make a splash here.

MORE THAN
HOSPICE
Delaware Hospice provides more
than in-home hospice services.

LIBATION OF THE MONTH:

Lini 910 Labrusca Rosso
WHERE TO FIND IT:

Swigg Real Wine
Craft Beer & Spirits

C O U RT E S Y O F S W I G G R E A L W I N E C R A F T B E E R & S P I R I T S

1601 Concord Pike, Wilmington; 427-9444;
swiggwine.com
Any time you’re looking for a wine
recommendation for a special occasion or a cozy
night in, North Wilmington’s Swigg Real Wine
Craft Beer & Spirits is your destination. The wine
and spirits shop in Independence Mall boasts a
wide selection and knowledgeable staff under
the leadership of owner Dave Govatos. The wine
racks and shelves are aesthetically pleasing
with contemporary décor, making the shopping
experience feel like a visit to a vineyard’s chic
boutique. Recently, I was looking for a vino to
pair perfectly with light springtime picnic fare.
Govatos recommended Lini 910 Labrusca Rosso.
This deep red sparkling wine is more versatile
than its cousin Champagne with notes of crushed
raspberries and strawberries, and herbal essence.
“Lini is a great springtime wine, perfect for a picnic
packed with silky cheeses and baguette, tomato
pie or hearty, crusty sandwiches,” says Govatos.
“It’s best chilled, so be sure your basket or bag
is insulated.” (Don’t forget about Swigg’s market
corner, which will help fill your picnic basket with
meats, cheeses and more accompaniments.)

Whether it’s palliative care, children’s
care or bereavement services you
are looking for, we have you covered.

delawarehospice.org • 302.683.8948

From L ewes to Fe nwic k

GET THE LATEST NEWS ON
THE HOTTEST HAPPENINGS
AT THE BEACH!
Visit DelawareToday.com/Beach
and sign up for our weekly beach
newsletter to have this information
delivered directly to your inbox!

— Meg Ryan
DELAWARETODAY.COM
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FOOD & DRINK

DINING LISTINGS
BEST 2021 BEST OF
DELAWARE WINNER

New Castle County
AMERICAN/CONTINENTAL

$ UNDER $15
$$ MOST $15–$22
$$$ MOST OVER $22
SOME OF THE
RESTAURANTS LISTED
ARE DELAWARE TODAY
ADVERTISERS.
DINE INDOORS
DINE OUTDOORS

best AT THE RAIL WINE BAR & GRILLE
Delicious beef and seafood with an
unparalleled view of the White Clay
Creek golf course. $$$ 777 Delaware
Park Blvd., Wilmington; 994-6700;
whiteclaycreekgolfcourse.com
,

best AUTUMN ARCH BEER PROJECT Daring
brew list, BYOB(ites) and food trucks.
$ 810 Pencader Dr., Suite C, Newark;
294-1126; autumnarch.com
,

TAKEOUT
CURBSIDE PICKUP

,

,

best BANKS’ SEAFOOD KITCHEN & RAW BAR
Globally influenced seafood with a
local twist. Enjoy wines, craft beers
and cocktails on the waterfront. $$$
101 S. Market St., Wilmington; 		
777-1500; banksseafoodkitchen.com
,

,

BACK BURNER Fine dining in a historic
country village setting, plus renowned
pumpkin-mushroom soup and
gourmet to go. $$$ 425 Hockessin
Corner, Hockessin; 239-2314;
backburner.com
,

,

best BBC TAVERN & GRILL Soft pretzels,
loaded nachos and corn-and-crab
chowder are brew-pub favorites. $$
4019 Kennett Pike, Greenville; 		
655-3785; bbctavernandgrill.com
,

,

,

BELLEFONTE CAFÉ Fun, funky and laidback, with a menu of fresh food with
influences from around the world. $$
804 Brandywine Blvd., Wilmington,
761-9175, bellefontecafe.com
,

,

best BING’S BAKERY Family-owned
bakeshop offering gourmet desserts,
pastries and breads. $$ 253 E. Main St.,
Newark; 737-5310;
bingsbakery.com
best BREW HAHA! Quality coffee and
espresso drinks, gourmet sandwiches
and fresh-baked pastries. $ Multiple
locations; brew-haha.com
,

166

,

,

BUFFALO WILD WINGS Tasty wings and
TVs for watching the big games. $$
Multiple locations;
buffalowildwings.com
,

,

,

CANTWELL’S TAVERN Upscale casual
dining in early 19th-century ambiance
in historic Odessa. Find beer-battered
fish and chips, wood-fired pizzas
and a wide selection of craft brews.
$$ 109 Main St., Odessa; 376-0600;
cantwells-tavern.com
,

,

best CAFFÉ GELATO A 1,500-bottle wine
cellar and homemade gelato. Perfect
for date night and events. $$$ 90 E.
Main St., Newark; 738-5811;
caffegelato.net
,

,

best CAPRIOTTI’S SANDWICH SHOP Classics
include The Bobby, loaded with
turkey, stuffing and cranberry sauce. $
510 N. Union St., Wilmington; 		
571-8929; capriottis.com
,

,

best THE CENTREVILLE CAFE Coffee,
breakfast and lunch in a quaint
setting. $ 5800 Kennett Pike,
Centreville; 777-4911; centrevillecafe.
com
,
best CHELSEA TAVERN Pub fare, plus a
robust beer, wine and cocktails menu.
$$ 821 N. Market St., Wilmington;
482-3333; chelseatavern.com
,

,

best THE CHICKEN SPOT Chicken platters
(for one or a whole party) paired with
traditional Southern sides. $ 204
W. 10th St., Wilmington; 358-2381;
thechickenspotde.com

,

best BIG FISH GRILL ON THE RIVERFRONT
Dive into fresh seafood, hand-cut
steaks, savory pasta dishes and crisp
salads, all at reasonable prices. $$ 720
Justison St., Wilmington; 652-3474;
bigfishriverfront.com
,

best BUCKLEY’S TAVERN Chef Tom
Hannum takes pub grub upscale. Try
Buckley’s Burger and the foie gras. $$$
5812 Kennett Pike, Centreville;
656-9776; buckleystavern.com

best CIRO FORTY ACRES Neighborhood
café offers coffee, brunch and lunch
in an indoor or outdoor setting. 1836
Lovering Ave., Wilmington; 543-8948;
cirofoodanddrink.com
,

,

best CLAYMONT STEAK SHOP Traditional
delicious cheesesteaks, subs and
made-from-scratch pizza for more
than 50 years. $ Multiple locations;
claymontsteakshop.com
,

,

best COLUMBUS INN Cozy atmosphere
with American fare and full bar. $$
2216 Pennsylvania Ave., Wilmington;
571-1492; columbusinn.net
,

,

best CONSTITUTION YARDS Great bites and
brews in an outdoor beer garden. $$
308 Justison St., Wilmington; 		
407-5192; constitutionyards.com
,
best CORNER BISTRO Cozy corner
restaurant featuring light, Frenchinspired cuisine and wines. $$ 3604
Silverside Rd., Wilmington; 477-1778;
mybistro.com
,
best COURTYARD BISTRO Located inside
the Courtyard by Marriott NewarkUniversity of Delaware, features the
area’s “best” crab cakes, plus other
light bites and hearty entrées. $$
400 David Hollowell Drive, Newark;
737-0900; marriott.com/hotels/travel/
ilgud-courtyard-newark-university-ofdelaware
,
best COURTYARD CAFÉ–COURTYARD NEWARK
Known for fresh lump crab cakes
and other fine entrées. $$ 400 David
Hollowell Dr., Newark; 737-0900; udel.
edu/hotel
,
CROMWELL’S AMERICAN TAVERN & TAQUERIA
The menu of this local fave includes
Mexican dishes plus other comfort
food like Guinness beef stew, crab and
corn chowder, burgers and wings. $$
3858 Kennett Pike, Greenville; 		
571-0561; cromwellstavern.com
,
CULINARIA Dressed in Tuscan colors, it
is a perfect combination of good food
and casual atmosphere, with an always
interesting menu of food done well. $$
1812 Marsh Rd., Wilmington; 475-4860;
culinariarestaurant.com
,
best DE.CO A food hall downtown with
a variety of options, including sushi,
pizza, coffee and smoothies. $ 111
W. 10th St., Wilmington; 300-4955;
decowilmington.com
,

,

best DEERFIELD Icy drinks, hot
sandwiches and burgers. $ 507
Thompson Station Rd., Newark;
368-6640; deerfieldgolfclub.com
THE DEER PARK TAVERN The college town
classic offers something for everyone,
including Sunday brunch with a buildyour-own Bloody Mary bar. It’s famous
for its nachos and beer selection. $
108 W. Main St., Newark; 369-9414;
deerparktavern.com
,

,

best DELTA RESTAURANT Downtown diner
serving hearty breakfast, lunch and
dinner. $ 304 W. 9th St.; Wilmington;
655-1278; deltarestaurantde.com
,
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best DRIP CAFE Quality coffee drinks paired with
breakfast, brunch and lunch items. $$ 144
Lantana Dr., Hockessin; 234-4430;
hockessin.dripcafede.com; 60 N. College Ave.,
Newark; 565-4685; newark.dripcafede.com
,

,

best DROP SQUAD KITCHEN The spot for vegan
dishes with a Southern flair. Also offers
smoothies and desserts. $$ 928 Justison St.,
Wilmington; 984-2773; dropsquadkitchen.com
,

,

best THE DOG HOUSE Classic and innovative hot
dogs and burgers. $ 1200 N. DuPont Hwy., New
Castle; 328-5380; thedoghouserestaurantde.com
DORCEA Inviting American bistro with an
extensive draft list, craft cocktails and a
900-bottle wine cellar. $$ 1314 N. Washington
St., Wilmington; 691-7447; dorcea.com
, ,
ECLIPSE BISTRO Eclipse artfully blends innovative cuisine, an award-winning wine list and
genuine hospitality. $$ 1020 N. Union St.,
Wilmington, 658-1588, eclipsebistro.com
, ,
EGGSPECTATION Brunch and lunch dishes
including French toast, Belgian waffles and
their famous eggs Benedict. $$ 507 Stanton
Christiana Rd., Newark; 842-2515;
eggspectation.com
,

,

FEBY’S FISHERY Serving fresh, seasonal seafood
in a comfortable, casual setting for more than
40 years. Its seafood market next door allows
Feby’s to offer 15 varieties of fin fish, all shellfish
and daily fresh selections. $$ 3701 Lancaster
Pike, Wilmington; 998-9501; febysfishery. com
,

,

FIREBIRDS WOOD FIRED GRILL Featuring wellseasoned steaks, ice-cold martinis and woodgrilled specialties, plus seafood, burgers and
homemade desserts in an Aspen-style room.
$$ 1225 Churchmans Rd., Newark; 366-7577;
firebirdsrestaurants.com
,

,

,

C O U RT E S Y O F T U R N I N G P O I N T

GRAIN CRAFT BAR + KITCHEN A thoughtful menu
raises the bar on pub grub. Family friendly, it
offers a range of artisan beers. $$ 270 E. Main
St., Newark, 737-2931, grainonmain.com
,

,

best GRAIN H2O Gastropub offering a variety of
brunch, lunch and dinner options. $$ 3006
Summit Harbour Place, Bear; 440-4404;
meetatgrain.com
,

best GREEN BOX KITCHEN Freshly made vegan
breakfast and lunch, plus smoothies. $
400 N. Market St., Wilmington; 274-2195;
greenboxkitchen.com
best HARRY’S SAVOY GRILL This steakhouse
is known for its prime rib. Plus, it offers
a variety of steaks, seafood and more. $$$
2020 Naamans Rd, Wilmington; 475-9990;
harryshospitalitygroup.com/harrys-savoy-grill/
,

,

,

best HELEN’S SAUSAGE HOUSE Enjoy a variety of
sausage sandwiches for breakfast and lunch.
$ 4866 DuPont Hwy., Smyrna; 653-4200;
facebook.com/helenssausagehouse
best HOLLYWOOD GRILL Classic American diner
serving staples like omelets, salads and
sandwiches. $$ 1811 Concord Pike, Wilmington;
655-1348; hollywoodgrilldelaware.com
,

GEORGE & SONS’ SEAFOOD MARKET AND OYSTER HOUSE
Raw bar features oysters from around the
world. The menu includes lobster rolls, roasted
fish, jumbo lump crab cakes and more, as well
as a nice selection of wines and beer. $$$ 1216
Old Lancaster Pike, Hockessin, 239-7204, 		
georgeandsonsseafood. com
,

TURNING POINT, NEWARK

,

best HOME GROWN CAFÉ Fresh, local and
healthy dishes. Plus, vegetarian and vegan
options. $$ 126 E. Main St., Newark; 266-6993;
homegrowncafe.com
,
, ,
best HOUSE OF WILLIAM AND MERRY Enjoy Chef Bill
Hoffman’s comfort cooking at its finest. Leaning
on slow braises, butter poaches and copious
amounts of duck fat. $$$ 1336 Old Lancaster Pike,
Hockessin; 234-2255; williamandmerry.com
,
best IRON HILL BREWERY & RESTAURANT Enjoy awardwinning handcrafted brews with a creative
sandwich, specialty pizza or delicious entrée. $$
Various locations; ironhillbrewery.com
,

,

JANSSEN’S MARKET Visit J’s Café for soups,
sandwiches, paninis, pizza, platters and the
coffee bar. $ 3801Kennett Pike, Greenville,

654-9941, janssensmarket.com
,

,

best JESSOP’S TAVERN AND RESTAURANT Colonial
American, English and Swedish influences,
known for fish and chips, shepherd’s pie and a
great selection of beer. $$ 114 Delaware St., New
Castle; 322-6111; jessops-tavern.com
,

,

best THE JUICE JOINT Fresh-pressed juices,
smoothies, bowls and more. $ 323 Justison St.,
Wilmington; 803-6886; thejuicejoint.de
,

,

best KID SHELLEEN’S CHARCOAL HOUSE AND SALOON
Enjoy fairly priced entrées and pasta
dishes, as well as your favorite pub grub.
$$ 1801 W. 14th St., Wilmington; 658-4600;
harryshospitalitygroup.com
,
, ,
best KLONDIKE KATE’S Enjoy a variety of pub food
including tacos, pizza and burgers amidst
railroad station décor. $$ 158 E. Main St.,
Newark; 737-6100; klondikekates.com
,

,

,

KRAZY KAT’S Housed in a renovated blacksmith
shop, Krazy Kat’s is famous for fresh, seasonal,
creative cuisine and whimsical décor. $$$
528 Montchanin Rd., Montchanin; 888-4200;
krazykatsrestaurant.com
,
best LETTIE’S KITCHEN Enjoy fried chicken, soups,
sandwiches, salads and comfort sides all
prepared in-house. $ 1318 Old Lancaster Pike,
Hockessin; 239-7816; lettieskitchen.com
best LIMESTONE BBQ & BOURBON Authentic,
Southern-style barbecue to Delaware.
Over 50 bourbons in house. $$ 2062
Limestone Rd., Wilmington; 274-2085;
limestonebbqandbourbon.com
,
DELAWARETODAY.COM
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best LITTLE GOAT ROASTING CO. A variety of coffee
and espresso drinks. $ 16 Haines St., Newark;
455-1040; littlegoatcoffeeroasting.com
best MAD MAC’S Enjoy comforting macaroni
and cheese dishes or shareable plates like the
Inverted Spud. $$ 801 S. College Ave., Newark;
737-4800; mad-macs.com
,
, ,
best MAKERS ALLEY Specialty cocktails and
more than 20 beers on tap, plus innovative
pub fare prepared in an Airstream kitchen.
$$ 804 N. Orange St., Wilmington; 482-1299;
makersalleyde.com
,

,

best MARKET KITCHEN & BAR Nestled in the Hilton
Wilmington/Christiana, serves up elevated pub
fare and a full bar menu. $$ 100 Continental
Drive, Newark; 781-7000; hiltonchristiana.com
,
best MILK AND HONEY Coffee, breakfast and lunch
in a creative space downtown. $ 807 N. Union
St., Wilmington; 654-3738; 239 N. Market
St., Wilmington; 384-8494; facebook.com/
milkandhoneycoffeehouse
,

,

best OLIVE TREE CAFÉ Traditional Mediterranean
dishes, ranging from snacks to sandwiches to
entrées. $ 13 Chestnut Hill Plaza, E. Chestnut
Hill Rd., Newark; 266-4598; olivetreecafede.com
,
best OPA! OPA! Authentic Greek offerings
including platters, gyros and small bites. $
7A Trolley Square, Wilmington; 654-4500;
opaopagyros.com
,

,

best PARK CAFÉ Offers seasonal lunch and dinner,
plus wine, beer and craft cocktails. $ 2510 W.
5th St., Wilmington; 543-2233; parkcafede.com
,

,

THE PEACH BLOSSOM EATERY Breakfast, brunch,
lunch, pastries and coffee–all artfully crafted
and bursting with flavor. $ 76 E. Main St.,
Newark; 715-3392; peachblossomeatery.com
,
best PIZZA BY ELIZABETHS Create your own
gourmet pizza. Soups and desserts are
top-notch. Salad combos are endless. $$
3801 Kennett Pike, Greenville; 654-4478;
pizzabyelizabeths.com
,

,

REDFIRE GRILL & STEAKHOUSE Featuring aged black
Angus steaks, fresh seafood and an extensive
wine list in a stylish, contemporary restaurant.
$$ 400 Lantana Drive, Hockessin, 235-2600,
redfiregrill.net
,

,

best THE REEF Seafood oasis with a lengthy menu
of fresh dishes like lemon butter cod and Key
West scallops, as well as non-seafood options. $$
2618 Carpenter Station Rd., Wilmington;
529-1985; thereefde.com
,

168

,

best RIVERFRONT BAKERY European-style pastries,
breakfast and lunch, plus coffee beverages. $ 311
Justison St., Wilmington; 521-0550;
riverfrontbakery.com
,
best STANLEY’S TAVERN A longtime favorite
for burgers, seafood, steaks, ribs—a house
specialty—and a game. $$ 2038 Foulk Rd.,
Wilmington; 475-1887; stanleys-tavern.com
,

,

best STITCH HOUSE BREWERY Gastropub fare
including sandwiches and skillets, plus a variety
of beer. $$ 829 N. Market St., Wilmington;
250-4280; stitchhousebrewery.com
,
, ,
best STONE BALLOON ALE HOUSE Built on the site of
the original Stone Balloon Tavern and Concert
Hall, enjoy taco nights, burgers, brunch and an
updated list of craft beer and cocktails. $$ 115 E.
Main St., Newark; 266-8111; stoneballoon.com
,
, ,
SULLIVAN’S STEAKHOUSE The 1940s Chicago-style
place features superb steak, chicken, veal,
seafood, desserts, martinis and classic sides
in shareable sizes. $$$ 5525 Concord Pike,
Wilmington; 479-7970; sullivansteakhouse.com
,
best SWEET DREAMS CONFECTIONS COMPANY An
artisan chocolate shop for all occasions. $$
1 Shallcross Place, Middletown; 696-2506;
sweetdreamsconfectionsco.com
best SWEET MELISSA BAKERY Specializing in
cookies, cupcakes and cake pops. Place custom
orders in advance. $$ 5407 Peterson Road,
Middletown; 376-5049; sweetmelissade.com
TIMOTHY’S OF NEWARK Daily specials, an awardwinning happy hour and casual fare, including
great burgers and ribs. $$ 100 Creek View Rd.,
Newark, 738-9915, timothysofnewark.com
, ,
TIMOTHY’S RIVERFRONT GRILL Daily specials, happy
hour and casual fare from chicken, steaks, ribs
to sandwiches. $$ 930 Justison St., Wilmington;
429-7427; timothysontheriverfront.com
,

,

best TONIC SEAFOOD & STEAK A great spot for happy
hour. The restaurant’s menu offers American
cuisine with a creative twist. $$, 111 W. 11th St.,
Wilmington; 777-2040; tonicbargrille.com
,
, ,
best TORBERT STREET SOCIAL A speakeasy-style
cocktail lounge with delicious shareable bites
and creatively crafted drinks. $$ 305 Torbert
St., Wilmington; 407-6627; torbertsocial.com
,

,

TURNING POINT Award-winning breakfast, brunch
and lunch. $$ 3204 Fashion Center Blvd.,
Newark; 738-4326; turningpointrestaurants.com
,

,

extensive craft brews in bottles and rotating
taps. $ Various locations; twostonespub.com
,

,

best UNCLE JOHN’S BBQ STAND Smoked barbecue,
homemade sauces and sandwiches. $ 2509
Philadelphia Pike, Claymont; 333-6760;
unclejohnsbbqstand.com
best WALTER’S STEAKHOUSE A landmark
specializing in slow-roasted prime rib and
steaks, with delicious seafood and a raw bar.
$$$ 802 N. Union St., Wilmington; 652-6780;
walters-steakhouse.com
,
best WALT’S FLAVOR CRISP Fried chicken offered
in a variety of box meals. $$ Multiple locations;
waltsexpress.com
WASHINGTON STREET ALE HOUSE Classic pub
appetizers and entrées in a comfortable room
of exposed brick walls and large windows, with
many craft beers on tap. $$ 1206 N. Washington
St., Wilmington, 658-2537, wsalehouse.com
,
best WILMINGTON BREW WORKS Enjoy a variety
of innovative beers. Food from nearby
local spots is recommended to bring along.
$ 3129 Miller Rd., Wilmington; 722-4828;
wilmingtonbrewworks.com
,

,

WOODSIDE FARM CREAMERY In-house made ice
cream. $ 1310 Little Baltimore Rd., Hockessin;
239-9847; woodsidefarmcreamery.com

ASIAN/INDIAN/THAI

THE CROWNERY Authentic Chinese fare in an
elegant setting with reasonable prices. The
General Tso’s chicken is a favorite. Ask for
the real Chinese menu. $$ 228 Lantana Drive,
Hockessin; 239-3825; thecrownery.com
best CURRY & COCKTAILS Indian comfort food
in a fine dining atmosphere. Plus, a variety
of tandoori entrées. $$ 422 E. Main St.,
Middletown; 524-4308; curryandcocktails.com
,
INDIA PALACE Good Indian curries and tandoori
dishes served in a no-frills atmosphere. $
101 N. Maryland Ave., Wilmington; 655-8772;
indiapalacede.com
JASMINE ASIAN CUISINE Thai, Korean, Chinese and
Japanese are served in a contemporary setting.
The sushi bar changes often. $$ 3618 Concord
Pike, Wilmington; 479-5618; jasminede.com
, ,
KENNY’S PAN ASIAN CUISINE Kenny’s serves Asian
fusion dishes and a sushi bar in a contemporary
dining space. $$ 1255 Quintilio Drive, Bear; 8381725; kennyspanasian.com
,

best TWO STONES PUB Gastropub fare, plus
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best MAHARAJA INDIAN CUISINE Enjoy a
variety of authentic dishes individually
or in combo plates. $$ 1450 Kirkwood
Hwy., Suite 121, Newark; 369-1202;
maharajaindiancuisinenewark.com
best MIKIMOTOS ASIAN GRILL & SUSHI BAR A favorite
date night spot with a variety of Asian fusion
dishes. $$$ 1212 N. Washington St., Wilmington;
656-TOFU; mikimotos.com
,

,

best POTSTICKERS ASIAN GRILL & SUSHI BAR A mix
of Japanese, Chinese, Thai and other culinary
influences. $$$ 1247 New Churchmans Road,
Newark; 731-0188; potstickersasiangrill.com
,
best RAMEN KUMAMOTO Authentic ramen. Heaps
of tender noodles in rich broth, plus other
Japanese dishes. $$ 165 E. Main St., Newark;
733-0888; ramenkumamotode.com
best RICE RESTAURANT Dine on sushi, sashimi and
expertly made rolls. $$ 2015 Limestone Road,
Wilmington; 999-7423; rice2015.com
RASA SAYANG MALAYSIAN CUISINE A mix of Thai,
Indian and Chinese fare. Try roti pancakes,
satays, noodle and rice dishes. $$ 4737
Concord Pike, No.830, Wilmington; 543-5286;
rasasayangusa.com
,
SUSHI SUMO Sumo has all the hallmarks of a great
sushi spot: a nice variety of quality sushi at fair
prices. $ 2653 Kirkwood Hwy., Newark; 3661188; sushisumode.net
,
TAKUMI Authentic Japanese and Chinese cuisine
prepared by international chef Hideyuki Okubo
and beautifully presented in a modern dining
room. $$ 1601 Concord Pike, Wilmington; 6588887; besttakumi.com/de
,
best UBON This Thai eatery offers all
the traditional favorites like Pad Thai,
Pad See Ew and Tom Yum Soup. $$ 936
Justison St., Wilmington; 656-1706;
ubonthaicuisine.squarespace.com
,

,

best WANDERING CHEF CATERING CART Affectionately
known as the “dumpling cart,” and for good
reason. $ 42 Amstel Ave, Newark; (908) 2957787; wandering-chef.com

ETHNIC

ALI BABA MIDDLE EASTERN CUISINE Sit on comfy
couches among plush pillows while you enjoy a
variety of kabobs, or a filling pita. $ 175 E. Main
St., Newark; 738-1111; alibabade.com
,

,

CATHERINE ROONEY’S IRISH PUB AND RESTAURANT
Dishes made from authentic recipes that have
been developed over generations, as well as a
contemporary faves in a friendly environment
with furnishings from Ireland. $$ 1616 Delaware

Ave., Wilmington, 654-9700,
catherinerooneys.com
,

,

best D&H JAMAICAN CUISINE Enjoy favorites like
jerk chicken, oxtails, curry goat, red snapper
and more. $ 748 E. Chestnut Hill Rd., Newark;
369-8826; dandhjamaican.com
,
NORA LEE’S FRENCH QUARTER BISTRO Excellent Cajun
and Creole cuisine such as po’ boy sandwiches
and jambalaya is served in a cozy atmosphere
that feels just like old Nawlins. $ 124 Delaware
St., New Castle; 322-7675; noralees.com
,
best OLE TAPAS LOUNGE A small-plates restaurant
with big flavors. Enjoy a taste of Spain with
paellas, meat, seafood and veggie dishes. $$
1126 Capitol Tr., Newark, 224-9378,
oletapaslounge.com
,

,

FRENCH

best LA FIA BISTRO Sophisticated dining in a
historic building downtown. Fare leans French.
$$$ 421 N. Market St., Wilmington; 543-5574;
lafiawilmington.com
,

,

best LE CAVALIER A French brasserie located
in the Hotel du Pont offering classic-meetsinnovative fine dining. Seasonal Sunday
brunch from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. $$$ 42 W. 11th St.,
Wilmington; 594-3154; lecavalierde.com
,

,

ITALIAN

best BARDEA FOOD & DRINK Enjoy chef Antimo
DiMeo’s culinary artistry. Dine on pastas,
pizzas and small plates. $$$ 620 N. Market St.,
Wilmington; 426-2069, bardeawilmington.com
,
, ,
CAFÉ MEZZANOTTE Café Mezzanotte’s cuisine
is a balance between bold Italian traditions
and Med- iterranean style venture for a truly
contemporary fusion. $$$ 1007 N. Orange St.,
Wilmington; 658-7050; cafemezzanotte.net
,
, ,
best CAPERS & LEMONS ITALIAN RESTAURANT &
MARKET Enjoy grilled meats, seafood and pasta
dishes with noodles made by hand. $$$ 301
Little Falls Dr., Wilmington; 256-0524;
capersandlemons.com
,

,

DIMEO’S PIZZA Specializes in authentic
Neapolitan pizza made with imported
ingredients such as San Marzano tomatoes.
$ 831 N. Market St., Wilmington; 655-1427;
dimeospizza.com
,
GROTTO PIZZA Pizzas made with a unique blend
of cheeses. Plus pastas, subs. $ 45 E. Main St.,
Newark, 369-0600;1819 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Wilmington, 777-3278; 2015 Concord Pike,
Wilmington, 888-2222; 315 Autopark Drive,
Middletown, 314-9500; grottopizza.com
,

,

best KC’S NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA This pizzeria
boasts two full menus of Mexican cuisine and
Italian specialties. $ 784 S. Old Baltimore Pike,
Newark; 731-8100; kcspizzade.com
best LA BANCA Upscale Italian. Popular for brick
oven pizzas and homemade pasta. $$ 1 W. Main
St., Middletown; 464-3005;
labancamiddletown.com
,
best LA CASA PASTA Classic dishes include
lasagna and Melanzane Parmigiana. $$$
120 Four Seasons Shopping Plaza, Del. 896,
Newark; 738-9935; lacasapasta.com
,

,

best PICCOLINA TOSCANA Enjoy Italian tapas and
entrées. Plus, catering and takeout services
from Toscana to Go. $$$ 1412 N. Dupont St.,
Wilmington; 654-8001; piccolinatoscana.com
,
, ,
best MRS. ROBINO’S RESTAURANT Enjoy Italian
classics in a circa-1940 renovated row house.
$$ 520 N. Union St., Wilmington; 652-9223;
mrsrobinos.com
,
best SERPE & SONS BAKERY A family-run business
offering Italian pastries, custom cakes and
breads. $ 1411 Kirkwood Hwy., Elsmere;
994-1868; serpesbakery.com
best TAVERNA A warm, welcoming place with
rustic brick walls and an open kitchen. Food
includes pasta dishes, meats, seafood and
pizzas. $$ Multiple locations;
tavernamainstreet.com
,

,

best V&M ITALIAN AMERICAN BISTRO Traditional
and contemporary Italian dishes, including
fresh pasta and pizzas. $$ 1717 Marsh Rd.,
Wilmington; 479-7999; vmbistro.com
,

MEXICAN

best EL CAMINO MEXICAN Kitchen Innovative
Mexican fare with an extensive cocktail list. $$
3559 Silverside Road, Wilmington; 543-4245;
elcaminokitchen.com
,

,

best EL DIABLO’S BURRITOS The Tex-Mex cuisine
is made from scratch and consistently good,
using antibiotic-free chicken and antibioticfree, grass-fed proteins. $ Multiple locations;
eldiabloburritos.com
,
, ,
EL TORO CANTINA BAR & RESTAURANT Enjoy specialty
dishes such as beef Birra tacos, chimichangas
and street corn. New lunch and brunch menus.
$ 1934 W. 6th St., Wilmington; 543-5621;
eltorocantinade.com
,

,

best LA TOLTECA Authentic Mexican fare, plus
cocktails, beer and wine. $$ 4147 Concord Pike,
Wilmington; 778-4646; tolteca.co
,
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DENTISTS AND DOCTORS
AND LAWYERS OH MY!
Visit Delawaretoday.com and
let us help you find your next
Dentist, Doctor or Lawyer.
DENTISTS
GENERAL & COSMETIC DENTISTRY
Erin Cox, DDS
Main Street Dental

Vincent Daniels, DMD
Blue Diamond Dental
Jeffrey Emmi, DMD
Smile Solutions by
Emmi Dental Associates
Stephen Niemoeller, DMD
Nemo Dentistry
Vincent Longo, DMD
Daniel Truono, Sr. DDS
Dental Associates, PA
David S. Williams, DMD
Erika L. Williams, DMD
Williams Dental
Dakin Bond, DMD
Dental Associates of Delaware

ORAL & MAXILLIOFACIAL SURGERY
David A. King, DMD
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Associates
Douglas Ditty, DMD
Franklin X. Pancko, DDS
Rhae A. Riegel, DMD
Nicolas J. Alcorn, DMD
First State Oral & Maxilliofacial Surgery

ORTHODONTICS

ORTHOPEDIC

Robert Penna, DMD
Penna Orthodontics

Joseph Ciampoli, DPM
First State Foot & Ankle

R. Baker Rawlins II, DMD, MS
Rawlins Orthodontics

PEDIATRIC PRIMARY CARE

Gordon C. Honig, DMD
Honig Orthodotics

PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY

Jessica DiCerbo, DMD
Coastal Kids Pediatric Dentistry
Rachel Maher, DMD
Dentistry for Children
Anthony Monteiro, DMD
Children’s Dental Health

DOCTORS
CARDIOLOGY & VASCULAR
Anthony Alfieri, MD
Alfieri Cardiology

FAMILY MEDICINE

James Fierro, DO, PA
North Wilmington Family Medicine

Jeremie Axe, MD
First State Orthopaedics

Pankaj Sanwal, MD
Vibha Sanwal, MD
Rainbow Pediatrics

LAWYERS
FAMILY LAW

George R. Tsakataras, P.A.
Law office of George R. Tsakataras, P.A.

PERSONAL INJURY LAWYER
Kelly Dunn Gelof, Esquire
Tunnell & Raysor, P.A.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE

Eric G. Mooney
The Law Offices of Eric G. Mooney, P.A.

Begin your search at:

delawaretoday.com/dentists | delawaretoday.com/doctors | delawaretoday.com/lawyers
If you are a dentist, doctor or lawyer and want to see your name here along with online web enhancement to
stay top of mind with our audience, contact Holli Muffler at 302.729.2907, hmuffler@DelawareToday.com
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LISTINGS
best MEXICAN POST Dine on Tex-Mex staples
including enchiladas, quesadillas and burritos.
Plus, combo entrées and margaritas. $$
3100 Naamans Rd., Wilmington; 478-3939;
mexicanpost.com
best SANTA FE MEXICAN GRILL Traditional Mexican
fare and tasty margaritas. $$ 2000 Pennsylvania
Ave., Wilmington; 482-1954; 190 E. Main St.,
Newark; 369-2500; santafemexicangrill.com
,

,

Kent County
AMERICAN/CONTINENTAL

BUFFALO WILD WINGS Known for great wings
dressed in a variety of sauces. It’s a great place
to watch the big game. $$ Multiple locations;
buffalowildwings.com
,
, ,
best COOL SPRINGS FISH BAR & RESTAURANT A go-to
place for seafood, from the traditional to the
trending. $$ 2463 S. State St., Dover; 698-1955;
coolspringsfishbar.com
,
best COUNTRIE EATERY A charming farmhouse
atmosphere, plates piled high with a hearty
breakfast, lunch or dinner. $$ 950 N. State St.,
Dover; 674-8310; countrieeatery.com
,

DOLCE BAKERY AND COFFEE SHOP Warmly decorated
coffee shop with sweet and savory pastries,
coffee and ice cream. $ 36 N. Walnut St.,
Milford; 422-5760; dolcebakery.com
,

,

best HOUSE OF COFFI Enjoy coffee drinks and
food items in a quaint, cozy shop. $ 14 E.
Loockerman St., Dover; 672-0059;
facebook.com/thehouseofcoffi
,

,

best MCGLYNNS PUB & RESTAURANT A vast selection
of craft brews complement nachos, wings and
burgers. $$ 800 N. State St., Dover; 674-0144;
mcglynnspub.com
,
best RESTAURANT 55 Innovative gourmet burgers
made with fresh ground beef and local turkey.
Plus, 12 beers on tap. $$ 2461 S. State St., Dover;
535-8102; myrestaurant55.com
,

ASIAN/INDIAN/THAI

BANGKOK THAI Family-owned Thai serving
classic cuisine in a casual atmosphere.
$$ 266 S. DuPont Hwy., Dover; 736-1606;
bangkokthaicuisine.menufy.com
,
CHAIYO SUSHI & THAI Extensive menu with
traditional and specialty sushi rolls and hot
dishes in a playful interior. $$ 1030 Forrest Ave.,

FOOD & DRINK

Dover, 678-0111; 1151 E. Lebanon Road, Dover,
538-5214; mychaiyo.com
,
DELICIOUS FUSION Offering Thai, Chinese and
Korean specialties. Also serving cult classic
Akabu Junmai sake. $$ 50 N. DuPont Hwy.,
Dover; 264-9007; deliciousfusionde.com
,
MT. FUJI JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE Serving Hibachi,
teriyaki, sushi and sashimi prepared with fresh
ingredients. $$ 941 N. DuPont Blvd., Milford;
422-8880; fuji19963.com
,
RICE RESTAURANT Casual eatery serving Chinese,
Japanese and Thai standards. $ 45 Greentree
Dr., Dover; 678-1328
,
SHANG HAI Chinese food served in a casual
atmosphere. Dine in and take out. $ 1113 N.
Walnut St., Milford; 422-2270
,

FRENCH

best LA BAGUETTE Offering traditional pastries
and other specialties, including the cruffin (a
cross between a croissant and a muffin). $ 323 S.
Governors Ave., Dover; 741-0180; labaguettede.
com
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LISTINGS

FOOD & DRINK
ITALIAN

BENVENUTO A Tuscany-inspired culinary
experience with an excellent wine list. $$ 249
NE Front St., Milford; 265-2652; benvenutorestaurant.com
,
FRANCO'S PIZZA & PASTA A comfy, family-owned
Italian pizza and pasta joint with wine and beer
list. $$ 1708 E. Lebanon Road, Dover; 677-1946;
francospizzadover.com
, ,
FREDERICA PIZZA & PASTA HOUSE The owners of this
local favorite are committed to the art of making
fine pizza and Italian food. $ 1491 Frederica
Road, Frederica; 335-1222; fredericapizza.
alohaorderonline.com
,
GROTTO PIZZA Pizzas made with a unique blend
of cheeses. Plus, pastas, subs. $$ 1159 N. Dupont
Hwy., Dover, 678-3278; 102 Silicato Way, Milford;
725-5111; grottopizza.com
,

,

MAMA MARIA Classic Italian fare served in a cozy
room. Friendly and family-oriented. $ 		
945 N. Dupont Blvd., Milford; 422-2661,
mamamaria.com
,
PIAZZA MIA ITALIAN BAR & GRILL Bar and grill
specializes in pasta, chicken, seafood, steak and
risotto, plus brick oven pizza. $ 492 S. Red Haven

Lane, Dover; 387-1870; piazzamia.com
,

,

POLISENO'S PIZZERIA Classic pizzeria favorites from
traditional NY-style pizza to specialty toppings
and wings. $ 439 S. New St., Dover; 677-0145;
toasttab.com/polisenos-pizzeria
,

,

ROMA ITALIAN RISTORANTE A fave for over 40
years, it’s known for perfectly executed Italian
standards. It’s also big among lovers of fish
and veal. $$ 3 President Drive, Dover; 678-1041;
romadover.com
,

,

THE BRICK-WOOD FIRED EATS Authentic pizzas and
a variety of appetizers and entrees cooking
in imported wood-burning brick oven. $
150 Gateway South Blvd., Dover; 603-3386;
thebrickde.com
, ,
TREVI RISTORANTE Pizza baked in a wood-fired
brick oven. Create your own or order from the
menu. $ 53 E. Glenwood Ave., Smyrna,
653- 6800, treviristorantellc.com
,

,

MEXICAN

LA TONALTECA More than 200 authentic favorites
such as chimichangas, enchiladas and grilled
meats, plus delicious margaritas. $$ 245 S.
DuPont Hwy., Dover, 735-1572; 654 N. Dupont

Blvd., Milford, 422-2111; authenticmex.com
, ,
LA HACIENDA Family owned and operated offering
fresh, delicious Mexican fare. $$ 18 S. Walnut
St., Milford, 725-5546; 1171 S. Bay Road, Dover,
724-7699; lahaciendamilford.com, lahadelaware.
com
,

,

Sussex County
AMERICAN/CONTINENTAL

best 1776 STEAKHOUSE A classic Colonial
steakhouse known for juicy, tender beef dishes.
$$$ 18585 Coastal Hwy., Rehoboth; 645-9355;
1776steakhouse.net
,

,

best ABBOTT’S ON BROAD CREEK American fare with
a distinctive twist. $$ 111 Delaware Ave., Laurel;
280-6172; abbottsgrill.com
,
, ,
AL CASAPULLA’S SUBS, STEAKS & PIZZA Fabulous subs,
cheesesteaks, sandwiches, salads and pizza.
Beer and wine served. $ 35265 Atlantic Ave.,
Millville, 539-5488, alcasapullas.com
best ARENA’S DELI AND BAR Hearty sandwiches and
a large selection of beers. $ Multiple locations;
227-1272; arenasdeliandbar.com
,

A L I V E E V EN T

HONORING LOCAL
HEALTHCARE HEROES
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White Clay Creek Country Club
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THE BACK PORCH CAFÉ Seasonal foods prepared
exquisitely. The Victorian house offers indoor
and outdoor dining. $$ 59 Rehoboth Ave.,
Rehoboth; 227-3674; backporchcafe.com
,

,

,

best BETHANY BLUES BBQ Southern barbecue,
seafood, steaks and St. Louis-style ribs. $$
18385 Coastal Hwy., Lewes, 644-2500;
6 N. Pennsylvania Ave., Bethany, 537-1500;
bethanyblues.com
,

,

,

best BLUECOAST SEAFOOD GRILL Waterfront sunsets
complement modern seafood dishes, comfort
classics with contemporary twists and a good
selection of wines. $$$ 1111 Hwy. One, Bethany,
539-7111; 30115 Veterans Way, Rehoboth Beach;
278-7395; bluecoastseafoodgrill.com
,
, ,
BLACKWALL HITCH Specializes in new American
cuisine: oysters, crab cakes, burgers and steak.
$$ 52 Rehoboth Ave., Rehoboth Beach; 2260550, blackwallhitch.com
,

,

BLUE MOON A great place for those looking for
an elegant experience, it remains one of the
most cutting-edge places in the state. $$$ 35
Baltimore Ave., Rehoboth Beach; 227-6515,
bluemoonrehoboth.com

,

best BIG FISH GRILL Crab cakes served with
imperial sauce, grilled salmon, pecan-crusted
halibut, linguine with shrimp, scallops, and
clams and mussels in lobster sauce make
this a popular place. $$ 20298 Coastal Hwy.,
Rehoboth; 227-FISH; bigfishgrill.com
,

THE BLUE CRAB Family place specializes in crab
dishes and all-you-can-eat crabs. $$$
210 Garfield Pkwy., Bethany; 537-4700,
bethanybluecrab.com

,

BLUE WATER GRILL Fresh fish, hand-cut steaks and
homemade selections in a relaxing atmosphere.
Children and large parties welcome. $$
226 Main St., Millsboro, 934-5160,
bluewatergrillmillsboro.com
,

,

BON APPETIT Gilded mirrors, white linens,
candlelight and flowers set the mood for classic
continental fare: pickled herring in sour cream,
New York steak and veal piccata. $$$ 312 High
St., Seaford, 629-3700; bonappetitseaford.net
BUFFALO WILD WINGS Known for great wings
dressed in a variety of sauces. It’s a great place
to watch the big game. $$, Multiple locations;
buffalowildwings.com
,
, ,
best CANDY KITCHEN Offering taffy, chocolates,
truffles, gummies and much more. Multiple

locations; some locations seasonal. $
candykitchen.com
best CATCH 54 Poised on the edge of the salt marsh,
this two-story eatery serves up classic coastal
views. Try the soft-shell crabs, crispy Southern
fried chicken or shrimp-and-grits. $$$ 38931
Madison Ave., Selbyville; 436-8600; catch54.com
,
, ,
best THE CLUBHOUSE AT BAYWOOD Enjoy cocktails
or dinner in the dining room, lounge or on
the veranda, all overlooking the 18th green. $$
32267 Clubhouse Way, Long Neck; 947-9225;
baywoodclubhouse.com
,
best THE CRAB HOUSE Family-friendly restaurant
with a raw bar and seafood specialties. $$
19598 Coastal Hwy., Rehoboth Beach; 227-2019;
crabhouserehoboth.com
,
best CROOKED HAMMOCK BREWERY The brewerymeets-restaurant offers beers and food for the
whole family. $$ 36707 Crooked Hammock Way,
Lewes; 644-7837; crookedhammockbrewery.com
,
, ,
best DOGFISH HEAD BREWINGS & EATS Beer rules,
with 15 critically acclaimed brews on tap. Plus,
mid-priced entrées. $$ 320 Rehoboth Ave.,
Rehoboth; 6 Cannery Village Center, Milton;
226-BREW; dogfish.com
,
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LISTINGS

EGGSCELLENT Quaint eatery with a patio serving a
variety of egg dishes, pancakes, sandwiches and
coffee. $$ 109 W. Market St., Lewes; 200-9528;
eggcellentinlewes.com
,

,

best FAT DADDY’S BBQ & GRILLE Slow-roasted meats
ranging from ribs and briskets paired with
comfort food sides. $$ 13203 Seashore Hwy.,
Georgetown; 956-0381; fatdaddysbbqde.com
,
best FINS FISH HOUSE & RAW BAR Enjoy fresh
fish, a raw bar with oysters and a robust beer
selection. $$ 19269 Coastal Hwy., Rehoboth
Beach; 227-3467; finsrawbar.com
,
best FISH ON Fresh seafood in a casual, cool
atmosphere. Find an array of refreshing
cocktails $$ 17300 N. Village Main Blvd., Lewes;
645-9790; fishonlewes.com
,

,

best FORK + FLASK Warm, comfortable dining
around daily specials and local seafood. The
bar offers proper cocktails, small batch spirits,
craft beers and unique wines. $$$ 19730 Coastal
Hwy., Rehoboth, 226-2037, forkandflask.com
,

LISTEN ON iHEARTRADIO OR TELL YOUR SMART SPEAKER:
”PLAY FROGGY 99-POINT-9 ON iHEARTRADIO”

,

FORTUNATA'S BAKERY Authentic Italian hearthbaked breads, rolls, Baltimore cakes, and
specialty sweets. $ 602 SE 4th St., Milford; 4225462; fortunatasbakery.com
FULL BELLY BISTRO Housemade specials that
change daily specializing in down-home style
entrees and sides. $$ 33711 Wescoats Road,
Lewes; 645-6211; fullbellybistro.com
,

,

GOOD MORNING BREAKFAST NOOK Classic Americanstyle breakfast, lunch and dinner. $ 16394
Samuel Paynter Blvd., Milton; 291-2857;
facebook.com/thenookinmiltonde
,
best GRAIN ON THE ROCKS American fare and
specialty cocktails with water views. Located
at the Cape May-Lewes Ferry terminal. Lewes
Coffee Co. is also on site. $$ 43 Cape Henlopen
Dr.; 291-3900; meetatgrain.com
,

,

best GRANDPA MAC Enjoy freshly made pasta and
innovate macaroni and cheese dishes. $ 18756
Coastal Hwy., Rehoboth Beach; 313-4751;
grandpamac.com
,
best HARPOON HANNAH’S Seafood, steak, ribs and
pasta. Plus, frozen drinks. $$$ Del. 54, Fenwick;
539-3095; harpoonhannasrestaurant.com
,

,

HARBOUR Waterfront dining highlighting local,
seasonal cuisine, crafted cocktails and stunning
views. $$$ 134 W. Market St., Lewes; 200-9522;
harbourlewes.com
,

,

best HARVEST TIDE STEAKHOUSE High-quality
steakhouse dishes. $$$ 410 E. Savannah Rd.,

174
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Lewes; 644-2600; harvesttide.com
,

,

best HEIRLOOM American food inspired by the
seasons, serving hand-crafted cocktails, local
beers and sustainable wines. $$$ 212 Savannah
Rd., Lewes; 313-4065; heirloomdelaware.com
,

best THE HIDEOUT ARCADE BAR & GRILLE This arcademeets-restaurant offers old-school games,
cocktails and pub food. $$ 18693 Coastal Hwy.,
Rehoboth; 645-1985; hideoutarcadebar.com
,
best HOPKINS FARM CREAMERY Farm-made ice
cream with a view. $ 18186 Dairy Farm Road,
Lewes; 645-7163; hopkinsfarmcreamery.com
HOUSE OF SAUCE Formerly Comfortably Numb,
the new spot offers incredible wings, cocktails,
live music and, you guessed it, a wide variety
of sauces. $$ 300 Coastal Hwy., Fenwick Island;
581-0592; houseofsauce.biz
,

25

2021

s u n day Apri l 2 4, 2 02 2
11:30 am to 2:00 pm
dupont country club
wilmington, delaware
Outstanding brunch plates prepared by
award-winning national chefs with delicious
cocktails, live entertainment and more!
A meals on wheels Delaware event

Ti ckets at M e a l sO n W h e e l s D E .o rg

,

best IRISH EYES PUB & RESTAURANT The diverse
tavern-style menu ranges from blackened fish
tacos to bangers and mash. $$ 213 Anglers Rd.,
Lewes, 645-6888; 105 Union St., Milton;
684-8889; irisheyespub.com
,

1996

,

,

Lead Sponsor

Marquee communications Sponsors

JD SHUCKERS This seafood spot offers a raw bar,
sandwiches and more. $$ 21710 Roth Ave.,
Georgetown; 856-1400; 20750 John J Williams
Hwy. #11, Lewes; 945-8850; jdshuckers.com
, ,
best JIMMY’S GRILLE DEWEY BEACH American fare
in a beach-style setting. $$ 1911 Coastal Hwy.,
Dewey Beach; 227-3888; jimmysdewey.com
,
best KICK N’ CHICKEN Chicken, wings, wraps
and sandwiches, plus daily specials. $$ 907
N. Dupont Blvd., #101, Milford; 424-1110; 1551
Savannah Road, Lewes; 644-4151;
kicknchickende.com
best KRISTINA’S KITCHEN Breakfast and lunch
café offering options for vegetarians and
meat lovers, plus delicious baked goods.
$ 35581 Atlantic Ave., Millville; 500-2249;
kristinaskitchen19.com
best LEFTY’S ALLEY & EATS Bowling, arcade, and
more with fun pub grub and bar. $$ 36450
Plaza Drive, Lewes; 864-6000; iloveleftys.com
,
MATT'S FISH CAMP Relaxed seafood spot featuring
classic East Coast dishes and Sussex County
favorites. $$ 34401 Tenley Court, Lewes,
644-2267; 28635 Coastal Hwy., Bethany
Beach, 539-2267; mattsfishcamplewes.com,
mattsfishcampbethany.com
,

,

best MUG & SPOON CO. From waffle-cone shakes
and ice cream doughnuts to lilac-colored lattes.
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$ 18 Rehoboth Ave., Rehoboth Beach; 858-6280;
mugandspoonco.com
NANTUCKETS RESTAURANT This intimate
restaurant is famous for quahog and scallop
chowder, crab cakes, lobster shepherd’s
pie, other wonderful foods and fine wines.
$$$ 601 Coastal Hwy., Fenwick, 539-2607,
nantucketsrestaurant.com
,
NOTTING HILL COFFEE ROASTERY Delicious freshly
roasted coffee, smoothies, sandwiches and
sweet treats. $ 124 2nd St., Lewes; 645-0733;
shop.nottinghillcoffee.com
,

,

best OLD WORLD BREADS Enjoy a variety of freshly
baked artisan breads at this shop. $ 32191 Nassau
Rd., Lewes; 313-5191; oldworldbreads.com
,
best OLIVE & OATS BY AZAFRAN A quaint café
offering gourmet coffee drinks, plus breakfast
and lunch dishes. $ 113 W. Market St., Lewes;
313-4701; cafeazafran.com
best ONE COASTAL Highlighting locally grown
produce and local purveyors, Chef Matt Kern
creates innovative dishes and cocktails. $$
101 Coastal Hwy., Fenwick Island; 537-4790;
onecoastal.com
,
, ,
best PARADISE GRILL This tiki hut designed
restaurant brings more than just American
seafood dishes to the table. $ 27344 Bay Rd.,
Millsboro; 945-4500; paradisegrillde.com
,

,

PIG & PUBLICAN Casual, upscale offerings from
appetizers, soups, sandwiches, salads and
entrees. Craft beer list with a Belgian slant.
$$ 516 E. Savannah Road, Lewes; 313-4487;
pigandpublican.com
,
, ,
best REHOBOTH DINER Classic American diner
serving breakfast, lunch and dinner 24 hours
a day. $ 19219 Coastal Hwy., Rehoboth Beach;
227-0908; rehobothdiner.com
,

FINAL GG Ad:DE Today Ad: Got Grout FINAL

PROFESSIONAL TILE AND GROUT MAINTENANCE

Restore
Your Existing
Tile & Stone
Surfaces!

3/17/09

11:15 AM

Page 1

Get the scoop on the area’s
best restaurants with our free
Delaware Today e-newsletter.

best ROSENFELD’S JEWISH DELICATESSEN Serving
Jewish staples for breakfast and lunch. $ 18949
Coastal Hwy., Rehoboth Beach; 645-1700;
rosenfeldsjewishdeli.com
,

best RUSTY RUDDER This classic is best-known
for nightlife, plus seafood, ribs and chicken.
$$ 113 Dickinson St., Dewey; 227-3888;
rustyrudderdewey.com
,

www.thetilecleaners.com

176

,

,

302-743-8084

Professional High Pressure Cleaning
Clear & Color Sealing - Regrouting - Recaulking
Marble Polishing - Stone Countertop Maintenance

best RISE UP COFFEE ROASTERS Tasty espresso
drinks, breakfast and lunch options, full
bar and dinner menu. $ 502 Rehoboth Ave.,
Rehoboth Beach; 567-2588; riseupcoffee.com

Visit: DelawareToday.com/signup

,

best SALT AIR Emphasizing local ingredients
from local growers, menu changes with the
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seasons. $$ 50 Wilmington Ave., Rehoboth;
227-3744; saltairrestaurant.com
,
best SEED EATERY Healthy eatery with signature
and make-your-own bowls. $ 18979 Coastal
Hwy., Unit 105, Rehoboth Beach; 313-5981;
seedeatery.com
,
best SMASHMOUTH BURGERS Food truck offering a
variety of burgers plus bangin’ fries, now at Big
Chill Surf Cantina. $ 19406 Coastal Hwy., #2,
Rehoboth Beach; 557-6274; smashmouthde.com
best THE STARBOARD Burgers, sandwiches, crab
cakes and drinks galore. $ 2009 Coastal Hwy.,
Dewey; 227-4600; thestarboard.com
,

,

STRIPER BITES Your community-driven
neighborhood restaurant specializing in
seafood dishes with a fun bar. $$ 107 Savannah
Road, Lewes; 645-4657; striperbites.com
,

,

best SUMMER HOUSE This surf ’n’ turf spot offers
up seafood dishes, plus sandwiches, burgers
and salads. $$ 228 Rehoboth Ave., Rehoboth
Beach; 227-3895; summerhousesaloon.com
,
best THOMPSON ISLAND BREWING COMPANY This
brewpub offers innovative comfort food paired
with brews. $$ 30133 Veterans Way, Rehoboth
Beach; 226-4677; thompsonislandbrewing.com
,
, ,
best VICTORIA’S RESTAURANT Oceanfront dining
in a Victorian setting with classic fare.
Sunday brunch is legendary. $$$ Boardwalk
Plaza Hotel, 2 Olive Ave., and the boardwalk,
Rehoboth; 227-0615; boardwalkplaza.com
,
, ,
best WOODY’S DEWEY BEACH BAR & GRILL A “locals
bar” with stellar crab cakes, pit beef, burgers,
salads and more. $ 1904 Hwy. 1, Dewey Beach;
260-9945; deweybeachbar.com
,

,

Subscribe today

& save off the newsstand price.
888-597-0159

FAIR CELEBRATE
THE DELAWARE STATE
PASS THE CORN DOGS:

,

,

best CONFUCIUS CHINESE CUISINE Enjoy Hunanstyle dishes and seafood, plus traditional
Chinese dishes. $$ 57 Wilmington Ave.,
Rehoboth Beach; 227-3848; confuciusrb.com
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+Breezy summer style,

best THE CULTURED PEARL Japanese and American
classics include great sushi. The rooftop
deck features beautiful lagoons full of koi.
$$$ 301 Rehoboth Ave., Rehoboth; 227-8493;
culturedpearl.us
,

QUEENS OF

JOE

BIDEN

Expert advice from
local designers

PANCAKES
CARAMEL APPLE IN HOCKESSIN
CAFÉ
FROM DRIP

,
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of 2021’s most eligible singles

THE HOME
RENOVATION
ISSUE

DelawareToday.com/subscribe

ASIAN/INDIAN/THAI

best BANGKOK THAI CUISINE Family-owned
restaurant crafting authentic Thai cuisine.
$$ 17644 Coastal Hwy., Lewes; 644-2223;
bangkokthaicuisinedelaware.com

21

A COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE

THE FIRST STATE’S FIRST PRESIDENT
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ARTS & CULTURE
About Town
AT PRESS TIME, THESE
LOCAL EVENTS WERE STILL
SCHEDULED. CHECK THE
EVENTS’ WEBSITE TO STAY
UP TO DATE AND TO REVIEW
COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS.
COMPILED BY MEG RYAN
Beginning April 1: The Delaware Contemporary
brings together artists Lauren E. Peters and Samara
Weaver in a new exhibition titled Saturation and
Hue. Peters utilizes color, texture and printed
fabrics to create self-portraits exploring the idea
of identity. Weaver, working with mixed media,
studies texture, color and perspective through her
diverse works. Wilmington, decontemporary.org
Beginning April 1: The Rehoboth Art League opens
two new exhibitions. The Abstraction of the Eastern
Shore, Land & Sea is a collection of abstract landscapes by artist Kate Meyer Fitzpatrick. Monochromatic Delaware features Brandon Hirt’s black and
white photography in a series showcasing the First
State. Rehoboth Beach, rehobothartleague.org

The Grand presents
Scottish fiddling duo
Alasdair Fraser and
Natalie Haas.

Lingering Memories is among Kate Meyer Fitzpatrick’s paintings exhibited in The Abstraction of the Eastern
Shore, Land & Sea at Rehoboth Art League.

through covers of their famous tunes. Closing out
the month is Scottish fiddling duo Alasdair Fraser &
Natalie Haas. Wilmington, thegrandwilmington.org
April 6–17: Award-winning writer and actress Renée
Taylor recounts the ups and downs of show business in My Life on a Diet at the Delaware Theatre
Company. Taylor, who considers herself a “diet
junkie,” shares funny anecdotes and weight-loss
tips from greats like Joan Crawford, Marilyn
Monroe and Barbra Streisand. Wilmington,
delawaretheatre.org
April 8–10: A modern take on a Jane Austen classic,
Emma! A Pop Musical explores female empowerment at Clear Space Theatre Company. The story

178

follows Emma, a senior at Highbury Prep, who aims
to use her matchmaking skills to find the perfect
boyfriend for shy sophomore Harriet. However,
Emma’s preoccupation with others’ love lives may
prevent her from finding her own. The show’s score
includes music from contemporary female artists.
Rehoboth Beach, clearspacetheatre.org
April 22–24: See a classic musical centered on Irish
music and dance reinvented as The Playhouse
hosts Riverdance: The 25th Anniversary Show.
Composer Bill Whelan rerecorded his original
soundtrack, while producer Moya Doherty and
director John McColgan reimagined lighting,
projection, stage direction and costume design.
Wilmington, thegrandwilmington.org

COURTESY OF REHOBOTH ART LEAGUE, THE GRAND
AND LAUREN E, PETERS

April 1, 15, 22: The Grand Opera House is sure to
pique the interest of all music lovers with a fresh
lineup of performers. Straight No Chaser, a male a
cappella group, brings their well-known national
act to the stage April 1. Two weeks later comes One
Night in Memphis: The Music of Presley, Perkins,
Lewis and Cash, a tribute to the music legends
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Lauren E. Peters is one of two resident mixed-media
artists at The Delaware Contemporary whose work
will be on display in Saturation and Hue.

April 23: The Mid-Atlantic Symphony Orchestra
brought back full orchestral performances during
its 2021–2022 season. Its second-to-last show
features clarinet soloist YaoGuang Zhai at Cape
Henlopen High School. Lewes, midatlanticsymphony.org
Beginning April 29: The Wilmington Drama League
presents Noises Off, a play-within-a-play written
by Michael Frayn. Watch the ups and downs as a
theater troupe puts on a rendition of Nothing On
from the dress rehearsal to the opening performance and finally the tumultuous performance.
Wilmington, wilmingtondramaleague.org
April 29–May 1: Celebrate Mother Nature at Mt. Cuba
Center’s annual Wildflower Weekend. Witness the
flowers at peak bloom with three days of music,
gardening activities and outdoor family events.
Dining options and native plants will be for sale
(while supplies last). Hockessin, mtcubacenter.org

FIND YOUR
MOVES.
JOIN TODAY!
At our Y, you’ll dance,
laugh and sweat your
way to better health in
spirit, mind and body.
Financial assistance is available.

Through May 14: The University of Delaware hosts
six exhibitions throughout its various galleries
and libraries. Currently on display are Gathered
Together: Black Artists and the Collage Aesthetic,
a celebration of African American artists and
collage; Grounded Innovation: Pueblo Arts of Clay, a
showcase of Pueblo artists’ ancestorial connections through pottery; Art, Artifacts and Specimens
from the Collectors Cabinet, a group of collectors’
cabinets; Faces and Facets—Crystals to Gemstones,
a showcase of gemstones and minerals; Multiple
Middles: Maps from Early Modern Times, a display
of maps from the 16th through 18th centuries that
reveal unfamiliar history; and Everyday People:
Highlights of the Civil Rights Movement from the
Beverly Axelrod Papers, which discusses the
challenges, strategies and experiences of civil
rights movement participants. Newark, exhibitions.

www.ymcade.org

FOLLOW US!
FACEBOOK I TWITTER I INSTAGRAM

Like & Follow Us:

@DelawareToday

See our photos:

@DelawareTodayMagazine
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PARTING SHOT

TOM JOHNSON @TOMJOHNSONBIRDS

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NEW JERSEY

“Found in the tidal salt marshes that ring Delaware Bay, the seaside sparrow is a familiar
sight and sound to visitors to the coastal environment. This curious juvenile took a split
stance as it checked out a human visitor to its realm.”

We want to see how you experience life in Delaware! Send us your captures and one might appear in a future issue of DT mag. Submissions can be
emailed to editorial@delawaretoday.com; include your name, city, photo and a brief description of your image.

APRIL 2022, Volume LXI, No. 4 DELAWARE TODAY (ISSN:1086-8380; USPS: 870-920) is published monthly plus one additional issue by Today Media, 3301 Lancaster Pike, Suite 5C,
Wilmington, DE 19805. Periodicals postage paid at Wilmington, Del., and additional mailing offices. Attention postmaster: Send address changes to DELAWARE TODAY, PO Box 462611,
Escondido, CA 92046. Address changes should be accompanied by a mailing label from a recent issue.
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THE FACE OF

FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
Financial Planning is a process... At Bassett, Dawson & Foy, the financial planning process begins with
identifying and prioritizing your specific financial objectives. With over 100 years of combined experience in
the financial services industry and a strong commitment to your success, the partners and staff at Bassett,
Dawson & Foy, Inc. are ready to provide you with the professional knowledge and objectivity that will help
invest, manage, and conserve your wealth. It is important to us that our clients are comfortable with each step
of establishing their goals and implementing their financial plans. With this in mind, we have built our company
with a philosophy of old-fashioned service and satisfaction, striving to provide our clients with the highest
level of service possible.

BASSETT, DAWSON & FOY, INC.

1011 Centre Road, Suite 110, Wilmington, DE 19805
302.999.9330 • bdfwealth.com
Holly Chappell, J.D., Estate Service Associate*; Adam Dorosky, Client Service Associate; Fred Dawson, ChFC, CLU, Wealth
Manager; Brian Dawson, ChFC, CIMC, Wealth Manager; Debbie Scholze, Client Relationship Manager; Scott Crosby, CFP,
Wealth Manager; Ray Foy, Administrative Assistant; Brad Foy, CFP, Wealth Manager; Peggy Sue Taylor, Registered Associate.
Seated: Connie Callahan, Executive Assistant and Cindy Barwinski, Executive Assistant
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks for CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and federally registered CFP (with flame design)
in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements.
Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment Advisory Services are offered through Raymond James Financial Services
Advisors, Inc. Bassett, Dawson & Foy, Inc. is not a registered broker/dealer and is independent of Raymond James Financial Services.
* Estate planning services of BDF, Inc. are independent of Raymond James.
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